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This study explores the enactment of literacy conferences in reading and writing 

workshop across three classrooms at the same elementary campus, considering how these 

interactions between teacher and student served as spaces for humanizing literacy 

practice. To extend existing research on the discursive patterns and roles within literacy 

conferences, I examined reading and writing conferences from a critical perspective, 

drawing on theories of humanizing pedagogy and third space to study the circulation of 

power in these events. The study was guided by two research questions: (1) How do 

teachers and students co-construct critical humanizing pedagogy within reading and 

writing conferences?; and (2) How do teachers and students negotiate contradictions that 

arise in this work? The study is framed as a multiple case study of literacy conferences in 

three elementary classrooms within one urban elementary school. Using an ethnographic 

approach to data collection, I observed literacy instruction in first-, second-, and fourth-

grade classrooms for five months. Data sources included: video- and audio-recording and 

field notes of reading and writing conferences; audio-recording and field notes of other 

components of literacy instruction; multiple teacher interviews; and artifacts of literacy 
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instruction. Two focal teacher-student dyads were selected in each classroom, and eight 

conferences between each of these dyads were chosen for further analysis (resulting in a 

total of forty-eight focal conferences). I used a microethnographic approach to discourse 

analysis to analyze each focal conference, examining how literacy knowledges, practices, 

and identities were constructed in these interactions through the verbal and nonverbal 

actions of teacher and student. In the findings, I first detail how humanizing pedagogical 

discourses expressed by teachers in interviews were enacted in literacy conferences, 

including how these discourses at times contradicted and conflicted other discourses 

circulating in the classroom. Then, I consider how teachers strategically used these 

contradictions to construct moments of third space with students during conferences that 

produced new understandings of literacy. This analysis suggests that the enactment of 

humanizing pedagogy within literacy conferences is a necessarily complex social 

practice, but also one that allows for emancipatory knowledge and identity construction.  
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Chapter 1: Purpose  

It was reading workshop time in Ms. Lau’s second grade classroom, and students 

were spread around the room – some at their desks, some laying on the carpet, one lucky 

student in Ms. Lau’s rocking chair, and a few others tucked into nooks and crannies 

around the room. Beside each student was a book box, a simple cardboard box filled with 

a variety of texts from the school library, the classroom library, and in some cases from 

students’ personal collections. There was no theme or pattern to the books in those book 

boxes; there were picture books, chapter books, realistic fiction, biographies, graphic 

novels, informational texts on topics ranging from sports to science, and perhaps a 

magazine or two. While a few students were engaged in conversation with a classmate or 

writing in their reading journals, the majority were reading, their attention focused on the 

texts in front of them.  

To an observer entering the room, it would have been hard to immediately spot 

Ms. Lau, who was sitting on the floor next to a student, leaning against a file cabinet 

while the student, Erykah, read aloud. Erykah was lying on her stomach, her head 

propped up on her elbows. She was reading a book from the Pinkalicious series (Kann, 

2013), a favorite of Erykah and several friends in the class. Ms. Lau gazed intently at 

Erykah while she read, listening without interruption while Erykah decoded a few 

unfamiliar words. As Erykah began to turn the page, Ms. Lau tapped her lightly on the 

shoulder and said, “Tell me a little bit about what you’ve been reading about.” Erykah 

looked up at Ms. Lau and smiled slightly as she began telling Ms. Lau about some 

memorable events from her current text and others in the series. In the conversation that 

followed, Ms. Lau and Erykah discussed these events, with Erykah returning to the text 

to support her retelling. Ms. Lau noticed and named (Johnston, 2004) the connections 
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Erykah was making between her current text and others in the series, identifying 

Erykah’s previous experiences with books in the Pinkalicious series as a resource for her 

meaning-making in this book. She also encouraged her to recognize differences between 

the events of this book and previously read books, focusing her attention on the problem 

being constructed in this particular text. Perhaps noticing Erykah’s eyes drifting away 

from hers and back towards the text at this point of the interaction, Ms. Lau closed the 

conversation by touching Erykah gently on the head while saying, “All right, keep on 

reading hun.” Erykah leaned in towards her text, continuing to read while Ms. Lau stood 

up and moved across the room to talk with another student.  

This conference was one of many I observed in Ms. Lau’s classroom, both prior 

to and during the current study. These events attracted my interest for their unique 

discursive and pedagogical features (Freedman & Katz, 1987; Griffith, Bauml, & 

Barksdale, 2015). Unlike the majority of instructional frameworks that involve multiple 

student voices and competition for discursive space, a conference was an opportunity for 

a student to have a one-on-one conversation with a teacher, allowing students like Erykah 

who were reluctant to speak during whole group conversations space to share their 

knowledge and experiences orally. Pedagogically these conferences also differed from 

other kinds of instruction, in that the focus was determined, at least in part, by the reading 

or writing the student had been engaged in. In addition, conferences required the teacher  

to orient their teaching towards students’ immediate reading and writing, in contrast to a 

writing mini-lesson or read aloud that might involve meticulous lesson planning before 

enactment. As such, conferences allowed for less preparation and instead required more 

immediate teacher decision-making than other structures. In addition to these unique 

discursive and pedagogical features, conferences appeared to be an interesting space to 

consider questions of power, in that they were spaces where teacher and student were 
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negotiating meaning around text. This power circulated in part through identity 

construction, as participants built both identities that disrupted the expert/novice 

dichotomy and identities that (re)produce those positions. Power was interwoven within 

the unique pedagogical and discursive features of conferring, with each aspect of the 

interaction both reflecting and constituting discourses of literacy teaching and learning.  

In this study, I examine these literacy conferences not solely as an instructional 

activity but also as a participation framework (Goffman, 1981). In doing so, I focus 

analytic attention on how this particular kind of interaction is constructed by teacher and 

student, recognizing that it is guided by (typically unstated) norms for how each member 

participates. My focus here is not on any one-on-one conversation between teacher and 

student, but specifically those conversations that occur between teacher and student about 

the student’s independent reading and writing practices within the context of reading and 

writing workshop.  

NEED FOR THE STUDY 

Within the professional literature on reading and writing workshop, these one-on-

one conversations between teacher and student during reading or writing workshop – 

typically referred to as ‘conferring’ or ‘conferences’ – are considered to be a particularly 

essential space for literacy teaching and learning (e.g., Anderson, 2000; Calkins, 

Hartman, & White, 2005; Fountas & Pinnell, 2001). Emphasizing process over product, 

teachers using a workshop model (Calkins, 1994, 2000; Graves, 1983) of literacy 

instruction concentrate their instructional attention on supporting students in developing 

tools and strategies to use when reading and writing texts independently. This approach 

necessitates teaching that is directly relevant to students’ self-directed reading and 

writing, and the conference allows for such teaching.  
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Rather than a casual chat, conferences are “instructional conversations” (Tharp & 

Gallimore, 1991, p. 9) between teacher and student aimed towards developing the 

student’s independent engagement with text. Involving “informed improvisation” 

(Collins & Glover, 2015, p. 36), conferences prompt the teacher to be responsive to the 

student’s ongoing reading and writing rather than to enact a planned lesson. They can 

serve as a space for “collaborative exchanges… in which, jointly, teacher and child 

develop an elaborated set of ideas on a particular topic” (Michaels & Cazden, 1986, p. 

133). They can also provide a teacher opportunities to scaffold student engagement with 

text as the student learns new ways of talking and thinking around text (O’Connor & 

Michaels, 1996). Because conferences allow the teacher to closely observe a student’s 

literacy practice, the teacher can assess the student’s development (Laman, 2011; 

Martinez, 2010) and provide differentiated instruction, allowing the student to cultivate 

new strategies for working with text (Bomer, 1999; Gill, 2000). In addition, the learning 

from these interactions extends beyond the conference itself, with research demonstrating 

that writing conferences can lead to substantial revision in students’ subsequent drafts 

(Gilliand, 2014; Peterson & Portier, 2014), as well as to the development of new writing 

knowledge and strategies (Corden, 2007; Daiute et al., 1993; Griffith, 2014).  

Recent survey research suggests that these conferences are relatively common 

practice in primary writing classrooms (Cutler & Graham, 2008), and although there is 

not corresponding research on the frequency of such conferences in reading instruction, 

the professional literature on reading workshop typically identifies conferring as a 

fundamental instructional practice (e.g., Calkins, 2000; Fountas & Pinnell, 2001). 

However, while theoretical and practitioner-oriented texts suggest the importance of 

conferring in literacy instruction, the empirical literature remains relatively limited. Most 

of the existing research is focused on writing conferences, including studies at the 
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elementary (e.g., Larson & Maier, 2000; Peterson & Portier, 2014), secondary (e.g., 

Consalvo & Maloch, 2015; Sperling, 1990, 1991), and postsecondary (e.g., Jacobs & 

Karliner, 1977; Park, 2012) levels. The existing literature on reading conferences is 

sparser, and the majority of this research has been published in practitioner-oriented 

journals that do not call for detailed descriptions of methodology or theoretical 

orientation (e.g., Cummins, 2011; Gill, 2000). While there is a substantial body of 

literature on the one-on-one interactions around reading in tutorial settings, including 

many studies of Reading Recovery (c.f., Journal of Reading Recovery; What Works 

Clearinghouse, 2013), the context and focus of the interactions in these studies differs 

significantly from conferences within a classroom reading or writing workshop. 

In addition, the existing studies of conferring in literacy classrooms examine only 

reading or writing, rather than jointly exploring both as spaces of literacy instruction. 

This artificial separation of reading and writing within the existing literature positions 

reading and writing conferences as distinct, independent practices. While reading and 

writing conferences necessarily have differences between them, they are both 

instructional conversations between a teacher and student focused around the student’s 

independent engagement with text. In addition, in the practice of classroom instruction, 

conferences often involve both reading and writing. To focus attention only on 

conferences that occurred during time designated as reading workshop or writing 

workshop would be to miss an opportunity to examine how writing is taken up in reading 

conferences and vice versa. Research that considers both reading and writing conferences 

allows an exploration of the shared and unique discursive characteristics of these 

practices, which could be used by both researchers and practitioners to better understand 

the role of these interactions within literacy instruction.  
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The existing research on conferring also indicates that teachers’ enactment of 

literacy conferences is not consistent across classrooms. While in some classrooms, 

teachers use conferences to scaffold students’ independent literacy practices, in other 

classrooms teachers use conferences in order to edit students’ existing writing or provide 

nonspecific praise (Lipson, Mosenthal, Daniels, & Woodside-Jiron, 2000). In addition, 

the discourse patterns within a conference can vary greatly both across and within 

classrooms. The same instructional practice can be enacted very differently based on the 

patterns of talk, or scripts, used by the teacher and student (Gutiérrez, 1993), and such 

variation can lead to very different outcomes with respect to student learning (e.g., Jacobs 

& Karliner, 1977; Larson & Maier, 2000; Sperling, 1990).  

In addition to its effect on students’ literacy development, these variations in the 

enactment of conferring are intertwined with issues of power, just as are all interactions 

in the classroom (Gutiérrez & Larson, 1994; Moje & Lewis, 2007). The majority of 

existing research on literacy conferences does not closely attend to the social and political 

contexts in which these conferences take place, instead implicitly positioning these 

interactions as apolitical spaces uninfluenced by structures or discourses of power. 

However, the literacy workshop, like all classroom spaces, is a place where power is 

(re)produced both by students and teachers (Dyson, 1997, 2003, 2013a; Kamler, 2001; 

Lensmire, 1993, 1994). This is arguably especially true within conferences, given that 

providing comments on a students’ literacy practices carries with it particular 

assumptions about knowledge and authority (Lea & Street, 1998).  

Some studies have begun to explore these questions of power within writing 

conferences, considering how such interactions are impacted by the historical and 

institutional understandings of the role of teacher and student, as well as by the teacher’s 

ideas of what is considered ‘good’ writing (e.g., Denyer & Florio-Ruane, 1995; Ulichny 
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& Watson-Geo, 1989). However, while these studies allude to issues of power and 

agency in the co-construction of literacy norms within these spaces (Larson & Maier, 

2000), they focus primarily on how these norms are locally constructed. While attention 

to the local context is crucial in seeking to understanding learning, this local context is 

situated within a broader world that influences the construction of that local context in 

countless ways. Studies of learning must situate the local interaction within its broader 

context (Leon’tev, 1981), considering how sociopolitical and institutional forces guide 

the often-implicit “assumptions about appropriate roles, goals, and means used by the 

participants in that setting” (Wertsch, 1985, p. 212). Within the literature on conferring, 

then, more research is needed to examine how the immediate participants within a 

conference (teacher and student) interact with these more distant forces, represented in 

the classroom through both the tools of literacy (Brandt & Clinton, 2002) and the 

ideological discourses drawn on within these interactions.  

In one notable exception to this narrow focus on the local context within the 

conferring literature, Michaels (1987) explores how writing conferences within a sixth 

grade classroom were influenced not only by what kinds of writing were valued by the 

teacher and students and their assumptions about the roles of teacher and student, but also 

by curriculum, testing, and other policies created outside of the immediate classroom 

context. This study suggests the importance of research that closely attends to the role of 

power in these interactions, including how conferences might be influenced by neoliberal 

reforms like high-stakes testing and mandated curricula (Apple, 2006; Au, 2007, 2011; 

Shannon, 2007) not yet enacted in their present form during Michaels’ study. Although 

such reforms do not fully control activity in the classroom, they do encourage particular 

types of teaching and learning while constructing barriers for teachers and students who 

wish to depart from these instructional norms. Teachers and students are prodded through 
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these reforms to interact in certain ways, including within conferences, thus constructing 

particular kinds of literacy teaching and learning.  

While a critical analysis of power can identify ways that conferences can 

reproduce existing structures and discourses of literacy pedagogy, it can also suggest how 

teachers and students can interact within conferences in ways that construct new and 

potentially more emancipatory pedagogies and perspectives on the world. Literacy 

pedagogy represents a particularly useful space for this work, given the significance of 

language in the construction of power (Freire, 1983; Voloshinov, 1986; Williams, 1977). 

Spaces of literacy teaching and learning, then, can be spaces of what Freire and Macedo 

(1987) term emancipatory literacy, in which “readers become ‘subjects’ rather than mere 

‘objects’…equipped with the necessary tools to reappropriate their history, culture, and 

language practices” (p. 157). This emancipatory approach to literacy is then a humanizing 

pedagogy that affirms the humanity of all people within a learning context while 

supporting them in their continual personal and political growth (Freire, 1970/2009; 

Roberts, 2000).  

Literacy conferences, as a space of engagement among human beings and texts, 

could serve as one space to enact this humanizing pedagogy. However, while there is a 

strong theoretical argument for humanizing pedagogies within the existing literature, 

there is less empirical research examining how such pedagogies are constructed in the 

interactions between teacher and student (Salazar, 2013; Vossoughi & Gutiérrez, 2016), 

creating a need for such critical research that examines how teachers and students are 

successfully engaged in this work of humanization within literacy classrooms (Morrell, 

2009). An exploration of how teachers and students negotiate their understandings of 

literacy and language within conferences can provide insight into one way in which 

humanizing pedagogies can be enacted in classrooms.  
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OVERVIEW OF STUDY 

This research contributes to the existing literature by exploring how power 

circulates within literacy conferences, considering how teachers and students might enact 

a humanizing pedagogy within this space. I situate my work as an ethnographic multiple 

case study (Dyson & Genishi, 2005; Stake, 2006) of literacy conferences in three 

elementary classrooms within a single public school that serves historically marginalized 

students. The teachers in each of these three classrooms sought to enact process-based 

and strengths-based literacy pedagogies (K. Bomer, 2010; R. Bomer, 2011; Johnston, 

2004, 2012) in the midst of mandated curricula and test preparation aimed at improved 

standardized testing scores at their campus. Both the school and the individual 

classrooms were purposefully selected to explore the challenges and possibilities of 

enacting literacy instruction that disrupts discourses of product, skill, and deficit that 

often predominate at campuses serving historically marginalized students.  

Recognizing the role of talk in constructing structures and discourses of power 

(Erickson, 2004; Fairclough, 2011), my data collection and analysis focused on the 

discursive interactions between teachers and students during literacy conferences, 

exploring how teachers and students use their language and their bodies to engage with 

and build knowledge from texts. In particular, I drew from Erickson’s (1982, 1992, 2004) 

ethnographic microanalysis of interaction to consider how these interactions both 

construct and are constructed by existing structures and discourses of literacy, language, 

and schooling. Ethnographic data collection, including audio and video recordings and 

field notes, took place during literacy instruction in each classroom across one half of an 

academic year, and this observational data was complemented by interviews with both 

teachers and focal students. Using positive discourse analysis as an analytic lens (Martin, 

2004; Rogers & Mosley Wetzel, 2013), I analyzed 48 conferences enacted between six 
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focal teacher-student dyads (two in each classroom). Drawing on theories of humanizing 

pedagogy (Freire, 2009; Salazar, 2013) and third space (Gutiérrez, 2008; Gutiérrez, 

Baquedano-López, & Tejeda, 1999), I considered the ways in which teachers and 

students constructed humanizing pedagogy within their literacy conferences amidst the 

dehumanizing discourses circulating at their campus. I then examined the contradictions 

that arose in their conferences, exploring how teachers and students negotiated these 

contradictions in ways that led to moments of third space and ultimately expansive 

learning (Engeström, 2015).  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The study was guided by two overarching research questions:  

• How do teachers and students co-construct critical humanizing pedagogy within 

reading and writing conferences? 

• How do teachers and students negotiate contradictions that arise in this work?  

Within these overarching questions, I used the following set of sub-questions to guide my 

analysis of data:  

• How do conferences vary discursively depending on the participants, texts, and 

activities involved, as well as the goals of those participants within the 

interaction? 

• How do participants construct identities for themselves and for one another within 

these conferences? How do these identities shift both within and across 

conferences? 

• How do these interactions reflect and constitute different approaches to literacy 

instruction? How are discourses and ideologies of literacy and language 

constructed within these interactions? 
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OVERVIEW OF DISSERTATION 

In the following chapters, I report on this study of literacy conferences across 

three elementary classrooms, considering how these conferences function as spaces for 

teachers and students to co-construct humanizing pedagogies. I also examine the 

contradictions that arise within this co-construction, considering how engagement with 

these contradictions allows teacher and student to build moments of third space and 

expansive learning. The second chapter reviews the existing body of literature on reading 

and writing conferences, and the third chapter situates the study conceptually within 

theories of humanizing pedagogy, third space, and the role of classroom discourse in 

constructing knowledge, identity, and power. The fourth chapter describes the study’s 

methodology, describing its context and focal participants as well as documenting the 

data collection and analysis methods. The fifth and sixth chapters present findings from 

the study, with the fifth chapter focusing on how teachers and students constructed 

humanizing pedagogy in conferences and the sixth chapter describing how they 

negotiated the contradictions in this work and constructed expansive learning within 

moments of third space. Finally, the seventh chapter discusses the findings from both of 

these chapters and considers implications for research and teaching. 
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Chapter 2: Review of Relevant Literature 

In this chapter, I review the existing body of literature on reading and writing 

conferences, exploring both research on the discursive patterns of these interactions and 

how these conferences influence students’ literacy development. I also review literature 

which examines how both participants – teacher and student – influence the enactment of 

the conference, as well as considering how additional factors might influence this work. 

First, however, I detail the search process used to locate and evaluate relevant studies.  

SEARCH PROCESS  

While there is a growing body of literature examining reading and writing 

conferences, reviewing the literature is challenging due to the varied terminology used to 

describe these interactions (Bayraktar, 2012). This variation necessitated multiple 

approaches to locating relevant studies for review. I sought to locate studies of one-on-

one teacher-student interactions around literacy within a classroom context. While this 

study is particularly focused on conferring within the context of literacy workshop, I 

broadened my focus to include studies from slightly different contexts that provided 

insight into how teachers and students interact around text, including studies of writing 

conferences at the university level.  

My primary approach to identify articles was an electronic search of several 

educational research databases (Education Source, ERIC, and PsychINFO) through 

EBESCO using the following search terms: (conferenc* OR conferr* OR "one-to-one" 

OR "one-on-one") AND (literacy OR reading OR writing OR "language arts"). Limiting 

the search to scholarly, peer-reviewed journals, I initially located over 700 articles, the 

majority of which did not fit my criteria. Given the high proportion of articles that did not 
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match my inclusion criteria, I reviewed approximately 300 of the most relevant articles 

(as sorted by EBESCO) for the purposes of this study.  

Following this electronic search, I reviewed several recent conference papers and 

dissertations on writing conferences (Consalvo, 2011; Hawkins, 2014; Martin, 2014; 

McKeaney, 2009), as well as a recent literature review on writing conferences 

(Bayraktar, 2013), in order to locate additional articles that matched my inclusion criteria. 

Finally, I used bibliographic branching of the articles identified through both of these 

prior approaches in order to locate further studies not located through these approaches. 

After completing an initial review of the literature prior to data collection, I used both 

EBESCO and Google Scholar to regularly search for newly published articles, using the 

search terms listed above.  

This search process located 66 peer-reviewed articles, 53 of which were based in 

K-12 settings. Of these 53, 44 were focused on conferences enacted within the context of 

a process- or workshop-based model of literacy instruction in a classroom setting. The 

remaining nine articles focused on research conducted in out-of-classroom settings, such 

as tutorial spaces. These studies include a range of grade levels and student populations 

(e.g., multilingual students and monolingual English students); while the majority of 

studies examine conferences occurring within writing instruction, both reading and 

writing conferences are represented in this body of literature.  

 After reviewing all of these studies, I located key topics and findings that were 

prevalent across this body of research. In the following sections, I detail my synthesis of 

those articles. Although I do not report individually on each of the 66 articles reviewed, 

the areas of research discussed below represent the major themes represented in this body 

of literature. First, I examine the literature on how conferences influenced students’ 

literacy development. Next, I review studies that closely examined the language, or 
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discourse patterns, used by teachers and students in these interactions, as well as the 

different roles taken by teacher and student. Finally, I examine research focused on 

nature of these conferences as interactional, in that they are influenced by the beliefs, 

experiences, and goals of both participants: teacher and student.  

ROLE OF CONFERRING WITHIN LITERACY TEACHING AND LEARNING 

Although not specifically focused on literacy development, the work of Wood, 

Bruner and Ross (1976) is influential in illustrating how teacher-student interactions 

around a shared activity might facilitate student learning. Building upon the work of 

Vygotsky (1978, 1985) the study focused on how an adult tutor supported a young child 

in the building of a particular structure using blocks. It identified a set of actions taken by 

the tutor that the child to successfully complete a building task they were unable to do 

independently. These actions included encouraging and directing the child to work 

towards the goal at hand, simplifying the task, focusing the child’s attention of 

particularly relevant features of the task, and modeling possible solutions or next steps for 

the child; these actions allowed the adult tutor to scaffold the task, supporting the 

student’s problem-solving. It also found that tutors adapted their approach to the 

individual child within the immediate context, responding to the child’s actions with 

specific feedback or support that would allow that particular child to continue working 

towards the completion of the model. This study demonstrates the importance of such 

adult assistance in the process of learning new practices, suggesting that the similar 

practice of conferring might allow students to engage in more complex literacy practices. 

Subsequent research focused specifically on such conferring has built upon this 

work, examining the role of conferences in student literacy development. This has 

included both research on how students learn within conferences and how such learning 
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extends to students’ independent reading and writing. Laman (2011), in her study of the 

role of talk within a fourth grade writing classroom, found that conferences functioned as 

a “shared thinking space” (p. 137) for student and teacher, allowing the teacher to better 

understand the students’ intentions and understandings. Exploring conferences she held 

with one student, Albert, she illustrates how these conferences allowed her to better 

understand Albert’s intentions as a writer, particularly his writing about aliens within a 

realistic fiction unit. These conversations allowed Laman to more accurately assess 

Albert’s understanding of the genre, including his substantial knowledge of writing 

realistic fiction that was not visible simply from reading his written work, and to tailor 

her subsequent writing instruction with Albert based on this assessment.  

In addition to allowing for more informed assessment of a student’s knowledge 

and practices, a series of studies have focused on how students can develop literacy 

strategies within conferences. Tracing a series of reading conferences with one second-

grade student, Gill’s (2000) teacher research study found that the student extended her 

use of both visual and non-visual reading strategies across the conferences, while also 

increasing her willingness to expand her selection of texts beyond the familiar. Focusing 

more closely on student talk, Sperling’s (1992) study of ninth-grade writing conferences 

traced how student talk developed across conferences, illustrating in one case how the 

teacher supported a student in learning how to study a mentor text and use this experience 

to develop her own writing, as they jointly engaged in reading the mentor text and the 

student’s writing side-by-side. Similarly, Bomer's (1999) research on reading conferences 

with upper elementary students identified as ‘struggling’ readers found conferences 

valuable in supporting students from moving beyond simply decoding the words in the 

text to comprehending the information presented in that text. In discussions occurring in 

the midst of student reading, the teacher prompted students to think while they were 
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reading and to draw on their background knowledge and experiences to support their 

comprehension of the text. In this way, conferences became a space of “assisted 

performance” (p. 29) in which the teacher was able to support the student in successfully 

reading and comprehending new texts. Building upon Wood et al.’s (1976) concept of 

scaffolding, these studies suggest that conferences serve as a space in which students can 

learn new literacy strategies with the support of their teacher.  

Other studies provide evidence that, in addition to learning new literacy strategies 

within the conferences, students use such strategies in their subsequent independent 

practice. Vukelich & Leverson (1987) focused on the revisions of two second grade 

students that occurred following conferences with their teacher across a five-month 

period. Tracking the students’ subsequent writing following these conferences, the 

authors found that the students made revisions to their text in response to 79 most often 

through adding additional details to their writing. In a similar study, Peterson & Portier 

(2014) tracked the revisions that students made following conferences with their teacher 

in a first grade classroom, finding that students revised their writing based on these 

conversations in 90 percent of instances. This included more minor changes, including 

editing spelling and punctuation, as well as more substantial revisions such as adding or 

removing larger sections of text. These success revisions were made by students 

identified as having a range of ability levels, suggesting that conferences are an effective 

space of learning for students at varying levels of literacy development Taken together, 

these studies suggest that conferences influence students’ literacy practices not just 

within the conference itself, but also in their subsequent independent writing.  

These interactions might impact not only the piece of writing the student in 

working on, but might also have longer lasting impacts on their future writing. Corden's 

study (2007) sought to investigate how writing might develop across a full academic year 
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in a study of the use of mentor texts in writing instruction across 18 elementary school 

classrooms. While Corden examined learning across a variety of instructional structures, 

such as teacher-led whole group discussion and peer discussion of mentor texts, he found 

that conferences provided a space for teachers to provide specific instruction based on the 

students’ use of these stylistic features in their own writing. In combination with these 

other instructional spaces, the one-on-one conferences supported students applying 

features from mentor texts in their own writing, resulting in students meeting or 

exceeding the expectations for their writing development across the year. Similarly, 

Griffith (2014) found that a group of five kindergarteners identified as “at-risk” for 

academic failure were able to apply to their independent writing strategies of both 

composition and grammar learned in conferences. This suggests that writing conferences 

do not simply function to support the student in that immediate moment of reading or 

writing, but they also support students in developing strategies and practices they can 

draw on in future engagement with literacy.  

Other studies have focused on the role of conferences in developing both the 

teacher-student relationship and student’s ownership over writing. In a self-study of 

reading conferences in his high school English classroom, Martinez (2010) found 

conferences particularly supportive for students who were having difficulty being 

successful in their independent reading. In addition to allowing him to learn more about 

his students as readers, conferences also allowed him to build relationships with students 

that supported their instructional work, while attending to issues of interest and 

motivation. Additional studies have reported similar findings (Frank, 2001; Hiles, 2005; 

Ricks, Morrison, Wilcox, & Cutri, 2017), identifying how conferences allowed students 

to become more confident in their engagement with texts while strengthening their 

relationship with their teacher. 
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While this literature makes a strong case for the importance of conferring in 

student literacy development, other studies have complicated these findings by attending 

to how students might respond differently within these interactions. Gilliand’s (2014) 

study of conferences in two high school English Language Development classes found 

numerous instances in which either content or phrases within a student’s writing could be 

traced to their conversation with the teacher in a writing conference. However, not all 

student writing demonstrated the same degree of uptake from these conferences. In 

analyzing the differences in uptake, Gilliand found that student’s uptake increased when 

the student actively participated in the conversation and the teacher successfully 

scaffolded this student participation. Other studies have found similarly mixed results, 

with conferences supporting students’ subsequent writing in some cases while not have 

an observable impact in others (S. Brown, 2013; Daiute et al., 1993; Goldstein & Conrad, 

1990; Fitzgerald & Stamm, 1992; Glasswell, Parr, & McNaughton, 2003b; Patthey-

Chavez & Ferris, 1995). As identified in Gilliand’s study, such differences in subsequent 

literacy learning are likely influenced by the teacher and student, an issue that is explored 

at length in a later section of this chapter.  

The body of literature focused on the influence of conferences on student literacy 

development provides abundant evidence that conferences support such development. 

Students both demonstrating learning within the moment and are able to draw on 

strategies learning within conferences in their subsequent independent reading and 

writing practices. As the work of Gilliand and others suggest, however, not every 

conference results in the same type or degree of literacy development. Instead, factors 

related to both teacher and student seem to influence the learning within a conference. In 

order to more carefully examine how such differences in learning are produced, it is 
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necessary to closely analyze the ways in which teachers and students interact within 

conferences, a topic explored in the following section.  

DISCOURSE PATTERNS AND PARTICIPANT ROLES IN CONFERRING 

Studies focused on the patterns of talk within conferences, as well as the roles 

taken by teacher and student in this interaction, represent another significant area of the 

literature on conferring. In one of the earliest prominent studies of writing conferences, 

Jacobs and Karliner (1977) explored how different kinds of talk between two pairs of 

undergraduates and writing instructors supported the student writers in different ways. In 

one conference, the talk itself appears disorganized, with the student engaging in 

“stumbling utterances, false starts, and non-sequiturs” (p. 502) and the instructor 

refraining from strongly guiding the conversation. In a second conference, the talk is 

much more orderly, with the instructor leading most of the conversation. While the 

second conference might initially appear to be more effective, the authors found that the 

first writer engaged in much more substantial revision to her draft following the 

conference than did the second writer. It was the disorderly nature of the conference, 

Jacobs and Karliner surmised, that allowed the student writer the opportunity to engage in 

“exploratory talk” that led to significant development of her paper. They also noted that 

this type of exploratory talk required a different role for the instructor. Rather than using 

the conventional discourse patterns of teaching, particularly the Initiation-Response-

Evaluation (IRE) pattern (Cazden, 2001; Mehan, 1979; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975) that 

functions as the default pattern in many classrooms, the instructor placed herself in the 

role of a conversant with the student, as well as a recorder of the students’ thinking. In 

contrast to the other instructor who positioned himself in the traditional role of the 

teacher with his frequent use of the IRE pattern, the first instructor’s use of more 
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conversational discourse patterns allowed the student to engage in talk that developed her 

thinking on her writing.  

This comparison between interactions drawing on IRE or teacher-dominated 

patterns and those drawing on more conversational approaches to talk has been made in 

other studies as well. Several studies found that conferences tended to be more monologic 

events, in which the teacher directed the interaction (Daiute et al., 1993; Freedman & 

Katz, 1987; Morse, 1994), an approach Kibler (2011) argued conceal students’ confusion 

or lack of understanding in her study of conferring with emergent bilingual high school 

students. Hadjioannou & Loizou (2011) raise similar concerns about the use of teacher-

directed discourse patterns in their study of preservice teachers interacting with primary 

students around a shared text, which the authors termed “booktalks”. In contrast to 

booktalks characterized by frequent use of IRE sequences, they found that a more 

dialogic pattern involving open-ended questioning encouraged students to engage in more 

complex and inferential thinking about the text. Similar to the findings from Jacobs and 

Karliner (1977), these two different discursive approaches to conferring – an IRE pattern 

versus a conversational pattern – supported students in their literacy in different ways; the 

IRE pattern tended to act as a test of the student’s comprehension, while the 

conversational pattern encouraged students to engage in deeper thinking about the text.  

While these studies raise concerns about these more teacher-dominated 

conferences, Larson and Maier's (2000) work suggests that an IRE pattern might be 

useful in some cases. In the first-grade classroom they studied, the teacher used a variety 

of patterns during her writing conferences with students, including IRE patterns. Rather 

than inhibiting student learning, in at least one conference the teacher’s use of an IRE 

pattern was supportive of the student’s writing development, allowing the teacher to 

guide the student through the process of adding more details to his writing. Haneda 
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(2004) reported similar findings from the teacher-directed writing conferences she 

observed in a Japanese as foreign language classroom, illustrating how the teacher’s use 

of flexible questions and feedback served multiple instructional purposes. This suggests 

that conferring does not require a single discourse pattern to be effective. Instead, 

teachers use different discourse patterns depending on their instructional goals. A number 

of studies have identified different types of conferences, reflecting the diversity of 

pedagogical goals and teaching styles that might be enacted within a conference 

(Cummins, 2011; Hawkins, 2016; Wilson & Gillaspy, 2011). Related to the work of 

Haneda and of Larson and Maier, these studies illustrate the many possible variations in 

discursive pattern enacted within a conference.  

In addition to recognizing this variation in discursive patterns, research has 

considered how such patterns might shift over time. Sperling (1990) observed daily 

writing conferences in one ninth-grade classroom across a period of six weeks, focusing 

particularly on topic initiation and ownership. She found that topic ownership, or which 

participant controlled the topic of the conference, depended in part on whether the 

conference was focused on comments on the student’s writing written by the teacher. 

Conferences focused on the teacher’s written comments were dominated by teacher-

selected topics, while conferences not focused on these written conferences allowed for 

more topic ownership by students. Looking at these conferences over time, Sperling 

found that while the teacher initially directed the conversation, the extent to which he did 

so tended to decrease over time while student direction increased, a finding also 

illustrated in Porath’s (2014) study of writing conferences in two third grade classrooms. 

These findings suggest that students might be more able to take ownership in conferences 

as they become more familiar and comfortable with them over time. However, while 

similarly finding that student ownership increased over a series of conferences, Strauss 
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and Xiang (2006) argued that these shifts “[did] not occur in a linear and unidirectional 

fashion” (p. 274) in their study of writing conferences in a college composition course. 

Thus, while conferences may move towards more student-directed interactions over time, 

this shift should not be understood as automatic.  

Rather than focusing on discursive patterns, McIver and Wolf's (1999) study of 

one fourth grade classroom’s literacy instruction focused on the different discursive roles 

a teacher might enact within a writing conference. The teacher in this study often 

positioned herself as a reader or audience for the student’s piece of writing through her 

use of questions that demonstrated her interest in the text. This positioning of herself as 

reader subsequently positioned her students as writers, which facilitated their 

development of authorial identities. At other times within conferences, however, she 

shifted into the discursive role of the teacher, using these interactions as “teachable 

moments” to introduce or model particular concepts of writing for the student. The 

authors argue that the teacher’s pedagogical content knowledge allowed her to recognize 

which role – audience or teacher – would be most supportive for the student’s writing 

development in a particular moment and to shift comfortably between these two 

discursive roles. Gill’s (2000) study identified additional discursive roles that a teacher 

might enact within a reading conference, including being a collaborator with the student, 

a demonstrator of reading strategy for the student, or an assessor of the student’s reading. 

Similar to the research on the variety of discursive patterns, this research suggests that 

teachers might also enact different discursive roles to achieve their pedagogical goals.  

In considering the discursive patterns and roles within conferences, however, it is 

important to remember that teachers and students may not have equal footing (Goffman, 

1981) within this interactional space. In her study of writing conferences within an 

undergraduate writing course, Park (2012) examined the different kinds of questions 
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asked by students. By analyzing how students framed questions and how their teachers 

responded to these questions, she identified a pattern of interaction in which the teacher 

maintained his authority within the teacher-student relationship through their display of 

knowledge in responding to student questions; the student’s subsequent acceptance of 

this response confirmed this positioning. This study suggests that, although teachers and 

students are both participants within these interactions, these participants do not engage 

in this interaction from positions of equal status or authority, which in turn impacts the 

discourse patterns that occur.  

CONFERRING AS INTERACTION BETWEEN TEACHER AND STUDENT 

Park’s (2012) attention to the participants’ footing within these one-on-one 

interactions serves as a reminder that these one-on-one interactions are interactive, in that 

they are constructed by how both the teacher and student decide to participate. The work 

of Gilliand (2014) and others reported earlier demonstrate that these decisions have 

measurable effects on the student’s learning development. In seeking to understand how 

teacher and student can construct purposeful conferences then, it is necessary to consider 

the role of both the teacher and the students in shaping these interactions.  

Teacher Influences On Conferring 

A number of studies have found that teacher beliefs about writing and about 

pedagogy more broadly influence how they engage in conferring. Lipson, Mosenthal, 

Daniels, and Woodside-Jiron (2000) examined the writing instruction across 11 fifth 

grade classrooms in relation to teachers’ self-reported beliefs about teaching and learning. 

They found that teachers whom they termed had a curricularist orientation, which 

focused on skills-based instruction and a strong attention to classroom structures, rarely 

used conferences as a significant part of their instruction. When they did interact with 
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students one-on-one during independent writing, these interactions were brief and mainly 

consisted of editing student drafts or offering praise. In contrast, teachers with inquiry-

process orientations, which were strongly child-centered and focused on open-ended 

activities, viewed writing conferences as a central part of their writing instruction. In 

these classrooms, conferences were a space for teachers to provide specific, targeted 

instruction to students about their writing, focusing not simply on editing but also on 

planning, attention to purpose and audience, and other aspects of writing. These contrasts 

between the use of writing conferences emphasize how teachers’ orientation towards 

writing influences how, and even whether, conferring is enacted in the classroom.  

Complementing to the work of Lipson et al. (2000), Denyer and Florio-Ruane 

(1995) examined how these orientations towards writing instruction influence the 

discursive patterns used by the teacher. Through their close analysis of one writing 

conference between preservice teacher Maureen and third-grade student Katie, the 

authors found that Maureen’s discourse patterns shifted across three phases. She began 

by asking questions to explore Katie’s draft, prompting exploratory talk by Katie about 

her writing. While this discourse pattern fit within the process-based approaches to 

instruction and questioning Maureen was learning about in her teacher education 

coursework, it conflicted with Maureen’s belief that it was the role of the teacher to 

provide knowledge to students. In the second phase of the conference, Maureen shifted 

her questions away from exploratory talk and towards directive questions, such as asking 

Katie to identify a section of her writing to revise. This move from exploration to 

direction prompted Katie to begin to withdraw from the conference physically, indicating 

a move towards releasing ownership of her writing. Finally, in the third phase of the 

conference, Maureen shifted more completely into a recitation or IRE discourse pattern, 

using questions to test Katie’s knowledge of editing. Within this single conference, there 
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is a move from the exploratory, student-centered questioning she is learning in her 

coursework towards more directive, evaluative questioning that matches with her beliefs 

around the role of the teacher and student in writing instruction. The authors argue while 

teachers can learn and enact multiple patterns of discourse in their talk with students, they 

may be pulled towards patterns that align with their views of literacy teaching.  

Lain’s (2007) self-study of writing conferences in her middle-grade English class 

demonstrates a different way in which the teacher’s orientation towards literacy 

instruction might influence their conferring. She describes out her conferences are 

influenced by her own practice as a writer: “Because I write, I know what to celebrate, 

what questions to ask, what teaching tips to offer, what to ponder” (p. 25). In contrast to 

the more authoritative positioning taken by Maureen as her conference progressed, Lain 

illustrates how she approaches the conference from a more horizontal positioning by 

highlighting her identity as a writer. Rather than seeking to direct the conference, Lain 

encourages her students to take ownership over their own writing, reflecting her 

orientation towards writing as process. Other studies have reported similar findings to 

these three, recognizing how the teacher’s orientation towards writing instruction 

influences how they enact conferences (Ewert, 2009; Frank, 2001; Haneda, 2004; 

McCarthey, 1992).  

Dyson and Smitherman (2009) examine how it is not only orientation towards 

writing instruction but orientation towards language more broadly that influences how 

teachers engage with students in conferences. They focus on the writing conferences 

between Tionna, an African American first-grade student, and her White teacher Ms. 

Kay. When Ms. Kay confers with Tionna, she often focuses on “correcting” Tionna’s 

language in her writing drafts. However, while some of these corrections are related to 

common invented spelling patterns used by young children, others are related to Tionna’s 
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grammatically correct use of African American Language (AAL). For instance, Ms. Kay 

changed a portion of Tionna’s writing from “and is big” to “and it is big”, a correction 

Dyson and Smitherman attribute to the teacher’s inattention to Tionna’s appropriate use 

of AAL syntax. In looking across conferences, they note that Ms. Kay’s lack of linguistic 

knowledge about AAL prevented her from using these interactions as an opportunity to 

build on Tionna’s linguistic complexity, particularly her use of AAL idioms and 

metaphors. Instead of building on the strengths demonstrated by Tionna, Ms. Kay’s 

teaching focused correcting perceived mechanical errors, altering what she regarded as 

incorrect spelling and grammar in Tionna’s writing. Although Ms. Kay’s decision-

making within conferences was influenced by her lack of linguistic knowledge, the 

authors suggest that it was also influenced by standard language ideologies that view 

nondominant language varieties like AAL as incorrect or ‘broken’ English.  

This study and those discussed earlier suggest that teacher beliefs, both related to 

literacy instruction specifically and to language more broadly, impact the interactions 

between teachers and students around literacy. However, in considering how these 

experiences are shaped by the participants, one cannot assume that the teacher solely 

determines the nature of this interaction. Attention must also be paid to how the student’s 

beliefs and experiences influence the conversation. 

Student Influences On Conferring 

A number of studies have examined how variations between students might 

influence how conferences are enacted. A pair of studies of conferring within post-

secondary settings focused on how students’ literacy development might influence this 

enactment. Freedman and Sperling (1985) compared the writing conferences of one 

teacher with two “high-achieving” and two “low-achieving” students, with these 
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designations based on student SAT scores. They found a number of differences between 

the conferences with students designated as high- and low-achieving. In particular, the 

high-achieving students elicited more praise from the teacher, and these students also 

received more encouragement to return for additional conferences. Patthey-Chavez and 

Ferris (1997) found similar variation between students identified by their instruction as 

strong and weak students in a composition source; students identified as weaker had 

shorter conferences than those identified as stronger, and they spoke less in those shorter 

conferences.  

While the authors in both these studies attribute this variation to the differences in 

capability, it is likely that this variation is due not solely to student ability but also to how 

teachers perceived this ability. Studying the writing conferences of two teachers in a 

similar post-secondary setting to the two previous studies, Ewert (2009) attributed 

variation not to the student’s ability but instead to how the teacher perceived the student’s 

ability and needs within writing instruction. These perceptions in turn influence how 

teachers interact within conferences, a process examined by Glasswell, Parr, and 

McNaughton (2003a). Comparing the experiences of elementary students identified by 

their teachers as “struggling” and “proficient” in writing, they found a several significant 

differences. The conferences of struggling writers were more teacher-controlled, 

providing fewer opportunities for student decision-making. While struggling writers had 

more total time conferring with their teacher, they were also more likely to have their 

conference interrupted, perhaps influencing the effectiveness of these conferences. In 

addition, the conferences with these struggling writers tended to focus on surface features 

of text such as mechanics or sentence structure, while the conferences of proficient 

students more often focused on more complex aspects of composition. These studies 

suggest that it may not be student ability that is a significant factor in the enactment of 
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conferences, but instead it is how the teacher perceives student ability and then responds 

to this perception instructionally.  

Other studies have examined how students’ experiences with and attitudes 

towards writing might influence conferences. Sperling (1991) focused on conferences 

with three students in one ninth-grade English classroom, finding that each student had a 

different view of the purpose of conferring, and these different views led to different 

interactions. One of the students, for example, viewed the conference as a space to 

engage in dialogue with her teacher, resulting in collaborative conferences that involved 

near equal participation between teacher and student. Another student viewed these 

conferences as a space to “get ideas” (p. 143) from the teacher, resulting in interactions 

that more closely resembled a teacher monologue. These different perspectives of the 

purpose of conferring might be related to a student’s prior experiences with such 

conferences, a dimension examined by Consalvo and Maloch (2015). In considering why 

students in two high school English classrooms sometimes resisted engaging in 

conferences with their teachers, they suggested that prior negative experiences around 

writing might prompt such resistance.  

In a related examination of student perception, Bayraktar (2013) explored how 

students’ self-efficacy, as measured by a standardized survey, affected writing 

conferences in a fifth grade classroom. The students with high self-efficacy scores had 

interactions that more resembled a dialogue with the teacher, and they were more likely 

to ask for help from the teacher when they felt they needed in. In contrast, the students 

with low self-efficacy scores appeared more hesitant to talk about their writing during 

conferences with the teacher, and these interactions tended to more closely resemble a 

mini-lesson given by the teacher to the student. This suggests that student perception of 

literacy ability might lead to variations in conferring alongside teacher perception.  
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In a case study of the writing experiences of four students during writing 

instruction within a fifth and sixth-grade classroom, McCarthey (1994) found that 

conferences were influenced not only by student beliefs, but also by students’ prior 

experience with writing conferences and process-based writing as well as their 

relationship with the teacher. Students who had prior experience with writing conferences 

and students who had a more positive relationship with the teacher had more synchronous 

conferences marked by higher degrees of intersubjectivity between teacher and student. 

These differences led to variations in what students internalized from these conferences 

and applied to their subsequent writing, with students whose conferences had higher 

degrees of intersubjectivity with the teacher drawing on more from these conversations in 

their ongoing writing. 

This set of studies suggests that it is neither teacher nor student alone that 

determines how a conference proceeds. Instead, this participation framework is crafted by 

both the teacher and the student (Larson & Maier, 2000), whose beliefs and experiences 

intertwine in order to create particular local interactions. These beliefs and experiences, 

however, may at times lead to conflicting goals and purposes, which can result in 

challenges in engaging in effective dialogue. 

Conflicts Between Teacher And Student 

Two studies based within university writing classrooms have explored the how 

these conflicting goals between teacher and student can create difficulties during a 

writing conference. Newkirk (1995) drew on Goffman’s (1959) performative theory to 

analyze how a writing instructor conferred with two students about their writing across a 

semester. He found that, while the main purpose of the conferences were to support the 

students with their writing, there was a secondary aim pursued by both participants to 
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maintain their own and each other’s appearance of competence in the task, leading both 

participants to avoid asking questions for clarity. At the same time, even the ostensibly 

shared goal of supporting students’ writing was understood differently by the teacher and 

students. The teacher sought to support their writing by asking questions to develop the 

student’s thinking, rather than evaluating the student’s writing. The students found this 

approach frustrating because they understood it was ultimately that same teacher who 

would be evaluating their final drafts. This led students to tend to ask direct questions to 

the teacher about their writing, obligating the teaching to either evaluate, and thus take 

ownership over, the student’s writing, or to evade the question and risk being viewed as 

unsupportive by the student. The multiple goals driving these conferences – the teacher’s 

goal of supporting the students’ writing process and the student’s goal of receiving 

evaluation on their writing, along with their shared goal of performing competence in 

their roles – often resulted in conferences that met these first two goals only partially. 

Newkirk’s study introduces a significant tension within conferring, in that the teacher 

often seeks to engage in a non-evaluative conversation with the student about their 

writing, and yet it is ultimately that same teacher who does evaluate the student’s final 

product.  

Park's (2012) study exploring one-on-one writing conferences involving three 

pairs of teachers and undergraduate students found similar conflicts arising during these 

conversations. The teachers in Park’s study tended to view conferences as a space to 

support students in developing writing strategies that would be applicable not only to 

their current draft, but would also be generalizable to future writing. Students, in contrast, 

wanted to conferences to focus primarily on their current writing, seeking to learn from 

the teacher how they could immediately apply her suggestions to their draft. This led to a 

tension between the student’s short-term goals and the teacher’s more long-term goals. 
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Like the interactions in Newkirk’s (1995) study, these conflicting goals often led the 

teacher to resist answering students’ questions that focused on immediate next steps. In 

both cases, these conflicting goals and their resulting discursive patterns, produced 

awkward exchanges at times during the interactions and ultimately led to both goals 

being only partially satisfied.  

In a self-study focused on the challenges she faced in holding writing conferences 

in her first-grade classroom, Nickel (2001) discovered these conflicting goals sometimes 

stemmed from a lack of shared knowledge. In several cases, students were drawing on 

their knowledge of popular children’s television shows in their writing, topics which 

Nickel herself was unfamiliar with. Because she did not share this knowledge base about 

the topic with her student writers, Nickel struggled to appropriately scaffold their writing 

in those conferences. In her analysis of such conferences, she found this lack of shared 

knowledge led her to misinterpret the student’s reasoning for decisions made in their 

writing. Nickel’s work suggests that not only might teachers and students have different 

overarching goals for writing conferences, but difficulties might also arise from 

misunderstandings over the purpose of a particular portion of student writing.  

In considering how these conflicting goals influence conferences, we cannot 

neglect the different degrees of power and authority that teacher and student hold in the 

context of a conference. While each participant brings his or her own goals to the 

conversation, the teacher has greater institutional authority within that setting. This 

shaping influence of the teacher and their goals was the focus of Ulichny and Watson‐

Gegeo's (1989) study of writing conferences in two sixth-grade classrooms. In both of 

these classrooms, teacher had particular expectations about the writing that students 

produced, and they had “the authority to impose their received versions of what counts as 

good writing” (p. 315) on the students’ drafts. These differences in authority between 
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teacher and student to determine the quality of writing led students to develop a range of 

different strategies in order to navigate conferences with students. In some cases, students 

responded by agreeing with the teacher’s suggested changes in order to avoid conflict. 

While these conferences had the appearance of collaboration, they typically resulted in 

students releasing ownership of their writing to the teacher. In other cases, the mismatch 

between student and teacher purpose and understanding meant the student was unable to 

correct their writing in the way the teacher expected. In these conferences, the teacher 

often shifted away from attempts to co-produce corrects towards a more directive telling, 

which prevented the student from actively engaging in the process of revising her writing. 

Finally, in some cases the students responded with resistance, using silence and one-word 

answers in conferences to demonstrate their unwillingness to change their existing draft 

based on the teacher’s recommendations. Ulichny and Watson-Gegeo found that across 

all these cases, the imposition of the teacher’s goals for student writing, guided by her 

own schema of what was considered to be ‘good’ writing, led to unproductive 

conferences which were overly focused on the mechanical aspects of writing and 

prevented students from maintaining ownership over their writing. These studies suggest 

that in addition to being shaped by each participant, conferences are influenced by the 

interaction of the goals and beliefs that each participant brings to the conferences. 

Because of differences in institutional authority, however, the participants do not enter 

these interactions on equal footing, which can lead to challenges with respect to 

collaboration and ownership.  

Influences Beyond Teacher And Student 

While several studies have attended to the conflicting beliefs and goals of teacher 

and student within a conference, few have considered how forces beyond the immediate 
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participants might shape this interaction. One exception is Michaels' (1987) study of the 

writing conferences in one sixth grade classroom. Analyzing conferences between 

teacher and students about their writing about a field trip to the circus, she found that the 

teacher had particular expectations for the organization of the student drafts that shaped 

her contributions during conferences with students. While the teacher’s schema, or 

“unstated values, goals, and ideology with respect to the teacher of writing” (p. 343), was 

crucial in the development of these expectations, the teacher did not simply develop this 

schema independently. Instead, it was shaped both by the professional development on 

process writing that she had received from the district, as well as by the district writing 

test. Thus, while the teacher’s schema did play a determining role in both the nature of 

her interactions with students and the students’ ultimate writing projects, this schema was 

influenced by factors outside the classroom. This analysis suggests that, while the 

immediate participants (teacher and student) are ultimately responsible for producing the 

interaction, outside forces, including district and state policies, curriculum, and testing 

also shape their interactions with one another. 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH ON CONFERRING 

This review of the literature proposes a number of important findings related to 

literacy conferring. First, the research suggests that these interactions can serve as an 

important space for the development of students’ literacy practices. They provide a space 

for teachers to scaffold students’ reading and writing, supporting them in the 

development of strategies they can apply to their immediate work as well as future 

engagement with texts. However, there is a lack of consensus in the literature on what 

types of interactional patterns are most effective within these conferences. Several studies 

have suggested that exploratory talk, which more closely mirrors everyday conversation, 
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is a particularly supportive structure for developing students’ thinking about their reading 

and writing, while others found that a more teacher-directed approach can be successful 

in specific cases.  

In addition to identifying different discursive patterns enacted in conferences, 

research has examined how these patterns can change over time, particularly from more 

teacher-directed to more student-directed interactions. It has also identified the different 

roles that a teacher might take within a conference, including that of conversant, 

audience, author, or co-author. In attending to discursive roles and patterns, however, 

research has largely overlooked the circulation of power within these interactions, rather 

than addressing the institutional differences between teacher and student (Park, 2012). In 

this study, I take up these questions of power, considering how teachers and students 

negotiate these shifting roles and their attendant assumptions of authority and expertise.  

In seeking to understand the varying ways in which conferences are enacted, the 

existing literature provides evidence that these interactions are shaped by the beliefs, 

experiences, and goals of both teacher and student. There appears to be a reciprocal 

relationship between teacher and student, as each participant’s actions are influenced by 

their counterpart’s actions. In some cases, these beliefs, goals, or experiences may come 

into conflict, leading to challenges in constructing successful interactions. There has been 

some attention within this literature to how institutional differences between teacher and 

student might influence the conference. In particular, research has explored how the 

teacher’s position as evaluator of student achievement leads to the teacher’s perspective 

dominating the conference. 

In considering how these roles and goals influence conferences however, there 

has been a lack of research that recognizes conferences as situated within a broader 

historical, social, and political context. In the majority of studies, conferences are 
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analyzed as isolated conversations rather than considered in the context of the multiple 

and varied interactions between teacher and student within the literacy classroom. Even 

in studies that more fully describe the instructional context in which these interactions 

take place, the analysis of these interactions is rarely connected to the broader literacy 

environment. In addition, few studies have considered how forces outside of the 

classroom, both in terms of materials and discourses, might shape the nature of these 

interactions. As Michaels’ (1987) study suggests, these forces have a powerful influence 

on how teacher and student interact within the context of the classroom. In this study, I 

seek to more carefully attend to how these forces circulate within and shape conferences, 

including how conferences might serve as a space for a more humanizing approach to 

literacy pedagogy.  
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework 

In the previous two chapters, I have argued that analyzing the practice of 

conferring through a lens of critical social theory could expand our understandings of this 

practice within literacy instruction. In this chapter, I detail the specific theories I draw on 

in my analysis in order to consider how discourses and structures of power are implicated 

within conferring. First, I describe how my understandings of conferences are guided by 

sociocultural, social practice, and critical theories of language and literacy. These theories 

direct attention to social interaction as a space for the construction of knowledge(s), 

identit(ies), and realit(ies), as well as how power is entangled within these constructions.  

Next, I consider humanizing and dehumanizing approaches to pedagogy to frame 

an exploration of both the ways in which literacy conferences can be space to enact 

humanizing pedagogy and how humanizing pedagogy can contradict dehumanizing 

discourses of teaching and learning that circulate within U.S. schools today. Finally, I 

consider theories of third space as a framework for examining these contradictions, 

suggesting that these contradictions might lead to opportunities for expansive learning.  

ADAPTATION AND CONSTRUCTION: THEORIZING TALK  

I ground my analysis of the social interaction of conferring in Erickson’s (2004) 

theorizing of talk. Talk is defined here as not only the words spoken by participants 

within an interaction, but also to their use of paralinguistic features (such as tone, 

volume, and rate of speech) and to the nonverbal actions that accompany spoken 

language (including body positioning, gesture, and facial expression). My use of the word 

talk is meant to distinguish this concept from the broader concept of discourse, which is 

typically understood to encompass both oral and written text (Cameron, 2001; Johnstone, 

2005). In Erickson’s conception, talk is understood not as a series of words that are 
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passively transmitted from speaker to listener, but instead as an active process of mutual 

adaptation in which both participants build the interactions in response to the talk of their 

interlocutor. As such, talk serves as a space for construction: construction of knowledge, 

construction of identity, and construction of structure and agency. Below, I consider each 

of these constructions in turn.  

Talk as Space of Learning  

Vygotsky's (1978, 1986) seminal work on learning and development, which 

grounds more recent sociocultural theory and research, argued that learning is not simply 

a cognitive process that takes place within the mind of an individual. Instead, learning 

occurs in the social interaction between individuals, mediated by tools and signs 

(including spoken language). Within the context of literacy learning, this sociocultural 

understanding of learning suggests that reading and writing are learned not through the 

acquisition of a set of decontextualized skills but instead through an individual’s 

interactions with others within the activity of reading and writing. This understanding 

suggests the importance of the role of interaction in the learning process. In addition to 

situating learning as a social process, Vygotsky contended that learning could be 

facilitated by a more knowledgeable other who would be able to guide the learner’s 

development of thinking within activity. This more knowledgeable other could be a 

parent, a more experienced peer, or another adult. Within a classroom, however, we 

typically attend to the role of the teacher in guiding the learner.  

In this process, teachers use language, both oral and written, to structure and 

guide their students through the process of learning, allowing the learner to achieve more 

with this guidance than they would be capable of doing alone. At the same time, this 

guidance allows the learner to develop tools that can be used to solve problems they 
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might encounter in the future. Vygotsky (1978) described the process in this way: “What 

a child can do with assistance today she will be able to do by herself tomorrow” (p. 87). 

The process of guidance is often referred to as scaffolding, a concept developed by the 

work of Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) discussed in the previous chapter. By providing 

the appropriate kind and amount of support to a learner at the appropriate time, the 

teacher can scaffold the student’s learning such that the learner is able to successfully 

complete the problem-solving task at hand.  

A number of studies have investigated this process of scaffolding in classroom 

practice, illustrating how these teacher-student interactions can allow students to develop 

new literacy strategies and practices. For instance, Maloch's (2002) examination of talk 

within literature discussion groups in a third grade classroom found that the teacher was 

about to act as a “discourse guide” (p. 104), scaffolding her students’ participation within 

these literature groups through modeling, questioning, and other strategies. This 

scaffolding ultimately allowing students to have longer and more productive 

conversations around shared texts without such direct guidance. Tabak and 

Baumgartner's (2004) analysis of teacher-student interactions around disciplinary literacy 

within a high school biology project found the teacher engaged in similar work to 

supporting students’ learning, approaching these interactions as either mentor or partner 

in order to model tools of inquiry and to support students in using those same tools to 

investigate their questions independently. This work confirms and extends Vygotsky’s 

finding that scaffolding does not simply allow the student to accomplish more with the 

assistance of the teacher, but that this scaffolding supports students in developing 

strategies and practices that extend into their independent literacy practices.  

Representing more than merely casual conversation, talk between teacher and 

learner can also serve as a way of thinking together (Mercer, 2000), in which participants 
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engage in planning, problem-solving, and decision-making through their interaction. By 

interacting with a teacher in this process, students engage in an “apprenticeship in 

thinking” (Mercer, 2000, p. 133) that allows them to observe and use language in 

particular ways to solve the problem at hand. In classrooms that use a more interactional, 

or dialogic, approach to instruction, teachers and students can share their strategies for 

learning with one another (Cazden, 2001). Mercer (1995) points to a particular kind of 

dialogic interaction, which he terms exploratory talk, as a particularly effective way to 

use talk to develop ideas and learning. Exploratory talk occurs when participants “engage 

critically but constructively with each other’s ideas” (Mercer, 1995, p. 104), thus 

allowing participants in the interaction to collaborate in developing their understandings. 

Key to this type of dialogic interaction is the maintenance of intersubjectivity, in which 

“interlocutors share some aspect of their situation definitions” (Wertsch, 1985, p. 159). 

The success of such interactions is influenced by the degree to which participants 

understand one another’s meanings. The development of intersubjectivity can sometimes 

be particularly challenging to maintain in adult-child conversations, like those between an 

elementary teacher and her students. However, it is the building of this intersubjectivity 

that allows individuals, including teachers and students, to engage in collaborative 

thinking that supports student learning within these dialogic conversations.  

Although a dialogic approach to instruction can support learning, it is not the 

typical pattern of interaction in most classrooms. Instead, teacher-student interaction 

tends to be more monologic, in that the teacher controls the interaction and provides few 

if any opportunities for students to meaningfully participate in conversation about the 

topic at hand (Wells, 2007). In considering how classrooms might move towards more 

dialogic approaches to instruction, Wells highlighted the activity structure in which talk 

takes place as an important variable. Certain activities, such as brainstorming, seemed to 
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more easily allow for dialogue, while more teacher-directed activities tended to provide 

fewer spaces for students to engage in talk. Instructional spaces that were more open-

ended and allowed for students to have greater participation were more likely to produce 

dialogic interactions between teachers and students. This suggests that literacy 

conferences might serve as a principal space in which a dialogic approach to instruction 

could be enacted. In contrast to whole-group spaces of interactions such as mini-lessons 

and read alouds, which are often more teacher-directed and monologic, literacy 

conferences tend to involve more active participation from an individual student, and the 

conversation is at least in part directed by the student’s ongoing reading or writing. Thus, 

conferences can serve as an instructional space for the teacher to scaffold the student’s 

literacy development, supporting the student in appropriating strategies and tools for their 

reading and writing while collaboratively developing their ideas and understandings.  

Talk as Space of Identity Construction  

In addition to attending to how talk serves as a space for learning, scholarship also 

suggests that talk is a space in which identities are constructed. In understanding talk as a 

location of identity construction, I draw from sociocultural understandings that view 

identity as “lived … unfinished and in process” (Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, & Cain, 

2001, p. vii), recognizing identity as built through activity. By engaging in particular 

kinds of activity, individuals build understandings of themselves as particular kinds of 

people. One particularly significant activity that constructs identity is our social 

interactions with one another. As we talk with one another, we are always positioning 

ourselves and our interlocutors in particular ways, and in turn they are positioning us as 

well as themselves (Davies & Harré, 1990). This suggests identity is a dialogic process 

(Bakhtin, 1981), in which participants negotiate their own identities and that of each 
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other. Jacoby and Ochs (1995) conceptualized this process as co-construction, 

emphasizing that identity is always built in interaction with others. This concept of co-

construction is not meant to imply that this process is free of conflict or tension, but it 

instead emphasizes that identity is not constructed in isolation.  

Bucholtz and Hall (2004, 2005) have identified a set of overlapping tactics that 

interlocutors use to construct identity within talk. A speaker might construct identity 

(theirs or their interlocutor) by highlighting similarities or differences with a particular 

group or person, by making claims on one’s authenticity as a member of that group, or by 

using sources of power or authority to place one within or outside of a group. This set of 

tactics highlights the relational nature of identity construction, in which “identities are 

never autonomous or independent but always acquire social meaning in relation to other 

available identity positions and other social actors” (Bucholtz & Hall, 2005, p. 598).  

The discursive construction of identity can be accomplished explicitly through the 

use of a label (e.g., ‘girl’; ‘reader’) to position someone as a member of a particular 

group. More often, however, such positioning occurs more implicitly (Ochs, 1993). 

Indexicality is an important aspect of this more implicit positioning. By engaging in 

particular kinds of activity – including the use of particular registers and language 

varieties – one indexes themselves or one another as existing within a particular identity 

position. While individuals are always positioning themselves and one another within 

interaction, this process can be more or less intentional. In certain situations, an 

individual might choose to engage in deliberate and conscious identity construction. 

Bucholtz and Hall (2004) term this more intentional construction ‘performance,’ drawing 

from Butler’s (1990) work on performativity. Within a classroom space, for instance, a 

teacher might deliberately position themselves or their students as an author to 

accomplish their instructional aims. This understanding of identity as discursive co-
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construction suggests that close analysis of talk can allow researchers to examine how 

both teacher and student identities are construction. However, as Bucholtz and Hall 

(2005) caution, any analysis will necessarily be a partial one, making visible particular 

identity positions while overlooking others.  

The intersections between talk and power are discussed in depth in the following 

section, but it is important to acknowledge the ways in which identity construction is 

especially intertwined with structures and discourses of power. While sociocultural and 

linguistic anthropological approaches highlight the nature of identity as constantly in 

process, this does not preclude recognition of how discourses of race, class, gender, and 

other sociocultural dimensions intersect with this construction. Certain identities, 

including those connected to these sociocultural dimensions (e.g., ‘Black man’; ‘working 

class woman’; ‘Spanish speaker’), are more durable than others (Holland et al., 2001), 

such that they are often viewed as permanent (Bloome, Carter, Christian, Otto, & Shuart-

Faris, 2005). These more durable identities then have important connections to the 

construction of other identities. As Dyson (1997) found in her analysis of identity 

construction within an early childhood writer’s workshop, certain identities are more 

available to certain people on the basis of their race and/or gender. For example, students 

in the class tended to write and enact gendered superhero narratives; when two girls 

sought to take on the identity of superhero within these stories, the other students in the 

class resisted. Sociocultural dimensions such as race or class neither require nor prohibit 

individuals from constructing themselves within a chosen identity position. However, as 

Dyson’s example illustrates, the people with whom that individual interacts can either 

support or contest that construction. Thus, interlocutors might encourage or disrupt an 

individual’s identity construction based of their beliefs or ideologies related to that 

individual’s race, class, or other sociocultural dimensions.  
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The institution of schooling also brings with it a number of institutionally defined 

identity positions, chief among them ‘teacher’ and ‘student.’ These labels given to 

individuals within a classroom carry with them assumptions of the individual’s expertise 

and authority, assumptions that can be either built upon or resisted within the local 

context. However, even in classrooms where teachers and students seek to disrupt the 

expert/novice dichotomy designated by these labels, prior experiences with and 

knowledge of labels continues to shape the interaction.  

In addition to the labels (and attendant identity positions) of teacher and student, 

educational institutions often assign additional labels that carry with them assumptions of 

particular identities, such as ‘gifted and talented’, ‘English Language Learner’ or ‘at risk’ 

(Vasudevan & Campano, 2009). Within the local context, further identities related to 

teaching and learning can be constructed, such as ‘struggling reader’ or ‘advanced 

writer’. These institutional and local identity positions are intertwined with identities of 

race, class, and other sociocultural dimensions. Such identities are not without 

consequence. Because of the recursive connections between activity and identity 

(Holland et al., 2001), these identities can have material effects, both positive and 

negative, on the success of students within school.  

Because of their institutional authority in the classroom, teachers play a 

particularly important role in the construction of identities within that space, “creating the 

social rules for claiming, challenging, and defending the social identities claimed” 

(Bloome et al., 2005, p. 121). While such power can be used to construct identities that 

work against academic success and meaningful engagement in literacy, it can also be 

used in more supportive ways to co-construct student identities that encourage these 

practices. Through deliberate talk, teachers can collaborate with their students to co-

construct positive academic identities (as ‘reader’ or ‘capable student,’ for instance) 
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while disrupting the more negative identities that students might have constructed in 

previous experiences (e.g., Palmer, 2008; Skerrett, 2012; Worthy, Consalvo, Bogard & 

Russell, 2012). This scholarship suggests that as teacher and student interact within the 

context of a literacy conference, they are not only constructing new knowledge and 

strategies but are also constructing identities for themselves and each other, identities 

which in turn can either support or undermine their engagement in literacy practice.  

Talk as Space of Negotiation and Power  

While talk serves as a location for the construction of new practices, knowledges, 

and identities, it is also always a location of negotiation, starting with negotiation over the 

meanings of words. Departing from views of meaning as fixed either within the word or 

within the intention of the speaker of that word, Erickson’s (2004) conceptualization of 

talk as a process of mutual adaptation recognizes that meaning is not fixed but instead is 

built between participants within each communicative event. Of course, such meanings 

are not constructed arbitrarily within an interaction but instead built upon each 

individual’s experiences, knowledge, values, and beliefs (Gee, 2012). While each 

participant brings their own experiences and beliefs to this negotiation of meaning, this 

negotiation also has a historical dimension, in that all words carry with them a sense of 

meaning derived from all the ways in which that word has been used previously (Bakhtin, 

1986). It might be said that an interlocutor is not creating meaning when using a 

particular word, but is merely 'renting' such meaning for their specific purpose within an 

interaction (Wertsch, 1993).  

Bakhtin (1986) conceptualized this interplay between the immediate local 

interaction and the broader historical and global context as opposing centripetal and 

centrifugal forces. Centripetal forces represent the more authoritative meanings, or 
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discourses, of a word while centrifugal forces represent the diversity and variation of 

meanings. There is a constant interplay between these forces, which results in language 

that is “not a neutral linguistic resource but is already ‘overpopulated’ with other people’s 

voices, and the social practices they invoke” (Maybin, 2001, p. 67). Individual speakers 

must create meaning out of the existing connotations and associations of the words they 

are using. Fairclough (2006) theorized this interaction as a “colonization-appropriation 

dialectic” (p. 150); individuals appropriate the meanings of words for their own usage, 

but in doing so are also being colonized by their usage of these words, because words 

carry with them potentially unintended meanings. Although this historical, or dialogic, 

dimension of talk is ever-present in the negotiation of meaning, it is not deterministic. 

Instead, the meaning of a word can be said to “[endure] as a continuous process of 

becoming” (Voloshinov, 1986, p. 81), with meaning endlessly evolving as words are used 

in specific ways to communicate within innumerable local contexts. Meaning, then, is not 

fixed within a word nor freely assigned by a conversational partner. Instead, words carry 

multiple meanings that have been ascribed to them through their use by different people 

over time, and individuals must negotiate the specific or situated meaning of their words, 

and their talk more broadly, within the immediate conversational setting. 

In addition to drawing on previous experiences with a word in this process of 

negotiation and adaptation, speakers draw on speech genres, another concept developed 

by Bakhtin (1986). Recognizing patterns of language practice in different situations, 

Bahktin theorized that speakers draw on shared understandings of the type of interaction 

being built in order to construct their local interaction. Our interactions are organized 

according to these speech genres much in the same way individual phrases and sentences 

are organized within grammatical structures. Speech genres are constructed in practice by 

people in interaction (Wertsch, 1993), and yet they involve reasonably stable patterns of 
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talk (Bakhtin, 1986). They are connected to specific activities, providing a framework for 

an interaction in that particular context (Maybin, 2001). This suggests that within any 

interaction, individuals are not fully inventing that interaction but instead are drawing on 

frameworks for how they expect that interaction to proceed. This understanding of talk as 

involving both the negotiation of meaning and the use of context-dependent frameworks 

(or speech genres, in Bakhtin’s terms) to guide the interaction aligns with Erickson’s 

(2004) conceptualization of talk as mutual adaptation.  

The process of meaning-making through mutual adaptation requires participants 

to draw on their assumptions about both one another and the message being constructed 

in order to make sense of the interaction (Gumperz, 1977). As such, this negotiation and 

meaning-making within interaction is not unbiased or neutral, but rather it is influenced 

by the participants’ understandings of the social world (Jaworski & Coupland, 2006). To 

better understand how talk is both built within the immediate moment and conditioned by 

broader structures and discourses, Erickson (2004) argues that talk must be understood as 

both local and global. Talk is local in that it occurs in an “immediate physical and social 

environment” (p. 107) between particular individuals, with each of those participants 

making moment-to-moment decisions to adapt to one another’s actions. At the same time, 

talk is global in that it is situated within larger historical, sociocultural, and political 

contexts that influence that local talk. To understand how talk is built, then, one must 

examine how the global and the local interact with one another within an interaction.  

By approaching talk as mutually influenced by both the local and global, Erickson 

avoids a deterministic tendency within critical analysis to simply apply global dynamics 

of power to classroom spaces. Instead, this recognition of the interplay between local and 

global directs researchers to attend to how all participants, including teachers and 

students, use language “to exert power and control on the one hand and to engage in 
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resistance, creativity, agency, and caring relations on the other hand” (Bloome et al., 

2005, p. 47). Rather than simply assuming power dynamics within a local classroom are 

reproductions of existing structures of power (e.g., teacher as authority and students as 

passive subjects), this approach encourages researchers to more carefully consider the 

ways that power circulates within a particular space.  

In considering questions of power, structure, and agency, educational researchers 

must also attend to how the circulation of power is not only determined by the local 

participants (or teacher and students) within the classroom. “Powerful influences on 

classroom discourse – some obvious, others subtle – come from outside the classroom 

walls” (Cazden, 1986, p. 435). These influences come from school, district, state, and 

federal policy and administration, as well as ideological discourses surrounding language, 

literacy, and schooling more broadly, all of which are intertwined with race, class, gender 

and other sociocultural dimensions (Fairclough, 2001, 2003; Leont’ev, 1981; Wertsch, 

1985). Local interactions are shaped by the global context in which they occur, but these 

local interactions are not determined by that context. Instead, the process is much more 

complex and contested.  

To make more concrete how global forces influence but do not control local 

interaction, Erickson (2004) uses the metaphor of the bricoleur. A bricoleur solves 

problems not by creating new resources or even transforming existing resources, but by 

using those existing resources–sometimes in creative and unexpected ways–to solve the 

problem at hand. We can conceptualize of the interlocutor acting as a bricoleur when 

engaging in talk. The interlocutor does not create language to use in a specific 

conversation but instead makes use of the language that exists to convey their intended 

meaning. In doing so, they make choices about how best to use that existing language for 

their unique purposes. This practice can involve improvisation, in which the interlocutor 
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uses part of a structure for a new purpose, thus allowing the possibility of change. The 

interlocutor as bricoleur uses the tools of the existing structure in potentially unique 

ways, which provides both constraints and affordances on their actions.  

Erickson’s attention to how local interactions both construct and are constructed 

by broader historical and global structures and discourses suggests the importance of 

attending carefully to talk in critical explorations of teaching and learning. As he 

describes it, “the social situation is the local construction zone for the making of history" 

(p. 159). This framing of talk allows for possibilities of both reproduction and 

transformation of existing structures and discourses of power. Extended to the local 

context of the classroom, it suggests that teachers and students have opportunities to use 

talk both to reaffirm existing structures and discourses of schooling and to disrupt and to 

reimagine such structures and discourses. Acting as bricoleurs, they are always making 

decisions about how to interact with one another, using both verbal and nonverbal 

dimensions of language as tools to construct meaning while being responsive to one 

another through mutual adaptation. The decisions each person makes within the local 

situation certainly influence the immediate interaction, but these decisions also have more 

distant implications. Over time, the ways that teachers and students use their language in 

their local setting construct more global structures (Florio-Ruane & Morrell, 2011), 

potentially allowing these local language practices to become spaces for “critical 

resistance” (Pennycook 2010, p. 12) that led to more emancipatory pedagogies.  

In consider the practice of conferring, this theoretical conception of talk suggests 

that conferences can serve as a space for the construction of literacy knowledge(s), 

practice(s), and identit(ies). These constructions are always intertwined with structures 

and discourses of power, allowing conferences to potentially reproduce or transform 

existing understandings and practices of literacy. Below, I explore how scholars have 
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theorized one way in which these practices might be transformed: through a humanizing 

pedagogy that disrupts the dehumanizing practices predominant in many U.S. schools.  

OBJECT AND SUBJECT: THEORIZING DEHUMANIZING AND HUMANIZING PEDAGOGIES 

In his groundbreaking text Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Freire (1970/2009) spoke 

to the ways in which many schools were dehumanizing students in the midst of 

professing to educate them. Rather than support the development of students as whole 

human beings, he argued that many schools instead view education as an act of 

transmission, in which teachers simply deposited information into the minds of students. 

He termed this approach “banking education” to emphasize how it presumed students to 

be empty containers that needed to be filled by their teachers. In this model, teachers 

were assumed to be the sole proprietors of knowledge in the classroom, and students 

were to passively receive this static body of knowledge through lectures and 

memorization (Roberts, 2009). While Freire raised numerous pedagogical and political 

concerns about this banking model of education, he emphasized how this model acted to 

dehumanize students, treating them as passive objects rather than active, dynamic 

subjects (Aronowitz, 2015).  

Although Freire’s initial writings on the dehumanization at the root of banking 

education were published over forty years ago, many of the features of this model, as 

well as their dehumanizing outcomes, are present in many U.S. schools today (Salazar, 

2008). Such approaches have arguably increased in recent years, as neoliberal education 

reforms have increased the presence and power of standardized testing within public 

schools (Apple, 2006). These standardized tests serve as a method for reducing complex 

individuals and institutions – students, teachers, and schools – into standardized metrics 

that can easily be compared against one another for purposes of competition and 
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efficiency (Au, 2009). Not only do such tests reduce students to numbers (in the form of 

test scores), they also lead to dehumanizing approaches to curriculum and instruction in 

classrooms. Because test scores serve as the primary measure to evaluate student 

learning, the pervasiveness of standardized testing encourages teachers to narrow the 

curricular topics they engage with and focus on discrete facts over more thematic or 

holistic approaches to learning, as well as more frequently use teacher-centered 

instructional approaches like lecturing and memorization (Au, 2007; Bomer, 2006; 

Salazar, 2013). Standardized testing homogenizes not only the evaluation of students but 

also their curriculum and instruction, allowing little room for deviation from this standard 

by individual teachers and students.  

It is not only high-stakes testing, however, which encourages movement towards 

standardized and dehumanizing teaching practices. Testing is only one part of a larger 

movement towards the standardization of teaching and learning, which Au (2011) terms 

“New Taylorism” for its connection to the scientific management of Frederick Winslow 

Taylor (1914). Another component is the use of heavily scripted curriculum that 

encourages teachers to “become alienated executors of someone else’s plans” (Apple, 

2000, p. 118), reducing learning to an “interaction between objects – commercial reading 

materials and students” (Shannon, 1989, p. 60). Underlying this reliance on scripted 

curricula is an ideological assumption that there exists a single best method for 

instruction in any particular content (Shannon, 2007), one that will be effective for all 

students. This standardized approach to learning is necessarily dehumanizing, in that it 

views students not as unique human beings but instead as interchangeable entities 

expected to respond uniformly to such curricula. The practical effects of these policies 

leave little room for teachers to adapt or tailor their curriculum for their individual 

students and contexts (Burke, Adler, & Linker, 2008). These policies also, as Apple 
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suggested earlier, dehumanize teachers by reducing opportunities for critical reflection 

and decision-making, which in turn prompts teachers to enact dehumanizing pedagogies 

upon their students (Balderrama, 2001).  

While these dehumanizing practices are prevalent in schools across the country, 

such practices seem particularly widespread within schools that serve historically 

marginalized students, including students of color and students from working class and 

poor communities. The schools serve as locations for educational reforms, like those 

described above, to be tried out; classrooms are treated as experimental sites in which 

untested reforms can be assessed, often to the detriment of student learning at the school 

(Sturges, 2015). In addition, it is these students who are most likely to be dehumanized 

due to racism (K. D. Brown, 2013) and economic oppression within schools. Deficit 

orientations (Bomer, 2011; Valencia, 1997, 2010) towards these students lead teachers to 

be more likely to enact dehumanizing pedagogies (Bartolomé, 1994). They are more 

likely to attribute students’ academic struggles to their linguistic or cultural backgrounds 

rather than pedagogy, and they are less likely to provide opportunities for students to 

draw from their existing funds of knowledge (Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992). 

Teachers also frequently work to prevent students from using language varieties other 

than ‘standard’ English in their learning (Salazar, 2008), a practice encouraged by high-

stakes testing policies (Palmer & Lynch, 2008). These subtractive approaches to learning 

(Valenzuela, 1999) preclude students of color and students from working class and poor 

communities from drawing on their cultural and linguistic resources while at the same 

time demanding they master a standardized curriculum not designed with them in mind.  

Although many of these standardizing and dehumanizing practices are 

encouraged by more recent neoliberal reforms, at their root they represent the same 

banking approach to education critiqued by Freire (2009). Rather than support students in 
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using their diverse funds of knowledge as a resource for learning, schools often prevent 

students from using such resources and instead attempt to deposit a standardized body of 

knowledge through teacher-dominated activities. Students are not viewed as active 

meaning-makers, but instead as objects to be filled. Beyond merely critiquing these 

dehumanizing practices of banking education, however, Freire offered an alternative: 

problem-posing education. He defined this approach as one in which “people teach each 

other, mediated by the world” (p. 80). Quite in contrast to banking education, problem-

posing education disrupts the dichotomies of teacher and student (or knower and learner), 

instead seeing education as an opportunity for collaborative learning between human 

beings. Rather than the memorization of a series of discrete facts, it is a dialogic 

engagement between individuals with the world that allows them to critically reflect on 

and respond to the world around them.  

Although there are numerous components to problem-posing, Freire situates it as 

fundamentally a humanizing pedagogy because he views the process of education as the 

process of humanization. This is not meant to imply that a student or learner is not yet 

human, but instead it is meant to be a recognition that humans are always searching, 

learning, and growing (Roberts, 2000). The process of humanization is never a finished 

one, but instead an ongoing “process of becoming – as unfinished, uncompleted beings in 

and with a likewise unfinished reality” (Freire, 2009, p. 84). Humanizing pedagogy, then, 

is a recognition of the already existing humanity of all learners and, by extension, all 

people (De Lissovoy, 2010).  

The translation of Freire’s theoretical understandings of humanizing pedagogy 

into classroom enactment is a complex undertaking, particularly because Freire 

repeatedly emphasized that his pedagogy could not be reduced to a set of teaching 

methods (e.g., Freire & Macedo, 1987). Although this can be a source of frustration for 
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teachers seeking to use Freire’s work to guide their practice, this lack of concrete 

methods reflects a crucial tenet of humanizing pedagogy. “Methods ostensibly transcend 

culture or history” (Roberts, 2000, p. 68); they are meant to be applied across contexts 

regardless of local practice. Such an educational approach is fundamentally 

dehumanizing, in that it ignores the diverse lives of learners as well as the historical and 

political role of schooling (De Lissovoy, 2010). This ‘methods fetish’ (Bartolomé, 1994) 

situates teaching and learning as an apolitical acts and schools as apolitical sites, while 

blaming students (especially those from historically marginalized groups) for not 

responding ‘correctly’ to such methods. A humanizing pedagogy, then, can never be 

reduced to methods, because to do so would be to ignore (and thus to dehumanize) the 

learner as a unique being. However, while there exists no method of humanizing 

pedagogy, there are philosophical tenets that underlying humanizing approaches to 

education, particularly related to how teachers view themselves and their students 

(Ladson-Billings, 1995a).  

One crucial tenet is a valuing of the affective, both in the relationship between 

teacher and student and in the student’s emotional life. Emotion has been a largely 

overlooked aspect of critical theory (Anwaruddin, 2016), and yet it is present throughout 

Freire’s writing in his calls for love, for humility, and for hope. Freire viewed caring for 

students as necessarily within teaching, a process that involved not only an 

acknowledgement of students’ emotional lives but also a willingness to make their own 

emotional life visible (Roberts, 2000). Humanizing pedagogy, then, involves the creation 

of “relational learning environments” (Huerta, 2011, p. 50) in which teachers demonstrate 

care not only for the content but also for their students as complete beings (Carter 

Andrews & Castillo, 2016; Jennings, 2009). It also obliges teachers to make space for 

students to engage with their emotions within the classroom (Zisselsberger, 2016). This 
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focus on emotion and relationship-building should not be read as a rejection of rigorous 

academic learning. Particularly given its focus on the education of historically 

marginalized students, humanizing pedagogy emphasizes the importance of intellectual 

development (Huerta, 2011; Ladson-Billings, 1995b; Salazar, 2013), but this learning 

occurs within an academic context that values the learner as a complete and complex 

person. The act of attending to the affective and building relationships is part of the 

process of constructing students not as objects but as subjects within the educational 

process (De Lissovoy, 2010). 

Another way in which humanizing pedagogy seeks to shift from object to subject 

is its positioning of students as active meaning-makers. Freire (2009) particularly focused 

on the importance of dialogue in humanizing pedagogy, because he argued dialogue 

could only occur within a “horizontal relationship” of “mutual trust” (p. 91) between 

teacher and student. It is in dialogue that knowledge is actively constructed, in contrast to 

the approach in a banking model in which existing knowledge is transmitted to students. 

This construction of students as active meaning-makers requires not just a 

reconceptualization of the learner but also a reconstruction of the relationship between 

teacher and student. Rather than a dichotomous relationship in which one is designated 

teacher and the other student (Jennings, 2009), a humanizing pedagogy can only exist 

when both parties come together as co-investigators. Freire (2009) denotes such a 

relationship in his renaming of the pair as ‘teacher-student’ and ‘teacher-student’. These 

terms indicate the fluidity of relationships within a humanizing pedagogy, in which both 

teacher and student can be positioned as learner and as knower in different moments 

(Freire, 1986; Ladson-Billings, 1995b). Questions are frequent in this process, but they 

are not the known-answer questions that predominate in many classrooms (Cazden, 

2001). Instead, they are genuine questions posed in the interest of interrogating and 
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learning more about the world (Roberts, 2000). Thus, the teacher-student relationship 

within humanizing pedagogy is one of active and collaborative learning, involving 

recognition of the knowledge and experiences that the student brings to that process. 

To form such a relationship, teachers must interrogate and work to disrupt the 

deficit perspectives that the educational system typically takes towards students, 

particularly towards students from historically marginalized groups (De Lissovoy, 2010; 

Huerta, 2011; Reyes, 2016). Instead of seeking out the skills and knowledge they 

perceive students to be lacking, teachers drawing on humanizing pedagogies identify and 

build upon students’ sociocultural and linguistic repertoires as funds of knowledge (Moll 

et al., 1992) that serve as resources for learning (Paris, 2012; Salazar, 2013). To do so is 

not to essentialize student of color and students from working class and poor 

communities (Brown, 2013), but instead to recognize the histories and lives that are often 

ignored within the dominant curriculum (Bartolomé, 1994). This strengths-based 

approach involves a valuing of multilingualism and an appreciation for code-switching 

and translanguaging across multiple languages (Fránquiz & Salazar, 2004). It also 

involves the conscious inclusion of histories and stories from non-dominant groups, 

especially those from students’ cultural and linguistic backgrounds (Salazar & Fránquiz, 

2008; Zoch 2015). The curriculum within a humanizing pedagogy is a permeable one 

(Dyson, 1993), reflective of and responsive to students’ lives both inside and outside of 

the classroom (Goduka, 1999; Musetti, Salas, & Murray, 2016; Salazar, 2008). In its 

recognition of the value of students’ personal lives as a source of curriculum, humanizing 

pedagogy also draws on contributions from feminist theory that situate education as 

fundamentally intertwined with the personal (hooks, 1994; Weiler, 1991).  

However, this attention to the resources that an individual student brings to their 

learning cannot supplant an attention to the historical, political, and social contexts in 
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which the learning is taking place (Salazar, 2013). Freire’s ultimate aim in humanizing 

pedagogy is not a mastering the dominant curriculum but a liberation of the oppressed. It 

is this attention to power and desire for political change that separates a humanizing 

pedagogy from a humanistic one (Bell & Schiedewind, 1989; Roberts, 2000). A 

humanizing pedagogy is not meant to “motivate students to imbibe the [mandated] 

curriculum with enthusiasm” (Aronowitz, 2015, p. 115), but instead to allow people 

(students and teachers) to make fundamental changes to the political and social structures 

in which they live. The necessity of shifting teacher-student relationships from 

hierarchical to horizontal is not simply aimed at producing more effective learning, but it 

also prefigures the horizontal social relationships that Freire seeks to construct within the 

broader world. Thus, a humanizing pedagogy is a consciously political pedagogy that 

aims toward emancipation of all peoples. This positioning of humanizing pedagogy as 

political requires an attention to what Janks (2009) terms Politics (with a capital P) – to 

the macro-level power of government and capitalism – but it also requires engagement 

with politics (with a lowercase p) – to “the micro-politics of everyday life…the minute-

by-minute choices and decisions that make us who we are” (p. 188). These lowercase p 

politics include how teachers build relationships with students and the kinds of 

instruction they enact. To enact humanizing pedagogy, teachers need not only take up 

issues of Politics, but they must also attend to the politics of their daily classroom life.  

Given the predominance of dehumanizing practices in many schools today, 

particularly those serving historically marginalized students, the enactment of 

humanizing pedagogy is a difficult undertaking. Just as schooling is always political, 

schools and classrooms will always be a site of struggle (Freire & Macedo, 1987), and 

teachers who engage with humanizing pedagogies must teach against the grain of the 

dehumanizing status quo (Cochran-Smith, 1991; Salazar, 2008). In doing so, they face 
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challenges not only related to preparing students for high-stakes standardized tests but 

also ideological conflicts with colleagues, administrators, and even students about what 

kinds of learning are valued in the classroom (Williamson, 2017). They must redefine 

their teaching philosophies and practices while countering the institutional barriers to this 

work, including how the institution of schooling defines the roles and power of teacher 

and student (Burke et al., 2008; Price & Osborne, 2000).  

Such barriers do not mean, however, that humanizing pedagogies cannot be 

enacted within public school classrooms. Instead, teachers must actively choose to work 

towards humanizing pedagogies (Rodriguez & Smith, 2011), negotiating with students to 

enact such practices. In doing so, they must find ways to respond to, and perhaps work 

within, the tensions that arise between humanizing and dehumanizing pedagogies within 

classroom spaces, including within the space of literacy conferences. Below, I explore the 

theory of third space as a way to conceptualize how these tensions (or contradictions in 

the lexicon of third space) arise and can be engaged with through teachers’ and students’ 

discursive interaction. 

HYBRIDITY AND CONTRADICTION: THEORIZING THIRD SPACE 

Third space represents a theorizing of hybridity, one that is taken up in different 

ways by scholars in different contexts and disciplines (Moje et al., 2004). While some 

approaches focus on how hybrid physical spaces might be constructed (Soja, 1996), 

others, most notably Bhabha (1992/2012), use hybridity to consider less material spaces 

of hybridity between cultures. Gutiérrez (2008), taking up the work of Bhabha as well as 

activity theory (Engeström, 2015), developed this theory of third space within 

educational contexts, considering how students’ knowledge and experiences might 

interact with those valued by the institution of schooling. Kirkland (2008) terms this 
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meeting of official and unofficial spaces in the classroom as the “pedagogical Third 

Space,” which can provide opportunities for learning that are relevant and important to 

the lives of students. This attention to the ways that students’ lives inside school and 

outside of school come into interaction, and often into conflict, is perhaps the most 

recognizable use of the theory within the field of education, but it is not the only type of 

hybridity that arises within these spaces. Others have considered how third space might 

be constructed in the classroom, for instance, through play (Lysaker, Wheat, & Benson, 

2010), multimodal text construction (Benson, 2010), and interactions between colonial 

and post-colonial beliefs of education (Gupta, 2015). While there are important 

differences between these various understandings and applications of third space, what 

coheres this scholarship is a shared interest in the ways in which these spaces of hybridity 

or interaction can produce opportunities for newness. This might be newness in the form 

of new spaces, new cultural identities, new knowledges, or new social practices.  

Although my use of third space as a theoretical lens in this study is informed by 

each of these theorists, I draw most heavily from Kris Gutiérrez and her colleagues who 

theorized third space as a discursive space that can be constructed by student and teacher 

in their classroom interactions (Gutiérrez, Rymes, & Larson, 1995; Gutiérrez & Stone, 

2000). Rooted in understandings of hybridity, they posit that third space can be produced 

in spaces of contradiction between teacher and student. Within any interaction, including 

classroom interactions, each participant draws on their worldview and prior experiences 

to make sense of and build that interaction. Each brings assumptions of how they expect 

that interaction to proceed, which are rooted in their understanding of the goals of that 

interaction and the resources, discursive and otherwise, drawn on to accomplish those 

goals (Gutiérrez, Baquedano-López & Turner, 1997). In her work, Gutiérrez has 

variously conceptualized these differing sets of expectations, and the resulting patterns of 
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activity produced by these expectations, as scripts (Gutiérrez et al., 1995) and activity 

settings (Gutiérrez et al., 1999; Gutiérrez, 2008).  

Because this study is focused particularly around talk, I use the language of 

‘scripts’ to name these patterns of interaction (Gutiérrez, 1992, 1993; Gutiérrez et al., 

1995). While the term “script” might initially bring to mind an actor reading a series of 

predetermined lines, Gutiérrez (1993) instead explains scripts as “resources that members 

use for interpreting the activity of others and for guiding their own participation” (p. 

340). The term directs attention towards these unspoken patterns that guide our decision-

making during interactions with others. This use of scripts draws attention to the dialogic, 

multivoiced nature of interaction (Bakhtin, 1981; Wertsch, 1993), recognizing how the 

present interaction is always shaped by the totality of each participant’s previous 

interactions. It also recalls Bakhtin’s conception of language as shaped by centripetal and 

centrifugal forces. Participants’ previous experiences serve as centripetal forces, 

providing a template for how the interaction is expected to proceed. At the same time, the 

unique local context, including each participant’s goals in the interaction, serves as a 

centrifugal force that prevents any interaction from occurring exactly as a previous one. 

Scripts act as centripetal forces within an interaction, but these centripetal forces interact 

with centrigual forces to produce a new event.  

Scripts encompass a series of expectations that an individual brings to an 

interaction, including the goals or purposes of the interaction, the methods by which the 

goal might be achieved, and the particular roles or identities that each participant might 

play within the interaction. Through the use of particular words, grammatical structures, 

paralinguistic features, and nonverbal actions, individuals signal these expectations to 

their conversational partner. Scripts are contextual and culturally situated; certain scripts 

are more likely to be used within particular spaces and with particular people. As such, 
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they always involve relations of power (Gutiérrez et al., 1997). In this attention to context 

and to power, there are connections between Gutiérrez’s scripts and Fairclough’s (2003) 

conceptualization of discourses, in that both attend to how individuals construct different 

“perspectives of the world and …relations people have to the world” (Fairclough, 2003, 

p. 124). In its focus on interaction between individuals, however, the concept of scripts 

directs analysis towards how these expectations guide the ways in which two or more 

individuals build a conversation.  

Scripts are useful to participants within an interaction because they serve as 

resources to guide their actions. However, it would be unlikely for both participants enact 

a single script throughout an interaction. Instead, scripts typically come into contact with 

one another within interactions. For instance, one of the participants might be drawing on 

multiple scripts in their talk, representing the multiple goals they have for the event. In 

another case, one person might draw on a particular script, while the other person draws 

on a different script. The resulting interaction then produces a hybridity of scripts, which 

can create moments of contradiction and tension that lead to third space. This hybridity is 

not merely an overlap of two different scripts but instead is a conflict of goals, identities, 

and relations of power. Third space then is a moment of negotiation and contestation 

between two (or more) perspectives (Bhabha, 2012), or scripts.  

It is this negotiation that makes third spaces both valuable in classroom 

interactions and difficult to sustain. The contradictions at the root of third space and the 

resulting tensions felt by participants in these moments allow for the construction of 

newness. At the same time, this experience can be uncomfortable, because the interaction 

is not proceeding how either of the participants expects it to. Rather than remain in this 

discomfort, participants often return to more familiar scripts or patterns of interaction 

(Gutiérrez et al., 1997): “Both teacher and students quickly retreat from this 
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uncomfortable territory, seeking refuge in their more comfortable, predictable scripts” 

(Gutiérrez et al., 1995, p. 466). Third spaces, then, are typically brief moments of 

instability. They do not necessarily resolve the contradictions that have provoked their 

construction (Skerrett, 2010), but they can provide opportunities for new ways of 

interacting. 

Within an interaction, participants must improvise when these contradictions 

arise. It is this improvisation that allows for the possibility for what Engeström (2015) 

terms expansive learning. Expansive learning, a concept drawn from Engeström’s 

theorizing of activity, is the active construction of new knowledge. It sits in contrast with 

many of the so-called learning activities in schools that focus on the transmission of 

existing knowledge. In these situations, the outcomes of (or answers to) such activities 

are already known, and the learner is simply tasked with (re)producing these 

predetermined outcomes. Expansive learning, however, occurs through the heteroglossia 

(Bakhtin, 1981) that is produced when two or more individuals are engaged in genuine 

inquiry (Engeström & Sannino, 2010). Within a classroom space, this learning can only 

occur when teachers and students are willing to not only acknowledge the tensions 

produced by these contradictions but also the “opportunity to view these emergent 

activities as potentially fruitful contexts of development” (Gutiérrez et al., 1999, p. 288). 

In doing so, they can construct “true dialogue” (Gutiérrez et al., 1995, p. 252), in which 

both parties negotiate towards common understandings of what is valid and valued within 

that space. Within this dialogue, participants often draw heavily on words that convey 

possibility rather than certainty, while using questions to probe and clarify each other’s 

understandings while working to co-construct new understandings (Gutiérrez, 2008). The 

goal of such work is not simply to disrupt what is dominant or expected in that space, but 
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to create new understandings and new ways of being: “polyphony as opposed to a single 

true ideology” (Bartlett, 2015, p. 217).  

In addition to allowing the construction of new knowledge, these discursive third 

spaces also provide opportunities for the construction of new or hybrid identities for the 

participants (Bhabha, 2012). Within a classroom, this involves a moving away from fixed 

positions as teacher and student towards roles that allow both to engage as expert and/or 

novice (Gutiérrez et al., 1997). Gutiérrez and Stone (2000) emphasize that while such 

shifts can occur within a moment of interaction, they can also develop over longer 

periods of time as individuals begin to participate within the classroom communities. 

They stress the need for third spaces to be documented not only within a single discursive 

interaction, but also through approaches that document such shifts temporally. Rowe and 

Leander (2005) add to this expansion of third space theory by encouraging the 

consideration of the spatial aspects of third space as well. Rather than attend only to the 

discursive, they encourage an attention to how participants used their bodies, their 

materials, and the space around them to construct moments of hybridity.  

In taking up theories of third space within the context of conferring, I explore the 

ways in which moments of hybridity and contradiction arise as teachers and students 

interact around texts within their reading and writing conferences. I use this theoretical 

framing to recognize how teachers and students discursively and spatially construct 

identities for themselves and one another throughout these conversations, focusing 

particularly on moments in which the identities being constructed come into contradiction 

with one another. In these moments, a theoretical lens of third space directs attention to 

how teacher and student negotiate these contradictions and how new knowledges, 

practices, and identities are constructed through this work of negotiation.  
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In this chapter, I have explored three major areas of theory that guide my study: 

sociocultural and critical theories of talk, theories of dehumanizing and humanizing 

pedagogy, and theories of hybridity and third space. Each of these theories guided the 

decisions I made in the design of the study, including the collection and analysis of data. 

In the following chapter, I provide a more detailed description of these methodological 

decisions.  
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

This research project is a multiple case study of literacy conferring across three 

elementary classrooms, using discourse analysis to carefully examine the talk within 

these events. Case study design (Dyson & Genishi, 2005; Yin, 2014) allows the 

researcher to explore how a specific phenomenon takes place within a particular local 

space, attending to the importance of the context in which that activity takes place. 

Within language and literacy research, it allows the researcher to focus on a specific type 

of literacy event (Heath, 1983) in order to better understand how the event is constructed 

within the local context of the classroom (Dyson & Genishi, 2005). This study focuses on 

the literacy event of the literacy conference enacted reading and writing workshop.  

To focus attention on the discursive and interactional dimensions of this literacy 

event, I view conferring as a participation framework (Goffman, 1981). In doing so, I 

understand conferring as a particular kind of interaction that occurs amidst many others 

within the larger activity of the classroom, and as such, it involves specific norms for 

how each participant will interact within the event. Teacher and student engage in 

multiple participation frameworks across a single school day, each with a different 

(although sometimes overlapping) set of expectations for how participants in that event 

engage with one another. For this study, I define the participation framework of the 

literacy conference as an interaction between teacher and student during reading or 

writing workshop (Calkins, 1994, 2000; Graves, 1983), in which the interaction is 

focused around the student’s independent reading and writing practices. Typically, this is 

a one-on-one interaction between student and teacher about a text the child is in the 

process of reading or writing. In some cases, however, the interaction may include more 

than one student, such as in a situation where two students are collaborating on a piece of 
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writing or in an instance where another student sitting close to the conferring teacher-

student pair joins the conversation. In his guide for practitioners, Anderson (2000) notes 

that conferring involves norms of interaction and roles for both the teacher and the 

student; these norms and roles allow conferences to be understood as a participation 

framework. Part of the work of this study, then, was to understand how the conference as 

a participation framework functions in the local settings of three elementary classrooms.  

To examine the similarities and differences in this participation framework across 

different classrooms, the study is framed as a multiple case study (Stake, 2006) of 

conferring in three classrooms at different grade levels. While the full rationale for 

selecting each of these classrooms as a case for this study is described in the study 

context section below, the decision to select these three particular cases was guided by a 

desire to “provide diversity across contexts … [and] good opportunities to learn about 

complexity and contexts” (Stake, 2006, p. 23). For this study, the phenomenon of 

conferring is the focus, and the multiple cases allow for an understanding of how 

conferring is enacted across different local contexts. Rather than using quantitative, 

statistical approaches to attempt to identify representative and generalizable cases, I took 

a qualitative approach using purposeful sampling to allow opportunities to investigate 

how the phenomenon might vary across different settings. For the three cases in this 

study, there were shared features – particularly the school context and teacher orientation 

towards their pedagogy – but there were also important differences between the three 

cases, including differences in grade level (and resulting differences in curriculum and 

testing) and variations across the teachers with respect to literacy teaching philosophies 

and experiences.  

Within this multiple case study design, I used discourse analysis methodologies to 

investigate more closely how teachers and students interacted within the participation 
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framework of literacy conferences. Discourse analysis meshes well with sociocultural 

and social practice views of literacy, because both understand literacy to be a multimodal 

social practice and recognize the political or critical aspects of literacy (Rogers & Mosley 

Wetzel, 2014a). It is also a valuable tool “to make explicit what normally gets taken for 

granted” (Cameron, 2001, p. 8), allowing literacy researchers to make sense of the 

complex interactions between and among people and texts. In addition to allowing for 

close analysis of interactions between individuals, discourse analysis provides a 

methodology for investigating the interactions between local talk and broader global 

forces. Erickson (2004) identified one of the key tensions in the study of language as 

recognizing the ways in which talk occurred within unique local spaces, and yet was 

influenced by, and potentially influencing of, larger global patterns and forces. Language 

serves as a structure for human interaction, encouraging speakers to use language in 

particular ways (Johnstone, 2008), while at the same time language also provides spaces 

for agency, as individuals make decisions about how to use language to serve their 

particular purpose in an interaction (Gee, 2012).  

As elaborated on in the theoretical framework, I situate my understandings of talk 

within Erickson’s (2004) elaboration of talk as a process of “mutual influence” (p. 211) 

between the actions of local interlocutors and the global structures and discourses in 

which these actions take place. This attention to the interplay between the local and the 

global is relevant to educational research because it allows for an exploration of how both 

historical and structural forces that shape such interactions influence teacher-student 

interactions and how these local interactions in turn (re)produce these larger forces. In the 

case of a literacy conference between teacher and student, both the teacher and the 

student are agentic participants who are making in-the-moment decisions on how to 
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respond to one another around a particular text, and yet these unique local interactions are 

constructed in part by the global structures and discourses in which they take place.  

Discourse analysis, and particularly critical discourse analysis provides a 

methodology for literacy researchers to examine how teachers and students can interact in 

ways that both replicate and disrupt institutional and historical power dynamics (Rogers, 

2011). While a common critique of critical discourse analysis is that it focuses only on 

deconstructing such instances of power in the classroom (Rogers & Schaenen, 2014), it 

can also be used in more reconstructive ways, in order to understand the ways in which 

social change happens (Fairclough, 2001). Martin (2004) terms such work positive 

discourse analysis, suggesting that it can allow for research that seeks to understand “how 

people get together and make room for themselves in the world – in ways that redistribute 

power without necessarily struggling against it” (p. 183). While not denying the existence 

of dominant ideologies and discourses, positive discourse analysis recognizes that there is 

a constant struggle between dominant discourses and emancipatory or counter-discourses, 

allowing for spaces in which these counter-discourses can gain traction within a 

particular discursive space (Macgilchrist, 2007). This reconstructive approach to 

discourse analysis allows researchers to not only critique how existing structures and 

discourses of power influence everyday interactions, but also to identify the ways that 

local actors can enact positive social change. In doing so, such research can locate 

tensions between local and global discourses that “provide the wiggle room for 

naturalizing alternative representations that challenge this order” (Bartlett, 2015, p. 25, 

emphasis in original). By focusing on these tensions rather than simply seeking to 

celebrate instances of counter-discourse, Bartlett argues, positive discourse analysis 

provides a methodology for identifying spaces and methods through which emancipatory 

change can occur. While such reconstructive approaches are still relatively uncommon 
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within literacy research, they can be used to recognize how dominant discourses can be 

challenged within classroom spaces, identifying ways that teachers and students can work 

towards increased equity (Rex et al., 2010). Taken as an analytic lens for discourse 

analysis (Rogers & Mosley Wetzel, 2013) within this study, positive discourse analysis 

directed my attention as researcher towards pedagogical moments that disrupt the 

dehumanizing norm of schooling as an institution, suggesting possible spaces of “wiggle 

room” to construct alternative approaches to literacy instruction.  

One critique of both critical and positive approaches to discourse analysis is what 

Blommaert (2005) terms a “linguistic bias”; these methodologies tend to focus on the 

texts that are produced, while ignoring the particular local contexts in which they are 

produced. Because teaching is an interactional activity, it is essential for methods of 

literacy research to consider not just the structure of talk within a particular setting, but 

also to understand the unique context in which the talk took place (Bloome et al., 2005). 

Bartlett (2015) suggests that discourse analysts respond to this critique by drawing on 

data collection and analysis methods that incorporate, rather than exclude, the context in 

which this talk occurs, including attending to how a particular instance of talk is received 

by its audience. In this study, using a case study approach to explore literacy conferences 

allowed me to understand the broader context in which these one-on-one interactions are 

taking place, while discourse analysis allowed me to more closely examine how language 

is being used in these interactions in order to generate particular local meanings. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The study was guided by the following overarching research questions:  

• How do teachers and students co-construct critical humanizing pedagogy within 

reading and writing conferences? 
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• How do teachers and students negotiate the contradictions that arise within this 

work?  

Within these overarching questions, I used the following set of sub-questions to guide my 

analysis of data:  

• How do conferences vary discursively depending on the participants, texts, and 

activities involved, as well as the goals of those participants within the 

interaction? 

• How do participants construct identities for themselves and for one another within 

these conferences? How do these identities shift both within and across 

conferences? 

• How do these interactions reflect and constitute different approaches to literacy 

instruction? How are discourses and ideologies of literacy and language 

constructed within these interactions? 

CONTEXT FOR RESEARCH 

Data collection took place during the 2015-2016 academic year in three 

classrooms within one elementary school, Salazar Elementary1, that served a working 

class community of predominately Latinx families within a large Texas city. According 

to data provided by the state educational agency, 703 students attended Salazar 

Elementary during the year of the study. The majority of students were Latinx (89.9%), 

with a small but significant population of African American students (8.3%). 95.4% of 

students at Salazar Elementary were institutionally recognized as being economically 

disadvantaged, and 53.2.0% were institutionally identified as English Language Learners. 

                                                
1 The school name and all participant names are pseudonyms. 
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With respect to its location, student population, and resources, Salazar Elementary can be 

understood as an urban emergent school (Milner, 2012). This positioning reflects the 

notion of urban schools as constructed through both geographic and social forces 

(Anderson & Stillman, 2013; Leonardo & Hunter, 2009), attending to its high proportion 

of students from historically marginalized groups as well as the resource shortages it 

often faces. 

Based on standardized accountability measures from the previous academic year, 

Salazar Elementary was rated as “met standard” by the Texas Educational Agency at the 

time of the study. However, the percentage of students passing the state’s major 

standardized test (STAAR) was below the district and state averages in all tested subjects 

(reading, writing, mathematics, and science). Similarly, the percentage of students 

achieving a score that qualified as meeting the “advanced standard” across all tests was 

significantly lower (9%) in comparison to district (23%) and state (18%) averages. In 

addition, the scores on the writing test administered in fourth grade were particularly low. 

The percentage of students passing the writing test (37%) was nearly half the percentage 

of students passing at the district (69%) and state (69%) levels. Because less than half the 

fourth grade students had passed the writing test two years prior, the school was one of 

only six district elementary schools (of 84 total) placed on a state list of schools in need 

of improvement.  

These outcomes resulted in pressure placed on the campus from district and state 

administrators to improve test scores. In particular, district administration conducted 

frequent observations as the tests grew nearer by campus administration, to focus 

instruction in grades three through five in test preparation, including daily practice of 

sample test questions. In the primary grade classrooms were not required to take these 

tests, there was a similar emphasis encouraged to enact skills-based instruction that 
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emphasized accuracy in product over process. However, previous ethnographic research 

on this campus illustrated that despite these accountability pressures that encouraged 

narrow, skills-based literacy instruction, a subset of teachers were able to maintain their 

use of “theoretically defensible literacy teaching” (Zoch, 2013, p. 53). Supported by a 

literacy coach who opposed the narrowing of curriculum for test preparation purposes, 

these teachers based their literacy instruction on authentic, high-quality children’s 

literature rather than using skills-based test preparation materials. It is both the 

accountability pressures faced by Salazar and the critical responses to these pressures by 

a subset of teachers in Salazar that positioned it as an appropriate site to explore how 

teachers and students negotiate the construction of humanizing pedagogy during 

conferences in the midst of pressures towards standardization and accountability.  

Teacher Participants 

Three teachers at Salazar Elementary – Ms. Grey, Ms. Lau, and Ms. Douglas – 

were purposefully selected to participate in the study based on their shared approach to 

literacy instruction, as well as their diversity with respect to teaching contexts and 

experience. Prior to initiating this study, I had interacted with each of these teachers 

within the context of my work as a teaching assistant and university facilitator in the 

teacher education program. In addition to working with these teachers within the context 

of their preservice (undergraduate) and inservice (graduate) education coursework, I had 

the opportunity observe their literacy teaching practices in their classrooms. Each teacher 

was selected and invited to participate based on their approach to literacy, including both 

their consistent use of conferring within reading and writing workshop and their shared 

philosophies of literacy teaching discussed below. These selections were made in 
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consultation with the literacy coach at Salazar Elementary, who recommended each 

individual as an effective literacy teacher at the campus.  

The most salient characteristic shared by the three teachers was their use of a 

workshop model (Bomer, 2011; Calkins, 1994, 2001) to structure their literacy 

instruction. In addition to read aloud and word study/grammar blocks, each of the 

classrooms had daily reading and writing workshops. Both forms of workshop consisted 

of a brief whole-group mini-lesson, an extended period of time in which students read 

and wrote independently, and an opportunity to share experiences with the whole group 

at the conclusion of the workshop. During the period of independent reading and writing, 

students were typically provided a great degree of choice in the materials and topics they 

engage with during this time. In reading workshop, students could select from a wide 

array of reading materials, including picture books, chapter books, magazines, and comic 

books. In writing workshop, they were encouraged to make decisions about both the topic 

and structure of their texts. While choice was a key feature of this independent work 

time, these choices were not always fully unconstrained. At times, the teacher focused a 

unit of study on a particular genre of reading and writing, with students being asked to 

read or write texts within that genre. Key to this study was their shared approach to 

working with students during these periods of independent reading and writing. While 

students were engaging in self-selected, self-directed reading and writing, the teachers 

spent the majority of their time engaged in conferences, or one-on-one conversations with 

students about the reading or writing with which they were engaged.  

The three teachers’ use of a workshop model of literacy instruction stemmed in 

part from their mutual preservice teacher education program, which situated literacy as a 

developmental, social, and critical practice and encouraged the use of thoughtfully 

adaptive (Duffy et al., 2008) and appreciative (Bomer, 2011) approaches to literacy 
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teaching. All three teachers continued to engage in inservice teacher education through 

the same university, participating as mentor teachers for current preservice teachers in the 

program. As part of this work, they participated, and in the case of Ms. Grey and Ms. Lau 

also co-led, a program at the university focused on a critical reflective approach to 

mentoring that emphasized close attention to the role of talk in this work (see Hoffman et 

al., 2014, Maloch et al., 2015, and Mosley Wetzel et al., 2015b for additional information 

on this model and program). Although the content of this program was focused on 

mentoring of preservice teachers rather than conferences with elementary students, it 

provided each of the participants with additional opportunities to experience and reflect 

upon their one-on-one teaching interactions. Two of the teachers (Ms. Gray and Ms. Lau) 

also participated in a summer institute for master reading teachers held by the same 

university, which similarly encouraged attention to talk and social interaction within the 

enactment of process-based and workshop approaches to literacy instruction. In addition, 

their approaches to literacy were shaped by their participation in the local site of the 

National Writing Project, which also encouraged the use of process-based and workshop 

approaches to literacy. Each teacher has participated in the site’s summer institute prior to 

the study and they continued to both attend and lead workshop with the project during the 

school year. Finally, in the summer prior to this study, all three teachers attended the 

Teacher’s College Reading Institute, which provided them with additional professional 

development on the use of workshop-based approaches to reading instruction.  

Another similarity across the three classrooms was that each teacher served as a 

cooperating teacher for a preservice teacher from the university. These preservice 

teachers were members of a literacy specialization cohort from the same local university 

from which all teachers received their undergraduate degrees. Although these preservice 

teachers were not the focus on this study, all three agreed to participate in the study and 
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data on their interactions with students was recorded when they were leading instruction 

during my observations. During the period of independent reading and writing, however, 

my data collection focused on the conferences held by the classroom teachers (Ms. Grey, 

Ms. Lau, and Ms. Douglas) rather than those held by the preservice teachers. 

Although the three focal teachers shared similarities in their approaches to literacy 

instruction and in some of their teacher education experiences, they also represented 

diversity with respect to their classroom contexts and teaching experience. Ms. Grey was 

a first grade teacher with four years of teaching experience at the time of the study, two 

years of which were at Salazar Elementary. She was concurrently pursuing a master’s 

degree with a dual focus in teacher leadership and language and literacy studies. Ms. Lau 

was a second grade teacher with seven years of experience at Salazar Elementary. She 

had received her master’s degree from the same program in which Ms. Gray is currently 

enrolled. Ms. Douglas was a fourth grade teacher with two years of experience at Salazar 

Elementary. Relevant to the purpose of this study, Ms. Douglas’ students were required 

to take high-stakes standardized tests in writing in late March and reading in late April. 

While both Ms. Gray and Ms. Lau were required to administer standardized literacy 

assessments to their students at the beginning, middle, and end of the academic year, 

these assessments did not carry the same high-stakes consequences for success or failure 

as those administered in Ms. Douglas’s fourth grade class. As such, the participants are 

diverse with respect to both the grade levels they taught and their years of teaching 

experience as early career teachers. These differences across their contexts and 

experiences allowed for a consideration of the variations as well as the commonalities in 

conferring across classrooms.  
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Researcher Positionality  

My interest in the topics surrounding this study stems, in part, from my own 

experiences teaching at a campus similar to Salazar Elementary. Prior to entering a 

doctoral program, I taught for five years at an elementary school in Houston, Texas that 

mirrored Salazar both with respect to the demographics of the student population and to 

the accountability pressures faced by the campus. Like Salazar Elementary, my campus 

was rated as having met state accountability standards during each of the academic years 

I taught there, but the scores on the state high-stakes assessments in most subject areas 

and grade levels were consistently below the district and state averages. As a result, there 

was an ever-present focus on increasing test scores and a subsequent pressure to target 

instruction towards test preparation. As a teacher who did not want to focus instruction 

solely on test preparation, I struggled to find alternatives to the skills-based instruction 

focused around test preparation materials whose use was encouraged by campus 

administration. Instead, I sought, to only partial success, to engage my students in reading 

and writing activities that allowed for student choice and extended engagement with 

high-quality children’s literature.  

In considering how my positionality as a researcher influences the study, 

particularly with respect to how this will affect the study, these experiences teaching in a 

school facing accountability pressure were relevant. Although these experiences fueled 

my interest in the topic, they also likely influenced how I interpreted the data I collected 

as I made connections to experiences at my former campus. Another influence on my 

experiences at Salazar was my relationship with the three focal teachers. I first met each 

of them as part of my work as a teacher educator, and thus I was positioned, at least to a 

certain degree, as a representative of the university with which all three teachers were 

still engaged. Although my prior relationship supported my data collection in many ways, 
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as evidenced by their openness to allowing me into their classrooms and their willingness 

to reflect on their teaching with me frequently during the study, it also necessarily 

influenced the actions of the teachers both in both interviews and observations of 

classroom practice.  

In addition, my data collection was influenced by my own sociocultural identity 

and history, particularly related to race, class, language practice, and educational 

attainment. As a White, female, middle-class researcher who primarily speaks a variety 

of Mainstream United States English (Lippi-Green, 2012), I share many of these 

dimensions of identity with my teacher participants. All three participants grew up within 

middle-class communities and spoke a similar variety of English, and both Ms. Grey and 

Ms. Douglas identified as White. The only significant distinction along these dimensions 

was in the racial/ethnic identity and language practices of myself and Ms. Lau, who 

identified as Chinese American and spoke both Mandarin and Cantonese in addition to 

English. At the same time, it is in these very dimensions of race, class, and language that 

I differed from many of the students in the study, the majority of whom were people of 

color from working class or poor families. Within this study, I sought to critically 

investigate an education system that, based on my identity positions, was designed and 

functioned for me to succeed. Throughout my educational history, my culture and 

language were continually affirmed as correct and appropriate, a privilege not shared by 

many of the students in this study. Instead, this system has a long history of thwarting 

attempts by poor and working class people of color to attain quality education (Anderson, 

1988; González, 1999; MacLeod, 1995; San Miguel Jr. & Valencia, 1998).  

In order to consider how these multiple positionalities influenced my data 

collection and analysis, I used reflective memoing (described more in detail later in the 

chapter) across my engagement in these activities in order to continually consider the 
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assumptions. In doing so, I drew on critical social theory to support my analysis of the 

educational system; this allowed me to draw on the perspective of a variety of scholars to 

make visible dimensions of equity and oppression that might have been obscured by my 

own experience in that system. I also engaged in conversations with all three teachers, 

both formally within interviews and in more informal interactions, that explicitly took up 

questions of equity along racial, class, and other sociocultural lines as related to their 

classroom practice. During regular meetings with members of my committee, especially 

my committee chairperson, I questioned assumptions that were related to my positionality 

as well as working to ensure rigor in my analysis and attention to the strength of evidence 

for my findings.  

STUDY DESIGN 

The data collection portion of this study consisted of three phrases (see Table 

4.1). The first phase, occurring in September 2015, focused on obtaining consent and 

becoming familiar with the context. After all three teachers agreed to participate in late 

summer, I collaborated with each of them to introduce students to the purpose and 

procedures of the study; following this explanation, I sent home parental consent forms 

with a letter describing the study. The majority of students in each classroom returned 

parental consent forms and signed student assent forms, resulting in 16 student 

participants in Ms. Grey’s classroom, 14 student participants in Ms. Lau’s classroom, and 

11 participants in Ms. Douglas’ classroom. Three students in Ms. Grey’s and Ms. 

Douglas’ classroom and two students in Ms. Lau’s did not participate, either because they 

did not return the consent form or they returned a consent form that denied permission to 

participate in the study. In addition to obtaining consent, I conducted informal 

observations of literacy instruction in each classroom to become familiar with the 
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classroom contexts. Although I did not formally collect data involving students during 

this period (as consent forms were in the process of being completed), these visits 

allowed me to build relationships with students in the three classrooms and to observe 

how teachers introduced their students to their approach to literacy instruction. During 

this phase, I also conducted interviews with each of the three teachers, with questions 

focused on their teaching philosophies and experiences with respect to literacy, as well as 

how they use conferring within the context of their literacy instruction. These semi-

structured interviews lasted approximately one hour each (see Appendix for interview 

protocols), and they were audio-recorded and then transcribed.  

The second phase of data collection, occurring from January through early March 

2016, began formal data collection of literacy instruction in all classrooms. Although the 

frequency and length of observations varied depending on the schedules of the teachers 

and my own, I observed literacy instruction in each classroom one to four days per week, 

with each visit lasting one to three hours (see Table 4.2 for detailed reporting on 

frequency of observations). My data collection was focused primarily on conferring that 

occurs within reading and writing workshop. In addition to observing and writing field 

notes of these events, I collected video- and audio-recordings of all conferences that 

occurred during my visit, as well as photographs of any texts discussed during the 

conference and of any anecdotal notes written by teacher related to the conference. To 

provide context to these conferences, I also wrote field notes and collected audio-

recordings of literacy instruction surrounding conferences, including mini-lessons, whole 

group sharing, and read alouds. At the beginning of this phase (early January), I also 

conducted a second hour-long interview with each of the teachers, again using a semi-

structured interview protocol. These interviews, which were audio-recorded and 

transcribed, included additional questions on the use of conferring, as well as questions 
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regarding any changes that have taken place in their instruction or instructional context 

since the first interview.  

Between the second and third phase of data collection, I paused in my data 

collection to conduct a weeklong comprehensive review of the data collected thus far. 

Coinciding with the week of spring break at Salazar Elementary, this review of data 

allowed me to adapt the interview protocol for the third interview with each teacher in 

response to the data collected thus far. It also allowed me to identify possible focal 

students, in order to more closely examine the experiences of individual students in 

conferring across a period of time. Focal students were selected based on both the 

frequency of their conferences with teachers and their success on standardized measures 

of assessment used in the classroom (e.g., STAAR, DRA, TPRI). I used these 

standardized assessments not as an absolute measure of a student’s literacy development, 

but instead, following the work of Dutro, Selland, and Bien (2013), as a representation of 

how that student’s literacy development was institutionally positioned. In consultation 

with teachers, I selected four focal students in each classroom: two of whom performed 

above grade level and two of whom performed below grade level on high stakes 

assessments in reading and writing. The use of these selection criteria allowed me to 

consider how teachers interacted with students with different institutional positionings.  

The third and final phase of data collection occurred from late March through 

May 2016. At the beginning of this phase (late March), I conducted a third series of 

teacher interviews, using separate protocols for each teacher informed by my mid-study 

review of data collected in their classrooms during the second phase. Observational data 

collection followed the procedures described in the second phase of analysis, with 

attention focused on collecting field notes and audio- and video-recording of literacy 

conferences. The modification in data collection during this phase was my shift in focus 
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from all students to the twelve students (four in each classroom) selected as focal 

students. Following each conference with a focal student, I engaged in brief, informal 

interviews with that student asking them what they learned from the conference and how 

they felt about it. In addition, during periods of the reading and writing workshop when 

the teacher was not conferring (e.g., when they were conversing with a student teacher), I 

collected field notes on the independent reading and writing of the focal students during 

that period in order to construct a more complete picture of the focal students as readers 

and writers.  

I exited the field in late May during the final weeks of school. During this period, 

I conducted a final interview with each teacher, again using a semi-structured protocol 

adapted based on ongoing data collection and analysis. These interviews were audio-

recorded and then transcribed. I also conducted brief, informal interviews with each of 

the focal students, focused on their understandings of and attitudes towards literacy 

instruction in their classroom. In this phase, I also shared preliminary findings with the 

three teachers, serving both as a way to support their professional development around 

literacy conferences and to engage in member checking of my initial analysis. 
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Research Phase Focus of Work Data Sources 

Phase 1:  
Obtaining Consent 

and Becoming 
Familiar with Context 

 
(September 2015) 

 

• Obtaining parent consent 
and student assent 

• Initial interviews with 
teachers 

• Becoming familiar with 
classroom contexts 

 

• Interview 1 with teachers  
• Observations of literacy 

instruction 
 
  

Phase 2:  
Multi-Classroom 
Data Collection 

 
(January –March 

2016) 
 

• Collecting qualitative 
data focused on 
conferring across three 
classrooms  

• Ongoing analysis: 
weekly reviews of data, 
including analytic 
memos 

• Interview 2 with teachers  
• Observations and field 

notes of literacy 
instruction 

• Video and audio 
recordings of literacy 
instruction 

• Artifacts 
 

Mid-Study Data 
Analysis 

 
(mid-March 2016) 

• Comprehensively 
reviewing data collected 
thus far 

• Selecting focal students  

• Interviews 1 and 2 
(transcribed) 

• All observational data 
collected thus far 

• Analytic memos 
 

Phase 3:  
Multi-Classroom 

Data Collection with 
Focal Students 

 
(March 2016 –  

May 2016) 

• Collecting qualitative 
data focused on 
conferring and on focal 
students’ independent 
reading and writing  

• Ongoing analysis: 
weekly reviews of data, 
including analytic 
memos 

 

• Interview 3 with teachers   
• Observations and field 

notes of literacy 
instruction 

• Video and audio 
recordings of literacy 
instruction 

• Artifacts 
 

Field Exit 
 

(Late May 2016) 

• Sharing preliminary 
findings with teachers 

• Interview 4 with teachers 
• Informal interviews with 

focal students 
 

 

Table 4.1: Phases of Data Collection 
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METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION 

This study is focused both on reading and writing conferences as a local literacy 

event and on how that local event both constructs and is constructed by the larger 

structures and discourses of the classroom and the school. In order to capture the 

relationships between the local and global, I used ethnographic methods of data 

collection (Green & Bloome, 1997; Heath & Street, 2008) that allowed me to engage in 

close discourse analysis of conferences while providing an opportunity to situate this 

close analysis within the broader context of the classroom.  

Participant Observations and Field Notes 

Within any qualitative study, the researcher serves as the “primary instrument” for 

both data collection and analysis (Merriam, 2002). During all phases of data collection, I 

situated myself as a participant observer (Swann, 1993) within the classroom, collecting 

ethnographic field notes (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995) on both the literacy conferences 

and other interactions that took place during my time in each classroom, as described in 

the study design above. Both during and immediately after each observation, I also wrote 

analytic notes within my field notes in order to begin to note patterns and unexpected 

events occurring within observations. See Table 4.2 for the total number of visits and 

conferences observed in each of the three focal classrooms.  

Although I intended to mimic Dyson’s (2013a) positioning of the researcher as 

“nonthreatening adult friend” (p. 181) to students, I found such a position difficult to 

maintain, perhaps in part due to my recent history in classrooms in a position of authority 

(as teacher or supervisor) rather than as a student. At the beginning of the study, I told 

students I was in their classrooms to learn from them how they engaged in reading and 

writing, and like Dyson, I discouraged them from asking me for help with their work by 

insisting I was busy with my own work of recording field notes. I also engaged students 
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in conversations about their lives inside and out of school, building relationships with 

students as my time in the classroom increased. However, students appeared to view me 

more as authority figure rather than friend, as evidenced, for instance, by their tendency 

to reengage in the task at hand when they noticed me watching them, much as they might 

react when the teacher was looking at them. In some cases, I enacted this positioning by 

monitoring the classroom while the teacher briefly left the room (by request of the 

teacher) or by encouraging students to return to their reading or writing. Thus, although I 

did not succeed at positioning myself as a “nonthreatening adult friend,” I was viewed by 

teachers and students as a participant observer in the classroom, someone who was busy 

with her own work but not too busy to have a brief chat about one’s weekend.  

 

 Visits 
Conferences  

(reading) 
Conferences  

(writing) 
Conferences  

(total) 
Ms. Grey 38 49 76 125 
Ms. Lau 42 78 78 156 
Ms. Douglas 32 75 53 128 
Total 112 202 207 409 

 Table 4.2: Visits and Observed Conferences by Classroom  

Video and Audio Recordings  

Given the focus of this study on the close analysis of interaction within 

conferences, video- and audio-recordings served as a key data source to explore my 

research questions. All conferences that occurred during an observation were video- and 

audio-recorded. Each teacher carried a small digital audio recorder as they moved among 

students during conferences in order to capture the verbal aspects of the conference. This 

was complemented with video-recording done by me, using a small digital video camera 

and tripod I moved around the room in order to capture the nonverbal aspects of the 
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event. In addition to collecting video- and audio-recordings of literacy conferences, I 

collected audio-recordings of the whole group literacy events surrounding the one-on-one 

interactions, as described in previously in the study design.  

Interviews 

 I conducted four semi-structured interviews with each of the three teacher 

participants across the data collection period (September, January, March, May). In these 

interviewed, I prompted the teachers to describe their beliefs and experiences in literacy 

teaching, as well as questions specific to their use of conferences (see Appendix for 

interview protocols). The interview protocols for the third and fourth interviews were 

adapted for each teacher based on ongoing data collection and analysis, in order to 

address unique aspects of each teacher’s practice and the local classroom context. In 

addition, the use of semi-structured approach to interviews allowed me to explore topics 

that arose within the context of the interview.  

The third interview, held in late March, drew on stimulated recall interview 

methods (Calderhead, 1981; Lyle, 2003) to involve the collaborative viewing and 

discussion of a recent conference. Selecting a conference that raised tensions or questions 

related to the researcher questions for myself as a researcher, I played selected portions of 

conferences and asked the teacher to comment on that section. This practice was familiar 

to all three teachers through their experience with a similar practice, Retrospective 

Coaching Analysis, through their mentoring professional development (see Mosley 

Wetzel, Hoffman, & Maloch, 2015a, for additional details). Rather than view these 

reflections as exact reproductions of that teacher’s thinking at the moment of the 

conference, I viewed their responses as reflection-on-action (Schön, 1983) that provided 

additional data on their approach to and use of conferring. Each interview lasted 
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approximately one hour, with the exception of the third interview; because this interview 

included the viewing and discussion of video, it lasted between two and three hours 

(divided across two or three sessions). All interviews were transcribed shorted after they 

were completed. 

In addition to these formal interviews, I also frequently engaged in more informal 

conversations with teachers, both in person and via text messages and e-mail. In these 

conversations, teachers reported on successes and struggles related to their literacy 

teaching, as well as reflecting on prior teaching events that I had observed. Descriptions 

of these informal conversations were recorded in writing and treated as data.  

Finally, I conducted informal interviews with focal students during the third phase 

of data collection, including, when possible, brief conversations with those students 

following their conference with a teacher and student. In these conversations, I would ask 

students to recount what they were doing prior to the conference, what happened during 

the conference, and what their plan was going forward from the conference, including 

what they thought they had learned from the conference. In addition, during field exit, I 

conducted lengthier informal interviews with these students, asking about their 

experiences with literacy in the classroom and the role of conferences in those 

experiences. 

Artifacts 

During periods of participant observation, I also collected classroom artifacts. I 

collected digital photographs of all student writing that was produced or discussed during 

a conference between teacher and student, as well as digital photographs of texts 

discussed or read during this time. Digital photographs of teachers’ anecdotal notes taken 

during or surrounding a conference were also collected, although the use of written 
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notations was rare. In addition to these artifacts directly related to conferring, I also 

collect digital photographs of other artifacts that provided insight into how literacy and 

learning were understood in the classroom, including teacher-created anchor charts, 

shared writing produced during mini-lessons, and the classroom library.  

DATA ANALYSIS 

Data analysis began during data collection and was ongoing throughout the data 

collection process. Each week, I reviewed the data that I collected that week, including 

reading through field notes and reviewing relevant video- and audio-recordings. During 

this time, I created a log of the data I had collected, including the participants involved 

and focus of each of the conferences I had observed. Following this weekly review of 

data, I wrote an analytic memo (Emerson et al., 1995; Glesne, 2011) regarding the 

emerging patterns and questions that arose from this data, as I constructed an 

understanding of how conferences were constructed in each classroom. In these analytic 

memos, I also identified conferences that departed from these emerging patterns, in order 

to consider the variation within conferring as a participation framework. Analytic memos 

were also written immediately after the completion and transcription of each round of 

interviews. This ongoing data analysis was used both to guide subsequent data collection 

and to support more formal data analysis occurring following the completion of data 

collection.  

As described in the study design above, I also engaged in a mid-study review of 

data between phase two and phase three of data collection, concurrent with the campus’ 

spring break. During this review, I first reviewed all analytic memos written to date and 

drafted working theories related to my research questions. I then reviewed all field notes 

and interview transcriptions, organizing this review by classroom in order to develop an 
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understanding of conferring in each classroom. Following the completion of this review 

for each classroom, I then drafted case summaries for each classroom that detailed 

features of typical conferences in that space. In reviewing these data sources, I looked for 

both evidence to support and contradict my working theories, and these working theories 

were then revised and expanded into a theoretical summary detailing my emerging 

understandings of conferring within and across each classroom.  

Several changes to data collection and analysis occurred after this process. First, I 

used the process to identify initial focal students, who served as my primary focus for 

data collection in phase three as described above. This data review process also allowed 

me to adapt interview protocols for each teacher based on questions that arose in the 

review process. Finally, based on my emerging considerations of how conferences might 

serve as a location for the production of third space, I paid particularly attention to 

disruptions, or to conferences that did not follow the typical patterns of interaction during 

identified through the review of data.  

Following the completion of formal data collection in June 2015, I again engaged 

in a comprehensive review of data collected across the study in order to guide my 

creating of a plan for data sampling. Such sampling was necessary because I sought to 

take a microethnographic approach (Bloome et al., 2005; Erickson, 1992; LeBaron, 2008; 

Streeck & Mehus, 2005) to my analysis and thus required the selection of a small amount 

of data to order to engage in extensive analysis. Microethnography was selected as a tool 

of analysis for its attention to “‘big’ social and organization issues through careful 

analysis of ‘small’ moments of human activity” (LeBaron, 2008, p. 3120), including how 

literacy teaching and learning are influenced by the social, cultural, and political contexts 

in which they take place (Bloome et al., 2005). Recognizing the mutual influence 

between global and local in interaction (Erickson, 2005), microanalysis aligned with my 
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theoretical orientation towards talk, allowing for a consideration of how the enactment of 

conferences was influenced by competing discourses. This approach draws from a variety 

of analytic traditions, including conversation analysis, context analysis, ethnography of 

communication, and critical theory (Erickson, 1992), and it frames analysis around 

careful attention to (and repeated viewings of) video-recordings in order to attend to how 

the verbal and nonverbal actions of interlocutors co-construct the event in question 

(Streeck & Mehus, 2005).  

Although my formal data analysis took an inductive approach that oriented 

towards my broad research questions (Derry et al., 2010), it was not – as Erickson (2004) 

reminds us it can never be – a “theory-independent or theory-neutral” (p. 489) practice. 

Instead, I drew on theories of talk, humanizing pedagogies, and third space to guide my 

decisions around sampling and analysis. Recognizing conferences as an interaction 

between teacher and student, I frame my analysis as focused on the teacher-student dyad, 

rather than only on the student. Culled from my larger list of twelve focal students (4 in 

each classroom), I selected two students from each classroom: one institutionally 

positioned through standardized tests (Dutro et al., 2013) as on or above grade level and 

one positioned as below grade level. In selecting focal students from the larger subset 

identified during data collection, I considered both the number of conferences I had for 

each student, in order to allow for the analysis of at least eight conferences, and for 

unique perspectives or experiences each brought to their conferring (see Table 4.3). The 

racial and ethnic identities of the focal students reflected those of the larger student body 

in each classroom; Isaiah and Adrian were identified on school documentation as 

Hispanic, while the remaining focal students were identified as African American.  
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Teacher Student Institutional 
Positioning 

(Partial) Rationale 
for Selection 

Ms.  
Grey 

Trinity On/Above  
Grade Level 

 
Identified by teacher as academically 
successful while having difficulty with 
social-emotional dimensions of learning  
 

Zion Below  
Grade Level 

 
Joined classroom in December with no 
prior experience with literacy workshop; 
Focal student for assignment in teacher’s 
graduate course  
 

Ms.  
Lau 

Erykah On/Above  
Grade Level 

 
Difficulties with comprehension 
observed in conferences did not align 
with success on standardized literacy 
assessments  
 

Isaiah Below  
Grade Level 

 
Identified by teacher as student who 
developed significantly in literacy across 
the academic year 
 

Ms. 
Douglas 

Devonte On/Above  
Grade Level 

 
Very engaged in independent literacy but 
frustrated by standardized tests 
 

Adrian Below  
Grade Level 

 
Expressive student who frequently 
experienced frustration during 
conferences  
 

  

Table 4.3: Focal Teacher-Student Dyads  
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Following this selection of focal dyads, I again reviewed field notes (and in cases 

where field notes were unclear, also video- and audio-recordings) of all conferences in 

which that focal dyad interacting, selecting eight focal conferences for each dyad (48 

conferences total). This decision to look across multiple conferences for a set of focal 

teacher-student dyads, rather than other sampling procedures which would have included 

more students from each classroom, was guided by Erickson’s (2004) call for those using 

microethnography to look across multiple events to consider how a practice changes over 

time. In selecting focal conferences, I sought in my sampling to mirror the proportion of 

reading versus writing conferences recorded for that dyad. In addition, because inquiry 

projects were an important component of writing workshop in each class, I included at 

least one conference for each focal dyad focused around this inquiry work.  

I then engaged in analysis of each focal conference, drawing particularly from 

Erickson’s (1982, 1992) procedures for ethnographic microanalysis of interaction. Unlike 

many approaches to discourse analysis that begin analysis from a transcript of talk, I 

began this analysis, as Erickson recommends, by watching the video recording of the 

conference in full. I used this first viewing to write a brief narrative summary of the 

entire conference. Next I identified major events within the conference, looking for shifts 

in topic or body positioning to signal breaks between these events, and then identified the 

major actions taken by each participant in the event (e.g., reading; asking questions). This 

division of the full conference into multiple events served as an analytic tool to recognize 

how participation changed across the conference. I also created a contextual summary, 

using field notes to trace what had happened in the classroom immediately prior to and 

after the conference as well as the broader unit of study in which the conference was 

situated.  
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It was only after analyzing the video-recording of the event that I transcribed the 

verbal talk of each participant. Recognizing the transcript as a tool of analysis rather than 

a reproduction of the event (Bucholtz, 2000; Erickson, 2010), I opted not to use a more 

common playscript transcript but instead used a spreadsheet with separate columns for 

teacher talk/action and student talk/action in order to address both speaker and listening 

actions within the event (Erickson, 2011). In addition to the words spoken by each 

participant, I used a variety of notations to mark paralinguistic features (see Appendix for 

transcription conventions) and wrote descriptions of pertinent nonverbal features of 

interaction (e.g., body positioning; gesture; gaze). While it is even more challenging to 

represent the multimodal features of interaction than the words spoken, I sought to 

represent significant shifts in these nonverbal features (such as a participant changing 

body positioning or handling materials), as well as identifying sections of the conference 

that had a higher degree of modal density (Norris, 2004).  

Analyzing the talk within each event, I attended particularly to features of turn-

taking, topic initiation and control, and the positioning of self and other, using the work 

of Bucholtz and Hall (2005) on discursive identity construction to guide my analysis of 

the final feature. In doing so, I was guided by these analytic questions: “What is being 

made and remade in this exchange?  How does it destabilize local and global power 

relations?” (Moje & Lewis, 2007, p. 25). I considered how the actions of both teacher and 

student made and remade literacy practices, identities, and knowledges, as well as 

understandings of how these features were valued within school spaces. In recognition of 

the importance of tension and contradiction in the theoretical framework guiding my 

analysis, I also looked for moments of what Fairclough (1992) terms ‘cruces’, or 

conflicts, seeking to identify how discourses came into conflict with one another.  
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Following this line-by-line analysis of each event within the conference, I then 

returned to a view of the conference as a whole again. Using the previously constructed 

events, I created a discursive summary of the conference, organizing the events on a 

timeline to recognize the temporal local of important moments and shifts within the 

conference (Erickson, 1997). Then, I wrote an analytic summary of the conference, which 

functioned similar to an analytic memo in that it provided an opportunity to consider how 

my analysis of the conference was informed by and in turn informed my research 

questions.  

In analyzing each individual conference independently, I situated my analysis 

within a contiguous or connecting approach (Maxwell, 2013; Maxwell & Chmiel, 2014) 

that allowed me to consider individual turns at talk contextualized within the continuous 

conversation in which they occurred. Then, the three summaries I created for each 

conference – contextual, discursive, and analytic – allowed me to look across conferences 

in order to recognize similarities across the conference. After I completed a microanalysis 

of all eight conferences for each focal dyad, I used these summaries to construct a case 

summary that served as a space to identify connections and disconnections across 

individual conferences.  

Following the completion of a microanalysis of each focal conference and a case 

summary for each focal dyad, I then engaged in a second phase of analysis, in which I 

more directly took up my two overarching research questions. In this phase of analysis, I 

returned to the theoretical frameworks guiding my work, in particular to humanizing 

pedagogies and third space. The goal of this attention to theory was not simply to match 

examples from data to existing theory, but instead to use the theory to extend my 

understandings of the data and the phenomena in question (Anyon, 2009; Dressman, 

2008). I adapted Dressman’s (2008) questioning to consider: “‘How does [humanizing 
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pedagogy/third space] not explain my data’ and ‘What patterns or other evidence can I 

find in my data that challenge or contradict what [humanizing pedagogy/third space] 

would predict?’” (p. 116). This second phase of analysis focused on two areas, each 

related to one of the overarching research questions. 

First, to better understand how teachers and students co-constructed critical 

humanizing pedagogy within conferences, I returned to teacher interviews in order to 

identify the discourse of teaching and learning expressed within those events. Using 

Fairclough’s (2003) conception of discourse as a way of "(a) representing some particular 

part of the world, and (b) representing it from a particular perspective" (p. 129), I 

identified all sections of talk across the twelve formal interviews (four with each teacher) 

that included discourses of teaching and learning. I then coded the discourses within these 

excerpts of talk (Saldaña, 2015), returning to this coding repeatedly to reduce the codes 

into four major discourses represented within the talk. In order to relate the discourses 

within the data to humanizing pedagogy, I considered how these four discourses were 

representative of humanizing approaches to literacy teaching. In addition, I looked for 

evidence of tension between these humanizing discourses and other discourses of 

teaching and learning. I then returned to the interactional data, using the microanalyses of 

each conference to identify moments in which each of these discourses were enacted 

within conferences, as well as moments of cruces between discourses in these events. The 

findings from this analysis are located in chapter five.  

 Next, understanding that third space could be produced within contradiction, I 

used third space theory to examine these moments of cruces more closely. Again 

returning to the microanalyses of all conferences, I categorized the contradictions I had 

identified in each event. Through a process of reducing and recategorization, I identified 

four scripts (Gutiérrez 1992, 1993) drawn on by teachers and students in their 
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conferences. Each of these scripts, described in detail in chapter six, had relational 

identities embedded within them that suggested particular ways of interacting. Within 

interactions, these different scripts came into contradiction with one another. Attending to 

these instances of contradiction, I then identified moments of third space during 

conferences, in which teachers and students productively engaged with these conferences, 

as well as counterexamples in which these contradictions were not engaged with. The 

findings from this analysis can be found in chapter six.  

TRUSTWORTHINESS AND LIMITATIONS OF DESIGN 

The design of my study included a number of measures to increase its 

trustworthiness, including triangulation, member checks, peer review, and an audit trail 

(Carspecken, 1996; Merriam, 2002). With respect to triangulation, I collected a variety of 

types of data, including video- and audio-recording, field notes, interviews, and artifacts. 

By engaging in analysis across these sources, I was able to consider how findings were 

supported (or, in some cases, contested), across multiple sources of data. For example, 

my analysis of how teachers and students co-constructed humanizing pedagogy within 

conferences was supported by my analysis of the pedagogical discourses in their 

interviews. In addition, I engaged in member checking with teachers across the study. 

During interviews, I shared preliminary findings and questions in order to compare my 

own analysis with their understanding of a particular interaction or theme. Later in the 

analysis process, I shared drafts of findings chapters with them and, following their 

reading of these drafts, met with them to learn how my written findings aligned with their 

own experiences of those events. Peer review, in the form of ongoing discussions with 

members of my dissertation committee throughout the study, allowed me to critically 

examine my emerging findings with other researchers in order to ensure that my findings 
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were rooted in and supported by the data that was collected. Finally, my use of an audit 

trail, especially through analytic memos, provided me with a record of the decisions I 

made throughout the process with regards to methods and procedures of data collection 

and analysis, allowing the decisions made to be reviewed by myself and by other 

researchers.  

Despite these trustworthiness measures, this study has limitations. The first major 

limitation is the length of time in the field, with the majority of my data collection taking 

place across the second half of the academic school year. Although I sought to 

compensate for that limitation by engaging in some initial data collection at the beginning 

of the school year, I do not have a full record of how literacy instruction, and particularly 

the practice of conferring, were established across the three classrooms participating in 

the study.  

A second limitation of the study design, shared with most qualitative studies, is 

the lack of generalizability. Because of the qualitative approaches to site selection and 

data collection, my findings from this study will not be automatically generalizable 

across contexts. However, rather than seeking to understand how conferences function in 

all classrooms, my use of a multiple case study and discourse analytic approach instead 

seeks to understand the different ways that these conferences might occur within 

elementary classrooms, with the aim of generating themes and strategies that will support 

elementary literacy teachers in their use of literacy conferences with students, particularly 

within contexts of increasing accountability and standardization.  

In the following chapters, I explore how teachers and students used conferences 

as a space to co-construct humanizing pedagogy, as well as the contradictions that arose 

within this co-construction. I then focus on these moments of contradictions, examining 

how such moments can allow for expansive learning in the production of third space. 
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Rather than seek to identify a singular model for such work, I focus attention on 

recognizing the possibilities for what teacher and student might construct within the 

space of a literacy conference. 
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Chapter 5: Constructing Humanizing Pedagogy Through Conferring 

In this chapter, I take up the first of two overarching research questions by 

examining how teachers and students co-construct critical humanizing pedagogy within 

reading and writing conferences. Towards that end, I examine the discourses that the 

three teachers in this study both expressed in interviews and enacted in their conferences 

with students. Here, I draw on Fairclough’s (2003) work on discourses. Discourses 

represent understandings of how the world operates (or, in certain cases, how the world 

should operate), such that “different discourses are different perspectives on the world, 

and they are associated with the different relations people have to the world, their social 

and personal identities, and the social relationships in which they stand to other people” 

(p. 124). People draw on discourses as resources in their interactions with one another, 

with an individual’s choice of words and other features of language referencing a 

particular discourse. As they use particular words and other features of language, people 

call upon different discourses to work towards particular aims. Often, these discourses are 

unnoticed within an interaction, particularly when all participants in that interaction are 

drawing on discourses that align or complement one another. At times, however, these 

discourses can come into focus in an interaction when participants draw on discourses 

that conflict with one another.  

Within the literacy classroom, teachers and students can draw on a variety of 

discourses, some of which represent different perspectives on the aims of schooling and 

the best ways to accomplish those aims In the classrooms analyzed for this study, as in 

many historically marginalized schools, dehumanizing discourses of schooling were 

enacted both through educational policies and practices mandated by powers outside the 

classroom and, in some cases, through the words and actions of students themselves. 
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However, dehumanization was not the unquestioned norm of these classrooms. Instead, 

the teachers sought to enact humanizing pedagogies (Freire, 2009; Salazar, 2013) that 

disrupted these dehumanizing discourses. In interviews and in conferences with students, 

teachers expressed and enacted humanizing discourses that positioned their students and 

themselves as subjects engaged in ongoing literacy practice aimed towards emancipation.  

In this chapter, I examine four humanizing discourses of literacy teaching and 

learning repeatedly drawn on by teachers and students within literacy conferences. One 

discourse, associated with the aims of learning in their classroom, expressed a present-

oriented approach to learning, in which students’ ongoing literacy practices were the 

instructional focus. A second discourse, related to the roles of and relationship between 

teacher and student, positioned student and teacher within a horizontal relationship as 

people learning together. In their theoretical approach to learning and development, 

teachers drew upon strengths-based discourse that understood learning as an ongoing 

process of struggle and growth, in which the learner built upon their existing resources. 

Finally, in their considerations of curriculum and pedagogy, teachers drew upon a 

discourse that prioritized individualized instruction tailored to the individual student over 

the teaching of uniform standards.  

Teachers and students drew on these four humanizing discourses within 

conferring frequently within literacy conferences, and these discourses became 

particularly evident as they were articulated alongside dehumanizing discourses present 

within those interactions. Below, I examine each of these humanizing discourses in turn, 

first by describing the discourse and the dehumanizing discourse it contradicted. Next, I 

explore how the three focal teachers drew on these discourses during their discussions of 

teaching and learning in interviews across the academic year. Then, I consider how both 

teachers and students drew on these discourses during conferences, including an extended 
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analysis of a single conference. This extended analysis allows for an illustration of how 

both humanizing and dehumanizing discourses can be articulated within a single 

conference, as well as how teachers and students respond in moments when these 

discourses conflict.  

A DISCOURSE OF EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE: LITERACY AS SOCIAL PRACTICE 

The first humanizing discourse drawn on by teachers in interviews and 

conferences represented their perspective on the educational aim, or the purpose of their 

work with students. This discourse emphasized the importance of students engaging with 

texts in a meaningful way during periods of literacy instruction. Rather than positioned as 

an outcome of instruction or an activity done outside of formal instruction, students’ 

reading and writing were positioned as a valuable use of their instructional time. This 

discourse drew on understandings of literacy as social practice. This perspective 

understands literacy not as a series of skills to be mastered but instead as “primarily 

something people do; it is an activity, located in the space between thought and text” 

(Barton & Hamilton, 2012, p. 3). This discourse positioned students not as merely 

learners acquiring skills, but instead as already existing readers, writers, and people 

actively using literacy for a wide variety of purposes. As a present-oriented discourse, it 

places value in students’ current engagement with texts, rather than viewing instruction 

as focused on preparing students for the future use of literacy skills or practices. 

Instructionally, this discourse suggests that literacy learning occurs during the practice of 

literacy, and thus schools must provide students with opportunities to engage in such 

practice.  

This discourse represents a component of humanizing pedagogy in its positioning 

of students as subjects within their own lives. It contrasts with dehumanizing discourses 
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of learning that position students as objects in which knowledge should be deposited by a 

more educated teacher. Instead, a humanizing pedagogy views the student as a human 

being, one who is actively engaged in the learning process in order to accomplish work 

within the world (Freire, 2009). Within a humanizing approach to literacy pedagogy, 

then, students do not learn how to read and write through teacher-controlled, skills-based 

activities whose sole goal is ‘learning to read’ or ‘learning to write’. Instead, this learning 

occurs through active engagement with literacy practices that are relevant beyond the 

school setting. Such practices might be termed authentic, in that they are not simply 

aimed towards the purpose of learning how to read or write but instead are practices that 

a person might take part in outside of an exclusive learning context (Duke, Purcell-Gates, 

Hall, & Tower, 2007). In valuing engagement with authentic literacy, this discourse 

views students “as emotional and social beings, not solely cognitive learners” (Jennings, 

2009, p. 224), recognizing that they are more than just “students” but are instead full 

human beings. As such, their purposes of learning to read and write extend beyond a 

desire to achieve academic success into a desire to use literacy to accomplish work in 

their lives; they are not simply learning for the future, but they are engaging in 

meaningful literacy practice in the present moment. 

This discourse of literacy as social practice contradicts a dehumanizing discourse 

of schooling that views education primarily as preparation for the so-called “real world” 

that students enter after they complete their education. These discourses are represented 

in part through calls for “college and career readiness,” which position the primary aim of 

K-12 education as preparing children for success in college and their future careers (e.g., 

Conley, 2013). Evidence of this discourse can be found in the school district’s mission 

statement, which declares its goal to be “preparing all students to graduate ready for 

college, career and life.” This future-oriented discourse privileges the learning of 
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particular literacy skills and knowledge, as determined by policymakers, for future use 

over the students’ present needs for and desired uses of literacy. In practice, this 

discourse can encourage the use of fragmented and decontextualized instructional 

practices, since there is not an importance placed on students’ immediate literacy 

practices. Thus, literacy instruction becomes a space of “doing school”, or enacting 

literacy and other social practices that are only relevant within school contexts, rather 

than viewing literacy instruction as a space to engage literacy practices that are presently 

important and useful to students.  

Drawing on a Discourse of Literacy as Social Practice in Interviews  

In interviews, all three teachers emphasized the importance of literacy instruction 

centered on authentic and meaningful literacy practice, while recognizing that this view 

of literacy was not the dominant one in many educational contexts. Ms. Lau spoke to the 

conflicting discourses in one interview through her telling of a narrative about a 

conversation with one of her administrators following a classroom observation. Drawing 

on the future-oriented discourses discussed above, the administrator expressed concern 

that during her observation one student in Ms. Lau’s class was “just” reading during 

instructional time rather than completing a product that would demonstrate her 

comprehension of the text. Following her retelling of this interaction, Ms. Lau contested 

the administrator’s perspective of the event, instead arguing that, “[the student] is still 

doing a lot of things just by enjoying a book, and sometimes it’s okay for her just to sit 

back and enjoy it” (Interview 1, 9/21/15). She stated that this experience prompted her to 

think, “Why are my kids reading, and what is the purpose of that?,” later answering this 

question with her own definition of literacy:  “The process of reading and writing is so 

much more than just reading words. And ultimately, we can do something with our words 
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and we can do something with what we read and what we write about.” In this narrative 

and her response to it, Ms. Lau expresses a discourse of literacy as social practice, in 

which she views her students’ engagement with text (even when “just…enjoying a 

book”) as a valuable activity within the classroom. In addition to viewing literacy as 

more than simply accurate decoding or recall (“more than just reading words”), she 

emphasizes the use of literacy in accomplishing goals beyond academic success. 

This discourse, also invoked by Ms. Grey and Ms. Douglas in their interviews, 

was also expressed in how teachers positioned their students as active subjects. Ms. 

Douglas, in articulating the primary goal of her literacy instruction, said, “The main thing 

in reading and writing is I want my kids to walk away from this with is the idea that they 

are readers and writers” (Interview 1, 9/14/15). In expressing this goal, she indicated a 

humanizing, present-oriented view towards her students. Rather than using future tense 

(e.g., “They will become readers and writers.”), she used present tense to position her 

students as already readers and writers, while recognizing that her students might not yet 

take up this positioning. This language invokes a humanizing pedagogy that positions her 

students as subjects (readers and writers), rather than as objects being taught how to read 

and write.  

Similarly, Ms. Grey positioned both herself and her students as readers while 

connecting this positioning to her pedagogical practices:  

It’s all what we do as readers, and it’s not just something I’m supposed to be 
teaching in school. … This is what I do as a reader, this is what you do as a 
reader. And I’m never gonna give my students activities to do that I don’t think a 
real reader would do. (Interview 1, 9/24/15) 

Here, she contrasts her own instruction, which emphasizes activities that “a real reader 

would do,” with discourses of doing school (“something I’m supposed to be teaching in 

school”). Although she does not specify any instructional activities in this excerpt, in 
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other portions of the interview she describes her own instruction as similar to the 

classroom practice illustrated in Ms. Lau’s narrative. Both teachers stressed the 

importance of providing students with substantial time to read and write texts of their 

own choosing, a practice echoed by Ms. Douglas in her first interview: “I believe they 

need a lot of time to read and write.”  

In considering the role of conferring in her instruction, Ms. Grey again drew on a 

discourse valuing meaningful, self-directed literacy practice in her description of 

conferences as intrusive: “Sometimes if they’re in the zone, maybe I’m interrupting their 

zone with their reading…if they’re reading, it’s kind of intrusive to confer with them. But 

it’s, it’s powerful.” (Interview 2, 1/29/16). While recognizing the value of conferences in 

supporting the development of these literacy practice (“it’s powerful”), she also viewed 

conferences as an interruption to students’ ongoing literacy practices. In positioning 

conferences as intrusive, Ms. Grey expresses a discourse of literacy as social practice by 

recognizing students as engaged in important literacy practices during reading and 

writing workshop.  

In expressing this present-oriented discourse of literacy as social practice, the 

three teachers positioned students as readers, writers, and humans in the present. From 

this positioning, they constructed perspectives on literacy instruction that valued their 

students self-directed literacy practices as not merely training for the future but as 

intrinsically important in the present moment. Thus, this discourse was not contained 

within interviews but instead was expressed in the decisions in and around their 

conferences with students.  
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Drawing on a Discourse of Literacy as Social Practice in Conferences  

In their use of literacy workshop as a structure for literacy instruction, each of the 

teachers ensured their students had significant amounts of time to read or write texts of 

their own choosing. In some cases, there were minor constraints placed on this self-

selection of texts, such as expectations that students wrote within a particular genre or 

spent at least some of the workshop reading “just right” books. However, even in cases 

where these expectations existed, students had a great deal of freedom to engage with 

texts that were personally engaging or meaningful. It was these student-selected texts that 

formed the basis of conferences in both reading and writing workshop. In allowing 

students to make these decisions, the teachers provided space for students to engage in 

literacy practices that were meaningful to them in the present moment.  

The ways in which teachers initiated conferences also enacted a discourse of 

literacy as social practice. Rather than calling the student over to a location they had 

decided, the teachers chose to move to where the student was already reading or writing. 

This sometimes resulted in conferences happening in unexpected places, with the teacher 

perching beside a student in a rocking chair, sitting cross-legged with them on the carpet, 

or in one case, scooting under a table to join two students engaged in partner reading. 

This instructional decision to move to the student enacted a discourse of literacy as social 

practice, in that it positioned the reading and writing the student was doing as being of 

vital importance. In doing so, it respected the decisions the student had made as a reader 

or writer about the location that would be most productive for their literacy work. It also 

allowed the conference to be situated around the reading and writing the student was 

doing, rather than interrupting that reading or writing in order to initiate an instructional 

conference.  
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The ways in which teachers entered into conversation with the student continued 

the enactment of this discourse. After arriving at the student’s space, the teacher would 

sometimes pause and observe the students’ reading and writing for a few moments. While 

this practice provided the teacher with the opportunity to informally assess the student’s 

literacy practice, it also allowed them to consciously select an opportune moment to 

address the student. Recalling Ms. Grey’s recognition of the conference as an intrusion, 

the teacher could initiate a conference when the student was at a relatively accepted 

stopping point such as the end of a sentence or a page. Again, this practice demonstrates 

the teacher’s valuing of the student’s literacy practice, rather than automatically assuming 

that their instruction was more important than the student’s independent reading or 

writing.  

Typically, the teachers would begin with an open-ended question that would 

prompt the student to talk about the work they were engaged in. Common openings were 

“What are you reading?”, “How’s it going?”, “Tell me a little bit about what you’ve been 

working on.”, and variations on these phrases dependent on the literacy context. This 

move allowed the student to make decisions about what aspect of their literacy they 

wanted to discuss, thus valuing their decision-making as a reader or writer. In addition, 

these openings allowed the conversation to proceed in various ways, some instructional 

and some less so. Conferences often included opportunities for teacher and student to 

enjoy literacy together, such as when Ms. Douglas and Devonte briefly discussed and 

then enacted the lightsaber sounds in Devonte’s Star Wars graphic novel. Conferences, 

especially those around more lighthearted texts, often involved smiling and laughter as 

teacher and student took time to enjoy the literacy practice alongside their learning. 

Although conferences always involved some amount of focused learning or development 

(of, for instance, a reading strategy), the teacher’s decision to prioritize moments of 
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enjoyment with texts demonstrated an expansive understanding of the purposes of 

literacy in the classroom, a discourse that Ms. Lau spoke to in her insistence that, at 

times, “it’s okay for [students] just to sit back and enjoy” their reading and writing. 

Conferences were also a space in which students were able to use literacy to accomplish 

personally meaningful tasks, such as researching topics of interest, writing to persuade 

and to communicate with loved ones, and expressing emotions. The purposes of 

conferences expanded beyond the learning of skills or strategies for future use. During 

conferences, students extended their literacy development in the context of texts and 

practices that mattered to them.  

This discourse of literacy as social practice was also enacted in some cases in how 

teachers closed conferences. While the closing was typically initiated by the teacher, in 

some cases students indicated that they wanted to return to independent reading or 

writing before the teacher initiated a closure of the conference. At times, this indication 

was subtle, such as when Erykah’s eyes began lingering on her book instead of on Ms. 

Lau’s face; in other cases, it was clearer, like when Trinity stopped responding to Ms. 

Grey’s prompts and instead continued her writing. In both of these cases, as well as in 

several other focal conferences, the teacher acknowledged the student’s desire to continue 

reading or writing and quickly closed the conference (e.g., “I’ll let you keep working.”), 

rather than demanding the student verbally respond to them or cease their work. In 

respecting the decision of these students to return to their reading and writing, the 

teachers were viewing their students’ literacy practices not as only preparation or 

rehearsal for their future uses of literacy in college or career, but instead as important and 

productive in the present moment. 

The enactment of this discourse of literacy as social practice was not, however, 

uncontested. Instead, this present-oriented discourse came into conflict with discourse of 
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literacy instruction as preparation for the future. These two discourses prioritized 

different literacy and instructional practices, leading to tensions within conferences. 

Below, I explore how such tensions arose within a single conference.  

Focal Conference: Ms. Lau, Erykah, and Ali Play with Prosody 

This conference between Ms. Lau and two second-grade students, Erykah and Ali, 

focused on the students’ collaborative oral reading of a text (Reading Workshop (RW), 

5/26/16). The conference begins when Ms. Lau sits down on the carpet next to Erykah, 

Ali, and a third student, Alexus, all of whom have been sitting together during the reading 

workshop. Ms. Lau says the students have been talking (telling ‘secrets’) rather than 

reading, and thus they cannot continue working as a group of three. Ms. Lau’s tone and 

facial expression indicate disapproval while she is speaking, and the students look down 

with their faces solemn. Erykah and Ali, who are close friends, quickly indicate through 

hand gestures they want to stay together; Ms. Lau agrees with this and Alexus leaves to 

read with another student. This opening event is fairly atypical for Ms. Lau’s 

conferences, in that it is focused primarily on management of student activities. However, 

this atypical beginning serves to highlight through contrast how the discourse of literacy 

as social practice was enacted in the conference. While Ms. Lau’s talk within interviews 

and teaching practice emphasize her valuing of workshop as a space for students to 

engage in literacy practices that are personally meaningful, she also feels pressure to 

ensure that students are using their workshop time towards tasks she views as productive. 

Making a determination that the talk between Erykah, Ali, and Alexus was not 

productive, Ms. Lau interrupts their activity and directs them towards reading. 

After Alexus leaves the group, Ali suggests that they read from Dr. Seuss’ (1987) 

I Am Not Going to Get Up Today, a book she has pulled from her book box: 
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 01  Ali: We can um:, 
 02  We can like take turns reading. 
 03  Like when her reads, sh- she reads, 
 04  Then when it’s my page. 
 
 05 T2:  Okay. 
 
 06 Ali: Okay come on. 

As the conference moves from the first event into this second one focused on reading, 

there is a shift in power. No longer is Ms. Lau telling the students what they can (or 

cannot) do; instead, Ali, having selected a book to read, is proposing a structure for 

reading that book with Erykah. In her first turn, Ali’s words are directed towards Ms. 

Lau, suggesting that she is looking to Ms. Lau for approval of her plan. After Ms. Lau 

provides this approval through her single-word turn and a slight nod, Ali then shifts her 

gaze towards Erykah and tilts the book in Erykah’s direction; this indicates to Erykah that 

she should begin reading, which she does. Although there is a recognition that Ms. Lau 

has some control over their activity, Ali is making decisions both about what text will be 

read and how it will be read.  

Erykah and Ali then take turns reading aloud the text, with each person holding 

one side of the book and reading the page closest to them. The rhyming text is told in first 

person, as the main character repeatedly insists that he does not want to get out of bed. 

While their reading of the first few pages of text is fairly straight-forward, Ali’s 

vocalization of the alarm ringing in the text (“Br::ing”) prompts a small smile from Ms. 

Lau. After a few pages have been read, Ms. Lau interrupts their reading to direct their 

attention to the expression they were using while they were reading. As she mimics Ali’s 

                                                
2 In the transcript excerpts of conferences in this chapter and the next, I abbreviate the focal teacher as T 
and focal student as S. Because this conference involves a third student (Ali), I use her full name.  
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vocalization (“you were making like a sound effect”), Ms. Lau makes eye contact with 

Ali and they both smile. Ms. Lau then mimics Erykah’s reading of another part, and 

Erykah smiles as well. These facial expressions, indicating positive emotions, are a 

significant change from the serious expressions from all participants at the beginning of 

the conference. This nonverbal shift mirrors a shift in the enactment of discourses as well, 

as Ms. Lau’s contributions become focused around the decisions Erykah and Ali are 

making as readers. In addition, in her attention to expression, Ms. Lau is directing 

attention towards a component of reading that is rarely focused on in schools, in part 

because it is not typically assessed through standardized measures (Hoffman, Sailors, & 

May, 2008; Rasinski, Paige, & Nageldiner, 2015). As the conference continues, Ms. Lau 

emphasizes expression. She reads aloud sections of the text, using her facial expressions, 

gesture, and voice to embody the character’s dialogue. She prompts Ali and Erykah to do 

the same, with each of them trying out sections of the previously read section with what 

Ms. Lau terms “attitude.” All three participants grin at times throughout the conference, 

indicating their enjoyment in enacting the character through their oral reading.  

At the same time, there is some attention given to the ways in which this focus on 

expression might support an aspect of reading more commonly focused on in schools: 

comprehension. In prompting the students to read the text in different ways, she 

encourages them to “try and think about what kind of attitude and what kind of things 

they might be feeling.” Encouraging the students to consider how the character might be 

feeling, Ms. Lau asks “You want to try it?”. Erykah, still smiling, nods and begins read 

aloud. Both Erykah and Ali then face a series of decoding challenges, as the text includes 

a series of proper nouns that are unfamiliar to the students in print (e.g., Tennessee, Italy, 

Massachusetts). In response, Ms. Lau deemphasizes the importance of accuracy in that 

moment, prompting the students to “just try it” and nodding and smiling as they do. The 
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experience of reading here is an enjoyable social practice of constructing meaning around 

a text rather than an exercise in perfectly accurate decoding, 

In the last event of the conference, the present-oriented discourse of literacy as 

social practice comes more strongly into tension with future-oriented discourses. This 

shift was perhaps prompted by the timer ringing as the students finished reading a page, 

indicating that it was time for workshop to end. Ms. Lau’s talk, while still focused on 

expression, shifts from a present-orientation to a future one:  

 
 01 T: Over the summer, in third grade, in fourth, in fifth-  
 02  whenever you’re reading, 
 03  Make sure you take that voice that you have  

04  while you’re reading right now, 
05  And put it into the voices you’re reading in your head too 
06  […] 
07  So you can understand what the characters might be feeling, right?  

In this final event, Ali, Erykah, and Ms. Lau are no longer playing around with 

expression in the moment. Instead, Ms. Lau’s focus is on how the students can use this 

practice in the future in order to better comprehend the text. There is some attention to 

out-of-school literacies in her mention of reading over the summer, but this is followed 

quickly by a return to reading within the context of school. There is also a shift here in 

the turn-taking structure, as Ms. Lau’s long stretch of talk is only responded to by nods 

from Erykah and Ali that indicate their attention and understanding. This final event 

mirrors aspects of the final section of Calkins’ (2001) “Research, Decide, Teach” model 

for conferring, in which the teacher closes a conference by summarizing the “teaching 

point.” However, Ms. Lau’s prior glance at the ringing timer also raises the possibility 

that this shift towards more future-oriented, teacher-controlled talk was prompted by her 

need to quickly end the conference in order to adhere to the class schedule. The 

separation of activities within school into separate subjects, each with their own 
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predetermined block of time, aligns with future-oriented discourses that view school 

primarily as preparation for college and career.  

While these discourses do not predominate within Ms. Lau’s teaching (nor in the 

teaching of Ms. Grey or Ms. Douglas), they are certainly present within public schools 

like Salazar. In the enactment of literacy conferences, these discourses are in tension with 

the more humanizing discourse of literacy as social practice. Teachers and students must 

negotiate these conflicts in their interactions, as teachers work to provide opportunities 

for students to engage in personally meaningful literacy practices. By focusing their 

conversations with students around the student’s self-selected and self-directed reading 

and writing, they position their students as readers and writers who are using literacy not 

simply to “do school” but to accomplish purposeful work within their worlds.  

A DISCOURSE OF RELATIONSHIP: READING, WRITING, AND LEARNING TOGETHER 

A second humanizing discourse articulated in interviews and conferences was a 

horizontal and collaborative approach to their relationship with students. This discourse 

framed the teacher-student relationship as one in which both parties engaged with text not 

as expert and novice but instead as two people learning together. Connecting to the 

human element of humanizing pedagogy described above, this discourse recognizes that 

learning occurs between human beings, rather than between the more narrow, 

disembodied roles of teacher and student. In this recognition of learning as a 

collaborative process, it emphasizes the importance of relationships, valuing the building 

of relationship between teacher and student as part of, rather than separate from, the 

learning process.  

 When drawing on this discourse, teachers do not position themselves as the sole 

source of knowledge but instead learn from and with their students; students in turn rely 
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on their own resources and situated knowledge rather than always defer to the teacher as 

expert. This results in classroom practice in which students have opportunities to voice 

their perspective and make consequential decisions. Because the teacher is not positioned 

as the sole source of knowledge within this discourse, the voice of the student is valued 

and encouraged within instructional interactions. Students are expected not simply to 

follow teacher directions, but instead to actively participate in and even direct their 

development as readers and writers.  

As was expanded upon in the theoretical framework, this positioning of teacher 

and student in a horizontal relationship of mutual teaching and learning is a key 

component of humanizing pedagogy. Freire (2009) emphasized the reciprocal nature of 

this relationship in his work through a renaming of teacher and student as teacher-student 

and student-teacher. Jennings (2009) frames the relationship as “a non-dichotomous” (p. 

217) one, in which both teacher and student are actively involved in meaning-making, 

while Ladson-Billings (1995b) attends to its fluidity, in which all participants can take up 

the role of teacher and/or student. Humanizing pedagogy emphasizes the importance of 

caring relationships between teacher and student (Huerta, 2011; Roberts, 2000; 

Zisselsberger, 2016); in their interactions with students, the teacher “listens for this 

human being…[and] hears their injuries” (De Lissovoy, 2010, p. 210). This discourse is 

also rooted in humanizing pedagogy in its recognition that education is a lifelong project 

(Freire, 1986). Rather than viewing adults as having completed their educational journey, 

humanizing pedagogy positions learning as ongoing and unfinished by “men and women 

as beings in the process of becoming” (Freire, 2009, p. 84). Thus, teachers are always 

engaged in the process of learning, just as their students are.  

This discourse of collaborative learning contradicts a hierarchical discourse of 

teacher-student relationships that emphasizes the disparities in knowledge and authority 
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between the two. This approach, exemplified in transmission or banking models of 

learning, views the teacher as the holder of knowledge that is transmitted to students 

through lectures and other teacher-dominated forms of instruction. Such an approach 

takes a more static and hierarchical approach to the teacher-student relationship, 

disregarding the possibility of more fluid roles. In addition to coming into conflict with 

other discourses of learning, the actual differences between teacher and student with 

respect to literacy can provide challenges in the enactment of this discourse. The context 

of the literacy conferences in these three classrooms was unlike that of Freire’s, in that 

Freire was engaged with adult learners with similar amounts of life experience to his 

own. In contrast, within the conferences focused on there, there is a significant disparity 

in age, and thus in life experiences, between elementary teachers and their students. This 

disparity does not prevent both teacher and student from learning from and with one 

another because each brings to the conference knowledge from their unique experiences. 

However, it does present a challenge to enacting a more horizontal learning relationship, 

because the teacher has likely had significantly more experiences with the kinds of texts 

and literacy practices with which they are engaged.  

Drawing on a Discourse of Collaborative Learning in Interviews 

In interviews, the humanizing discourse of collaborative learning was present 

within Ms. Grey, Ms. Lau, and Ms. Douglas’s talk when they described the kinds of 

relationships they sought to build with students. Each spoke of the importance of building 

trust with students, recognizing the conference as an “intimate” (Ms. Lau, Interview 2, 

2/11/16) and “safe space” (Ms. Grey, Interview 1, 9/24/15) in which both teacher and 

student can “be vulnerable” (Ms. Grey, Interview 2, 1/29/16). In describing her affinity 

for conferences as an instructional structure, Ms. Douglas focused on how it allowed her 
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to get to know her students: “It just works for me as a human, like it feels good. I can 

connect with them on a personal level, one-to-one, but also [see] where they are 

individually” (Interview 1, 9/21/15). Here, Ms. Douglas positions herself not within her 

role as a teacher, but as a “human,” recognizing her preference to be able to engage with 

students in a more relational and personal way. In the same statement, she also 

emphasizes the importance of conferences for better understanding students both 

academically and as people whose lives and interests extend beyond an academic context.  

In describing her second grade classroom, Ms. Lau took a similar stance in her 

positioning of herself and her students: “Together we are coming to understand what 

learning is and what it means to be this community of learners. … I just feel like I’m 

conversing with seven and eight year olds all day” (Interview 3, 4/8/16). In this excerpt, 

Ms. Lau eschews the institutional positioning of teacher and student, but instead frames 

everyone in the class as members in a “community of learners,” a framing which suggests 

horizontal rather than hierarchical relationships. The children in her classroom are not her 

‘students’ but are instead people of a particular age with whom she is constantly engaged 

in conversation. Her talk references to the age disparity between teacher and student, but 

she does not appear to view this disparity as a barrier to their conversations.  

Ms. Grey spoke of the affordances of conferring in constructing this kind of 

horizontal relationship, stating that conferences served as a space “where we can also 

engage in side conversations and engage as two people. Not just as a teacher and a 

student, but just as two people” (Interview 2, 1/29/16). While Ms. Grey recognizes the 

formal relationship of teacher and student, she also expresses confidence that their 

relationship can move beyond those prescribed roles into a more human relationship 

between “two people.” In other portions of interviews, she also spoke explicitly to 
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conferences as a space to learn from students and to use that learning to support the 

learning of other members of the classroom community.  

Perhaps in recognition of the ways in which this collaborative positioning disrupts 

more typical teacher-student hierarchies, the teachers spoke to the importance to 

encouraging their students to actively participate in conferences, rather than passively 

receive information. They spoke about conferences as a structure that allowed students 

more opportunities to talk. Ms. Douglas, for instance, contrasted conferences with her 

mini-lessons, stating that in conferences “I really do give them more space to talk” 

(Interview 1, 9/14/15); when students were reluctant to actively engage in the 

conversation with her, her primary goal was to encourage their participation “so they’re 

starting to have a voice” (Interview 2, 1/29/16). In addition to framing conferences as a 

space to build relationships with learners, Ms. Lau emphasized their importance is 

providing students with the opportunity to contribute their personal opinions and 

experiences: “Everyone deserves to be heard” (Interview 1, 9/21/15). In emphasizing the 

need for students to develop “stronger voice” (Ms. Grey, Interview 1, 9/24/15), the 

teachers seemed to be moving beyond a pedagogical goal, recognizing the political 

importance of voice as well.  

Drawing on a Discourse of Collaborative Learning in Conferring 

As with the previous discourse, the enactment of a discourse of collaborative 

learning began with how teachers chose to initiate conferences with students. As 

discussed in the previous section, the teachers moved to where the students were working 

to enact the conference, rather than requiring the student to move to them. While this 

move demonstrated an appreciation of the literacy practices the student was engaged in, it 

also disrupted hierarchical discourses of the teacher-student relationship. Rather than 
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positioning the student as subordinate to the teacher and thus subject to her dictates, this 

move positioned the student’s reading or writing as of primary importance. The spatial 

positioning of teacher and student during conferences continued this positioning. In the 

process of initiating a conference, teachers usually aligned their positioning with their 

students. If the student was sitting on the ground, the teacher joined her there; if the 

student was seated at a table, the teacher pulled up a chair beside them. This horizontal 

positioning contrasted with the positioning of teacher and student in a read aloud or 

during a mini-lesson, for instance, in which the teacher was usually seated in a chair or 

standing above students seated on the carpet. Such positioning supported the construction 

of more equitable and personal relationships, in that it allowed teacher and student to 

make eye contact and read each other’s faces in ways that were difficult in less parallel 

positioning.  

 In addition, students typically maintained control of the text or other instructional 

materials during the conference. Even in cases where teacher and student were both 

looking at a shared text, the text would remain in front of (and usually in the hands of) 

the student, while the teacher would lean their head or body in order to see to the text. 

When the teacher wanted to turn the page or otherwise access a different part of the text, 

she would usually ask permission to so and would then quickly return the text to the 

student’s control when the action was completed. This positioning provided the student 

with a degree of power within the conference, allowing them to make decisions about 

how to engage with the text.  

This decision-making extended beyond physical control of the materials. Across 

the conferences, teachers frequently encouraged students to make decisions about how to 

proceed with reading or writing their text. This included providing opportunities for 

students to make decisions about text selection in reading, and topic and genre selection 
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in writing. To guide students through the decision-making process, teachers often used 

questioning. For instance, when Isaiah expressed indecision about what he wanted his 

poem to be about, Ms. Lau asked him a series of questions that scaffolded the 

development of his topic, moving him from a more generic one (“games”) to the specific 

video game that he wanted to focus on. By using questions in this way, she was able to 

support Isaiah’s writing without determining for him how to proceed. In writing 

conferences, these questions often focused on what the student wanted to achieve with 

their written text; in reading conferences, teachers posed questions that allowed the 

student to both talk about the text and to explain any difficulties they were facing in 

making meaning from that text. As students described how they engaged in the meaning-

making process, teachers would often “notice and name” (Johnston, 2004) the strategies 

students were using in the process, in order to help students build metacognitive 

awareness around the multiple tools they had to engage with text.  

Within conferences, teachers did not simply guide students, but they also 

frequently positioned themselves as learners. In some cases, teachers positioned 

themselves as learning from the student, such as Ms. Douglas asking Devonte to describe 

the text he was reading, one that was not familiar to her. Here, as well as in other similar 

conferences, the teacher disrupted their institutional positioning as expert reader, instead 

positioning the student as an expert with regards to that particular text. In other cases, 

teachers positioned themselves as learning alongside the student. This frequently 

occurred in conferences when teacher and student were engaged in reading or writing a 

text collaboratively. One example of this positioning occurred in a conference between 

Zion and Ms. Grey, as the two looked at an informational text about frogs as part of 

Zion’s inquiry project on the animal. As the pair paged through the text, both pointed out 

information they were learning about frogs from the pictures and picture captions, 
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building upon one another’s understandings of the variety and purposes of frogs’ colorful 

markings. In this moment, both student and teacher were positioned as learners, actively 

gaining knowledge through their engagement with the text and each other.  

This horizontal positioning between teacher and student was sometimes 

challenged within conferences. Across all three classrooms, there were numerous 

examples in which a student directly asked the teacher for “help”, including frequent 

requests for the teacher to provide the correct spelling of a word. In this move, students 

drew on more hierarchical discourses of the teacher-student relationship which positioned 

teacher as authority, as well as perhaps acknowledging the differences in literacy 

experience (and expertise) between themselves and their teacher. Rather than respond 

directly to these requests and their attendant positions of expertise, the teachers instead 

often suggested a strategy students might use to answer that question themselves; for 

instance, Ms. Grey frequently directed her students to use the word wall to spell 

challenging words, while Ms. Douglas helped her students use the dictionary while they 

were editing their pieces of writing. By directed students towards tools like these, the 

teachers were able to be responsive to requests from students while also positioning the 

students as capable of solving the problems they were facing.  

Focal Conference: Trinity and Ms. Grey Collaboratively Compose 

The tensions between the horizontal relationships teachers expressed preference 

for in interviews and the hierarchical relationships more typical of teacher-student 

interactions were evident in a writing conference between Ms. Grey and Trinity (Writer’s 

Workshop (WW), 5/19/16). This conference occurred within a relatively open-ended 

writing unit, during which Ms. Grey’s mini-lessons focused generally around the writing 

of personal narratives but students were not required to write within this genre.  
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In the first event in the conference, prompted by Ms. Grey’s open-ended question 

of “What are you working one?” Trinity describes the personal narrative that she has 

written about losing and ultimately finding a beloved teddy bear. She then reads the story 

aloud to Ms. Grey, and Ms. Grey identifies different aspects of narrative she included in 

the story (“how she feels now”; “what she learned”; “how she can grow from this 

experience”). Ms. Grey then asks Trinity about what she plans to do next:  

 
01 T: Do you want to add any more to this story? 
02  Or do you feel like you’re ready to move on to another story? 
 
03 S: I feel like I want to move on to another story. 
 
04 T: Okay, let me grab you some paper real quick.  
05  ((leaves table briefly and returns with paper)) 
06  Okay, so- 
 
07 S: Now I have no idea what that one’s going to be about 
 
08 T:  Well that’s the exciting thing, 
09  You have, it’s like a brand new story.  
 

As Trinity describes and reads her teddy bear story, she confidently positions herself as a 

writer, a positioning that Ms. Grey ratifies in both her questions and comments about the 

text. She is in control of her text both physically and metaphorically, including making an 

assertive decision that she has completed that story (Line 3). Ms. Grey readily accepts 

Trinity’s authority to do so, offering to retrieve the materials she needs to move forward 

(Line 4). When Ms. Grey returns, however, there is a slight shift in Trinity’s position, as 

she now expresses her uncertainty about how to proceed with the story (Line 7). In this 

turn, she is not relinquishing her identity as a writer, but she is acknowledging a 

challenge that she is facing in her writing (a challenge familiar to many writers, both 
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child and adult). The slight laugh that accompanies this turn suggests that, while Trinity 

views this as a problem that must be solved, it is not an insurmountable one. Trinity’s 

turn allows Ms. Grey’s to take a new position in the conference. No longer is she simply 

an audience to Trinity’s writing, reacting to her completed text. Instead, with Trinity’s 

acknowledgement of struggle, Ms. Grey has the opportunity to think alongside Trinity in 

response to this challenge. 

In the turn that extends from the end of the above excerpt, Ms. Grey continues the 

tone set in Lines 8 and 9, positioning this challenge as an “exciting” opportunity and 

suggesting possible topics and genres for Trinity to consider (“about an animal”; “a 

personal narrative”; “a fantasy story”). In shrugging her shoulders while listing these 

options, Ms. Grey avoids implying a preference for a particular kind of story. Having 

listened to these options, Trinity replies, “Okay, I already – I already have the character.” 

Ms. Grey asks, “Who?” and Trinity responds, “You!,” laughing enthusiastically in 

revealing this choice. Perhaps Trinity is excited about the slightly subversive opportunity 

to turn her teacher into a character under her control, or maybe she is simply excited 

about writing a story about someone she knows and cares about. Regardless, Ms. Grey 

readily accepts this character decision, and the pair begin to collaboratively orally 

compose the story. Ms. Grey asks Trinity open-ended questions about the emerging text 

that guide this composition. Trinity uses these questions to guide her idea development, 

but her responses also extend beyond these questions. For instance, Ms. Grey asks early 

in the event, “Is it realistic? Could it actually happen?” and Trinity replies while 

laughing, “Yes. You fly to California!” Trinity’s composing is supported by Ms. Grey’s 

questions but it is not dictated by them.  

This oral composition continues, with Trinity’s story development prompting 

emotion from Ms. Grey: 
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 01 T: What’s gonna happen?  
 
 02 S: That the pl- the plane- the plane the plane it  
 03  ((laughing)) It ran outta control! 
 
 04 T: Oh my gosh that’s kinda scary because I’m about to go on a plane 
 05  ((laughing)) So I’m like sitting here super nervous. 
 06  Okay, so this story’s gonna make me feel very- a little bit nervous. 
 

As Trinity develops her story (Lines 2 & 3), she also enacts the story through her 

gesture, using her hand to imitate a plane running “outta control.” Her hesitations make 

clear she is actively composing the story through talk, rather than telling a story which 

she has previously composed. Thus, in the conference, Trinity and Ms. Grey are engaged 

together in the work of writing; while it is Trinity who is making decisions about the 

major elements of the story like character and plot, it is Ms. Grey’s questions that support 

this decision-making. Trinity’s story development, in turn, prompts genuine emotion 

from Ms. Grey, as she responds as an audience member to the emerging plot while 

making connections to her personal life (Lines 4-6). As evidenced through their laughter, 

both are enjoying this playful exploration of risk within the conference. Ms. Grey then 

describes other stories she has read that made her feel scared in similar ways, using this 

experience to encourage Trinity’s attention to emotion. They continue to collaboratively 

develop the story, with Trinity imagining a solution to the out-of-control plane and Ms. 

Grey recapping the full narrative.  

Perhaps recognizing that the conference is drawing to a close, Trinity makes a 

request to Ms. Grey: 

 
 01 S: Can you help me with my- my first two pages? 
 
 02 T: Well, it looks like I see a lot of people that need a lot of help 
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 03  [just sitting down right now 
 
 04 S: [A page. 
 
 05 T:  I think that- I think for the sake of people being safe, 
 06  I need to go check on a few things.  
 07  Hold on.  
 

For the first time in the conference, Trinity asks Ms. Grey for help, apparently in 

writing down the beginning of the story she has orally composed (Line 1). In this explicit 

request for help, Trinity no longer appears to be positioning herself as a confident writer 

but instead as an uncertain student. Ms. Grey, attending to her duty to support all students 

in the class, begins to explain why she cannot provide this help (Line 2-3). Trinity 

interrupts this explanation to negotiate with Ms. Grey, reducing her request for help from 

two pages to one (Line 4). In this excerpt, there is evidence of discourses of hierarchical 

teacher-student relationships, in which the teacher as expert provides correct answers to 

the novice student. At the same time, Trinity’s negotiation suggests that, while she would 

like to continue her collaboration with Ms. Grey, she does not view herself as fully 

subordinate to Ms. Grey’s authority as teacher.  

Ms. Grey leaves Trinity’s table briefly to talk with some other students, then, 

acknowledging Trinity’s request for support, she returns and proposes a compromise 

(“Let’s set up your story.”). The pair, following a similar pattern as their previous 

collaborative composing, then plans what Trinity will include in the first page of her 

story, focusing on the emotion she wants to provoke in her reader and how she might 

accomplish this task. As before, Trinity makes the decisions about the organization of the 

story, while Ms. Grey asks questions to prompt these decisions and recalls the decisions 

previously made. Ms. Grey then closes the conference by stating that Trinity’s first page 

will include a lot of detail. Picking up her completed teddy bear book, Ms. Grey 
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recognizes Trinity’s growth as an author in continuing to add details to her story and 

prompts her to begin writing.  

Within this conference, Ms. Grey and Trinity enact a discourse of collaborative 

learning. Rather than positioning themselves within their institutional roles of teacher and 

student and the associated assumptions of expertise and authority, the pair position 

themselves in more horizontal roles, with Trinity as a writer and Ms. Grey as a supportive 

partner, and at times audience, to this writing. Yet, in Trinity’s request for help, there is 

evidence that the more typical discourses of hierarchical teacher-student relationships are 

not fully absent. Trinity draws on these discourses perhaps as a strategy for prolonging an 

interaction she finds enjoyable, a move that shifts, at least momentarily, the positioning 

within the conference. Across many of the focal conferences, teachers enact with their 

students a discourse of collaborative learning that allow them to read, write, and learn 

together, while at the same time positioning students as capable readers and writers. 

However, these interactions occur within a school context that assumes a more 

hierarchical relationship between teacher and student, and at times this discourse 

challenges the more humanizing collaborative one. 

A DISCOURSE OF LEARNING: BUILDING FROM STRENGTHS 

In addition to drawing on discourses of collaboration and literacy as social 

practice within conferences, teachers also drew on an appreciative or strengths-based 

discourse of learning. This understanding of learning posits that an individual learns by 

building upon the knowledge and strategies that they already possess. In building upon 

strengths, this approach also values the role of struggle in learning. Rather than viewing 

intelligence or ability from a fixed stance, this discourse draws on a “growth mindset” 

(Dweck, 2010; Johnston, 2012), which argues that ability changes over time in response 
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to activity. Such an approach views struggle not as a signal of inability but instead as 

evidence of learning. Learning is viewed as an ongoing and lifelong process, rather than a  

finite project to be completed.  

This discourse is a humanizing one in its stance towards people as becoming 

(Freire, 2009). Rather than viewing students as having a fixed degree of ability or 

intelligence, it emphasizes flexibility and dynamism, recognizing that humans are always 

changing and growing. Learning within humanizing pedagogy does not have an end point 

but instead is an activity engaged in across one’s lifetime. Connecting to understandings 

of teacher-student relationship as collaborative and fluid discussed above, this discourse 

recognizes that all students bring to school a set of experiences from which they have 

developed both knowledge and strategies to draw upon. This set of knowledge and 

strategies serves as a resource for students to draw on in the practice of problem-solving 

that represents learning. The literature on humanizing pedagogy repeatedly calls on 

teachers to draw on these funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 1992) in their instruction (e.g., 

Bartolomé, 1994; Brown, 2013), using these strengths to prompt further learning. In 

viewing students as human beings with resources to draw on in their learning, this 

strengths-based discourse is a humanizing one that builds upon students’ existing 

knowledges and practices while always looking towards the expansion of these resources.  

This strengths-based discourse of learning contradicts the deficit discourses of 

learning that pervade much of educational policy and practice (Valencia, 2010). Unlike 

the strengths-based discourse that seeks to identify the already existing resources of each 

student, deficit discourses focus their attention on locating the knowledge or skills that 

student lacks. In doing so, this discourse assumes there is a fixed body of knowledge and 

skills that students should master. The goal of learning is to reach proficiency in these 

areas. This perspective views learning as a finite process, encouraging standardized 
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assessments that measure each student’s level of proficiency in the academic curriculum. 

These deficit discourses were certainly present within Salazar Elementary, particularly in 

their approach to high-stakes standardized tests. District administrators encouraged 

teachers to use such assessments to identify skills or knowledge that each student was 

lacking. These apparently missing skills or knowledge then became the focus of 

instruction. This approach contrasts with a strengths-based one, in which instruction 

seeks to build from strengths rather than fill in perceived deficits.  

Drawing on a Strengths-Based Discourse in Interviews 

Despite the deficit discourses regarding learning that circulated throughout 

Salazar Elementary, Ms. Grey, Ms. Lau, and Ms. Douglas articulated a strengths-based 

discourse while describing their educational beliefs and practices in interviews. As they 

explained how they approached literacy instruction, each teacher spoke about the 

importance of identifying the resources that students were already drawing on in their 

learning. Ms. Lau’s description emphasized this commitment to starting from strengths, 

saying it’s “more about helping them pull their strategies out that they have and more 

about, ‘Okay, you already know this, let’s look at this” (Interview 2, 2/11/16). Here, Ms. 

Lau assuredly assumes that students enter her classroom (and enter into a conference) 

already possessing strategies to use in their reading and writing. Her role as the teacher is 

to help students recognize the strategies they already possess and to help them extend 

these strategies further.  

Similarly, Ms. Douglas emphasized her attention to students’ use of strategies 

within conferences in contrast to an approach focused primarily on accuracy or 

correctness. For instance, in assessing her students while they are reading aloud, she drew 

on the language of “miscues” (Goodman, 1996) rather than mistakes or errors to describe 
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instances in which a student’s oral reading did not match the printed text (Interview 4, 

5/23/16). In doing so, she asserted the primacy of sense-making over word-level accuracy 

within her approach to literacy learning. Drawing on process-based approaches to literacy 

instruction, all three recalled the motto of “teach the writer, not the writing” as one that 

guided their instructional decision-making; they described their instructional intention as 

prioritizing the student’s development as a reader or writer over perfection in the 

immediate activity. This approach aligns with a strengths-based discourse in its 

prioritization of ongoing learning and development over the proficient completion of 

tasks.  

Connected to this emphasis on building from strengths was an attempt by the 

three teachers to position struggle as a positive educable experience in their classroom. 

They each recounted how they explained this approach to their students, such as Ms. 

Grey’s instance that “it’s okay to take on challenges. The only way we’re going to grow 

is to take on challenges” (Interview 2, 1/29/16). Ms. Lau spoke about this as a major goal 

for her teaching, as she encouraged students to focus on growth rather than more static 

understandings of achievement:  

It doesn’t matter what you’re able to do or not able to do. It’s all about wherever 
you are, then continuing and pushing you forward, and it doesn’t have anything to 
do with what your neighbor is going. It’s just about where you are in the moment 
and continuing to push you forward (Interview 3, 4/8/16).  

In this excerpt, Ms. Lau directly disputes deficit discourses that, in their framing of 

learning as a linear path towards a predetermined object, often encourage comparison and 

competition between students according to their place on that path. Instead, she portrays 

learning as an active process but also an individualized one, which recognizes that each 

student possesses different kinds of strengths that can support him or her in this process.  
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The teachers also recognized that this strengths-based approach to learning 

conflicted with the deficit discourse of proficiency also present in the school. Having read 

research about fixed and growth mindsets within her graduate courses, Ms. Grey spoke 

about challenges she experienced in encouraging her students to embrace struggle, noting 

that many of them had developed “fixed mindset identities, and we’re trying to pull to 

more of a growth mindset” (Interview 2, 1/29/16). While working to encourage a growth 

mindset in her classroom, she recognized that these fixed approaches were embedded 

within the way students were labeled in the school. She was particularly concerned about 

the urgency from some at her campus to assign the label “dyslexic” to first grade students 

struggling to read conventionally. Rather than being given a static label to define their 

reading, she insisted that students “need to have that time, that space, that fluctuation of 

growth” (Interview 3, 3/30/16). In her attention to the nature of growth as ‘fluctuation’, 

Ms. Grey constructs an understanding of learning not as a linear process towards a set 

level of proficiency, but instead as a variable one. In doing so, she positions learning as a 

fundamentally human process, one that is much more complex than the way it is 

measured through standardized testing.  

The deficit discourses of testing were also a challenge raised by Ms. Douglas, 

who told a narrative to describe how standardized test preparation was causing students 

to view themselves from deficit perspectives: “I had to take a little kid’s hand and hold it 

today and say, ‘You are smart. Do you know that?’ He’s like, ‘I don’t feel smart.’ Just 

because they’re feeling all this pressure” (Interview 2, 1/25/16). Ms. Douglas described 

an important aspect of her teaching as countering these deficit stances and encouraging 

students to recognize the many strengths that they possessed. In expressing and enacting 

a strengths-based discourse, then, teachers were aware that these discourses were in 

tension with deficit discourses that circulated at their campus and within their district.  
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Drawing on a Strengths-Based Discourse in Conferences 

In conferences, teachers enacted this strengths-based discourse with students as 

they engaged around texts. One way in which they did so was to focus their instructional 

attention on the recognition and development of reading and writing strategies. For 

instance, teachers often asked students to read aloud during conferences; when students 

struggled on a particular word, the teachers would typically refrain from providing that 

word to the student but instead would allow the student to attempt it by themselves. After 

the portion of reading had concluded, teachers would often return to the word or phrase 

that had been challenging. They would often ask the student to identify the strategy they 

used, while at other times they would name the strategy for that student. In both cases, 

attention was drawn to the difficult word not because it represented a deficit in the 

student’s decoding or word accuracy, but instead because it was an opportunity for the 

student to draw upon their resources in order to solve a problem.  

This attention to strategic problem-solving was not limited to decoding, however. 

Instead, teachers continually encouraged students to draw upon their existing resources 

when faced with a challenge in their reading and writing. Conferences frequently served 

as a space for teachers to support students in recognizing how they might use these 

resources to solve the problem they were facing. For example, when Adrian was 

experiencing difficulty in drafting an essay, Ms. Douglas directed his attention to his 

existing writing, in which he had already used a portion of his prewriting to draft. She 

prompted Adrian to describe how he has accomplished that task, which allowed him to 

recognize how he might use the same process for his current writing. Teachers also 

encouraged students to use knowledge built largely outside of school, such as knowledge 

of Star Wars or Batman, to decode and make-meaning from texts involving these topics.  
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Struggle and the making of mistakes were normalized in these classrooms. There 

is evidence of this, for instance, in a writing conference between Devonte and Ms. 

Douglas during which Devonte is editing an essay he has written. As he reads through his 

essay, he identifies several places where he wrote a different word than he intended to; as 

he is doing so, he recalls that Ms. Douglas made a similar mistake in the portion of her 

own essay during a previous mini-lesson. Here, mistakes are not viewed as problems to 

be embarrassed by but instead a normal part of the writing process. Teachers also used 

conferences as a space to tell narratives of their own struggles as readers and writers, 

which served to both normalize struggle and providing possible strategies for 

approaching the problem the student was experiencing.  

Students did not always readily take up this perspective of struggle as normalized, 

as was evidenced in a reading conference between Trinity and Ms. Grey that took place 

in the classroom library. In search of new books to read during reading workshop, Trinity 

pulled a series of books out of a bin to consider more carefully. However, immediately 

after identifying an unfamiliar word in the first book she chose, she put that book back in 

the bin while declaring, “I can’t read that one.” This process repeated several times with 

new books pulled from the bin. Ms. Grey attempted to encourage Trinity to continue 

reading the books, but Trinity eventually put back all the books and left the library. This 

conference is evidence of the challenge of enacting a strengths-based discourse within an 

educational context often framed around deficit and proficiency. Even as the three 

teachers worked to enact a strengths-based discourse in their conferences with students, 

they sometimes faced difficulties as these discourses came into contact with deficit 

discourses that viewed struggle as a sign of inability.  
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Focal Conference: Zion and Ms. Grey Struggle Through Fly Guy 

A reading conference between Zion and Ms. Grey (RW, 1/12/16), in which Zion 

struggles to read a text he has selected, illustrates the tension between a strengths-based 

and deficit discourse in a conference. Zion is seated on a cushioned chair in the corner of 

the library, with the book Fly Guys vs. the Fly Swatter! (Arnold, 2011). Ms. Grey sits 

down in the chair beside him and begins to ask him about his reading: 

 
01 T: All right. How’s it going? 
 
02 S: Bad. 
 
03 T: Why do you say that? 
 
04 S: ((brief pause)) Because I don’t know how to read. 
 
05 T:  You know how to read. 
 
06 S: No I don’t! 
 
07 T:  You do. 
 
08 S: No I don’t. 
 
09 T:  Are you saying this book might be too challenging for you right  

now? 
 

 10 S: ((nods)) 
 
 11 T: Do you want to find a book that’s just right for you? 
 
 12 S: ((nods)) 
 
 13 T:  Or do you want to stick with this book. 
 
 14 S: Stick with this book.  

In the opening of this conference, strengths-based and deficit discourses come into 

tension with one another almost immediately. In contrast to the more affirmative 
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responses Ms. Grey usually receives in response to her typical opening question (Line 1), 

Zion responds that his experience is a negative one (Line 2). In response to Ms. Grey’s 

request for an explanation (Line 3), Zion speaks not about his particular challenges with 

this text but instead makes a broader statement about his abilities, namely, that he does 

not “know how to read” (Line 4). In doing so, he draws on deficit discourses that focus 

on his (perceived) lack of proficiency.  

Initially, Ms. Grey explicitly contradicts Zion’s statement, stating that he is able 

to read. This leads to a series of turns in which both repeat their positions (Lines 5-8). 

Likely recognizing that her contradiction of Zion is not effectively convincing him, Ms. 

Grey shifts tactics. She leans in closer to Zion and, instead of contradicting his statement, 

she reframes his initial claim, providing him with an alternative way to perceive the 

experience (Line 9). In this question, she frames the problem resting not in Zion’s lack of 

reading ability but instead in the difficulty of the text. Drawing on a strengths-based 

discourse, she acknowledges the challenge Zion has stated while maintaining a belief that 

he will be able to read it in the future (“too challenging for you right now”).  

Through a single nod, Zion indicates agreement with this reframing, which 

prompts Ms. Grey to offer him the option of selecting a different book or continuing to 

read the same one. Although he initially agrees (again, through a nod) with the first 

option of choosing a different book, upon hearing the second option, he voices his desire 

to continue reading this text. In doing so, he seems to draw on a strengths-based 

discourse introduced by Ms. Grey, recognizing that his experience of struggle does not 

necessarily require abandonment of the text. However, his response also provides a 

challenge to Ms. Grey’s enactment of a strength-based discourse, because this text has 

been assessed previously in the conversation as too difficult for Zion to read. In order to 

provide Zion access to the text, she introduces a previewing strategy: “Sometimes when a 
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book’s challenging for me, I’ll take a sneak peek to get me ready for it.” In her 

introduction of the sneak peek strategy, Ms. Grey names it as one she uses when reading 

a challenging text, positioning the experience of struggling with the text as a common 

one even for very experienced readers like herself. This works to both normalize the 

experience of struggle and to draw similarities between herself and Zion, thus positioning 

both of them as readers.  

Ms. Grey explains the strategy to Zion, relating it to a movie preview and 

explaining how it will help prepare him to read the text. The pair then collaboratively 

practice this strategy, naming items and actions they see in the pictures and making 

predictions about what might be happening in the story. In a few cases, Ms. Grey names 

unfamiliar vocabulary from the text at Zion’s request (e.g., ‘lockers’, ‘flyswatter’). When 

they reach the end of the chapter, Ms. Grey suggests that they stop their sneak peek and 

return to the beginning of the chapter to read.  

Zion opens the book to the title page and quickly faces a decoding challenge with 

the title (Fly Guy Vs. Flyswatter). After reading the first two words he pauses for several 

seconds, and Ms. Grey explains that “vs.” means versus. Zion repeats this word and 

attempts to complete the title (“versus the fl-“); he looks at the word for several seconds 

then turns the page. Ms. Grey reaches over and turns back the page: 

 
01 T: I wonder, let’s look at- 
02  Let’s try to figure out what the word is using the picture clues 
03  [There’s Fly Guy= 
 
04 S: [What’s this? 
 
05 T: =and then it says versus the: 
06  What’s the picture clue, what is that? 
 
07 S: A fly on the  
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08  ((three second pause)) 
 
09 T:  Have you ever seen those before? 
 
10 S: Y:eah?  
 
11 T:  What is that? 
 
12 S: S:: Tha: 
13  ((four second pause)) 
14  S:::: I forgot.  
 
15 T: You forgot the name of it? 
16  So those are flyswatters.  

 

Likely recalling that she had named the picture on that page as a “flyswatter” during their 

sneak peek, Ms. Grey views Zion’s initial struggle to decode the word as an opportunity 

for him to use the pictures to support him in this process. She cues him twice to use the 

picture as a strategy (Lines 2 and 7), but Zion does not produce the expected response. It 

is unclear from the data what Zion is pointing at in Line 4, but he may be asking Ms. 

Grey to name the object for him again. Perhaps not recognizing this request due to their 

overlapping talk, she continues to prompt him to name it. Instead, he begins describing 

the picture as they had previously done (Line 7).  

Apparently not yet understanding that Zion does not remember the name of the 

object, Ms. Grey repeats her known-answer question (Lines 6 and 11: “What is that?”), 

drawing on the language of testing and proficiency. Ms. Grey’s use of known-answer 

questions is relatively rare, and her repetition of known-answer question in this instance 

suggests she may have been attempting to position Zion as a successful reader and 

problem-solver. Because Zion does not recall the word, however, he is forced after 

several attempts at decoding to admit that he does not remember the word (Line 14). 
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Although there are aspects of deficit discourses enacted in this excerpt, there is also an 

important shift from the way Zion framed his challenge at the beginning of the 

conference. Rather than claiming he could not read, as he did at the conference opening, 

Zion now frames his difficulty as having “forgot”; this word choice positions his inability 

to state the word as a temporary failure of memory rather than a permanent lack reading 

ability. Ms. Grey builds upon this framing, restating his explanation to demonstrate 

understanding and then providing the word to him (Lines 15-16).  

Following this excerpt, Zion continues naming objects he sees on the page, 

perhaps feeling less confident in his ability to read the text after his struggle to decode the 

title. Ms. Grey asks him if he wants to read, reminding him of the strategy they just 

practiced to support his decoding (“Do you feel like you’re ready to read, now that 

you’ve taken a sneak peek?”) as well as directing his attention to a class-created poster 

entitled “Good Habits for Solving Hard Words”. In doing so, Ms. Grey positions Zion as 

a reader with many strategies to use when facing unfamiliar words. She then directs him 

to begin reading. Zion looks at the first page of the text and starts to read:  
 
01 S: A boy. 
02  A, does it say boy? 

 03  ((three second pause)) 
  

04 T:  What do you think? 
  

05 S: A, a boy h:: had 
  

06 T:  You don’t need to look at me, just keep reading. 
 07  Trust yourself. 
 

As Zion begins reading, he decodes the first two words of the sentence quickly, but then 

he interrupts himself to ask Ms. Grey to confirm if his reading is correct (Line 2). Again, 

Zion appears to be drawing on a discourse of proficiency in which his goal is to read each 
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word accurately, a goal that can only be reached through confirmation from his teacher. 

Rather than immediately responding to this request, Ms. Grey pauses, then raises her 

eyebrows and asks him to make the decision (Line 4). Apparently assured that his 

decoding was correct, Zion continues reading, but he again looks at Ms. Grey after 

decoding the next word (Line 5). Opting to address Zion’s request for affirmation 

directly, Ms. Grey tells him that he does not need to do this and instead encourages him 

to “trust yourself” (Line 7). As she has attempted to do throughout the conference, Ms. 

Grey positions Zion as a capable reader who does not require continual support.  

Following this exchange, Zion continues reading aloud. Although there are 

several cases in which he struggles to decode a word – as evidenced by long pauses, 

stretching out of sounds, and repeated attempts – he no longer looks to Ms. Grey for 

confirmation of his accuracy. When Zion speaks explicitly about the difficultly at one 

point (“This is a hard word”), Ms. Grey acknowledges his experience of struggle while 

continuing to express confidence in his ability to decode the text (“It is hard. You can 

figure it out though.”). She does not provide any answers for him, but she empathizes 

with his challenges while reminding him of strategies he can use when he struggles with 

unfamiliar words. As Zion comes to the end of the page, Ms. Grey provides him one last 

phrase of encouragement (“Keep going reader,”), then stands up from her chair as Zion 

turns the page and continues reading the text. 

In this conference, Ms. Grey’s enactment of a strengths-based discourse comes 

into tension with the deficit discourse enacted by Zion in his initial expression of 

frustration with reading the text. Ms. Grey reframes Zion’s difficulty from a strengths-

based perspective, acknowledging his current challenge while also introducing a strategy 

to allow him to continue reading despite that challenge. At times throughout the 

conference, there are difficulties in maintaining a strengths-based approach, as Zion 
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continues to struggle with decoding some of the text, particularly in cases where the 

vocabulary was unfamiliar to him. In reviewing this conference, some might argue that 

the text was in fact too difficult for Zion and that Ms. Grey should have offered an 

alternative text that would have provided less decoding challenges for Zion. However, in 

instead embracing Zion’s struggle as a normal part of reading and supporting his use of 

multiple strategies to decode the text, Ms. Grey validates his decision to continue 

working with a text he clearly wants to read. Drawing on strengths-based discourses to 

guide her actions, she helps Zion to recognize the many strengths he has to draw on when 

engaging with challenging texts, while encouraging him to become more comfortable 

with the uncertainty and struggle that arise in this practice. While Ms. Grey, along with 

Ms. Lau and Ms. Douglas, wanted their students to feel successful as readers, they did 

not want a need for proficiency to prevent them from engaging in the literacy practices 

they so desired. Instead, they encouraged students to become aware of the many strengths 

which they could draw on in these moments of difficulty, while at the same time 

recognizing their ever-present space for growth.  

A DISCOURSE OF CURRICULUM: TAILORING TO THE STUDENT  

A fourth humanizing discourse drawn on within conferences was related to the 

instructional focus of those interactions. Recognizing the unique lives of all students, this 

discourse emphasizes the importance of instruction that relates to those varied lives and 

experiences. In deciding the curricular content to focus on within any instructional 

moment, then, the teacher should not simply rely on standardized curriculum documents 

created outside the life of the classroom. Instead, the curriculum must be oriented to the 

work of learners in that moment, such that the instruction is relevant and useful to 

learners at that time. Here, I use the metaphor of tailoring to signal this work as an active 
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practice involving both the teacher and student, as the teacher uses their knowledge of 

curriculum and instruction to construct learning experiences that will be both relevant and 

important to the student. Connected to the present-oriented discourse of literacy as social 

practice, this discourse represents a belief that curriculum should support the learner in 

engaging in literacy practices that are meaningful within their lives. This tailoring 

requires knowledge of the learner’s racial, ethnic, and linguistic cultures, as well as their 

interests, personalities, and desires. It also necessitates a flexible approach to instruction, 

allowing the teacher to thoughtfully adapt their curricular focus to the student within that 

particular moment.  

Humanizing pedagogy requires such flexibility and tailoring, because it is rooted 

in the recognition that learners are complex human beings. As such, humanizing 

pedagogy can never be reduced to a set of inflexible methods or a uniform curriculum, 

because to do so would be to ignore the role of the learner in the immediate educational 

context (Bartolomé, 1994; De Lissovoy, 2010; Freire & Macedo, 1987). Instead, teachers 

enacting a humanizing pedagogy must construct a curriculum that is responsive and 

tailored to their students. Drawing on the work of Dyson (1993, 1997), Salazar (2008) 

emphasizes the need for a humanizing curriculum to be a permeable one, in which 

students’ lives outside of the classroom are connected to the content explored within the 

classroom. This suggests that curriculum, and the enactment of it, must be flexible and 

broad, attending to the varied uses of literacy in the life of their students and their 

students’ communities. 

This discourse of tailoring contradicts the discourses of standardization that guide 

many of the district and state mandates around curriculum and instructional planning. 

Represented through state standards such as the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills 

and district planning guides that schedule the instruction in those standards, public 
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schools generally regard curriculum as a static set of knowledge and skills that is to be 

learned by all students in a prescribed order. These documents enact discourses of 

standardization that view learning as a linear process that all learners move through at a 

relatively equal pace, as well as a belief that there is a set body of knowledge that should 

be determined by government policy and taught to all students. Such standardizing 

policies sit in tension with the diverse local literacy practices students are engaged in both 

within and outside of school (Bomer & Maloch, 2012). District and campus expectations 

around lesson planning at Salazar also drew on these discourses of standardization. 

Teachers were expected to produce lesson plans each week that specified their 

instructional activities for the upcoming week; in some cases, they were expected to 

make detailed plans for longer instructional periods of a month or more. These mandates 

around instructional planning assume that learning need not be tailored to the students or 

responsive to the life of the classroom within a particular moment, but instead that it 

should be meticulously planned prior to its enactment.  

Drawing on a Discourse of Tailoring in Interviews 

In interviews, Ms. Grey, Ms. Lau and Ms. Douglas all spoke about the importance 

of a curriculum that was relevant and tailored to their students. For instance, in describing 

her instructional planning, Ms. Grey said, “I always try to think of what’s relevant to 

them. Like culturally what’s relevant to them, socially what’s relevant to them, what’s 

content-wise, what’s something they’re really interested in. That’s how I try to approach 

literacy” (Interview 1, 9/24/15). In this statement, Ms. Grey expressed a broad 

conceptualization of relevancy, one that takes into account both her students as individual 

people and as members of multiple communities. Each of the teachers described how 
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they thought carefully about all the members of the classroom community when planning 

their instruction in an effort to make this instruction meaningful to its members.  

In addition to their overall emphasis on meaningful curriculum, teachers spoke 

about conferences as a space where they were able to tailor their approach to each 

individual student. Conferences were described as a “chance to get to know what that 

reader is doing” (Ms. Douglas, Interview 2, 1/25/16) and “a window into the student’s 

interest, levels of comfort, any needs, any strengths” (Ms. Grey, Interview 1, 9/24/15). 

Conferences were viewed as an opportunity to engage with students around texts that 

were personally relevant to them, as well as a space to provide targeted support to build 

that particular student’s strengths as a reader and writer. Ms. Lau described conferences 

as “a way to tailor my instruction based on what I’m noticing in the moment with them. 

Based on books that are right for them and books that are interesting to them” (Interview 

1, 9/21/15). Here, she gives voice to multiple aspects of tailoring curriculum, recognizing 

that instruction should be both interesting and important to students, and it should provide 

a productive level of challenge.  

In describing how they tailored instruction within conferences, teachers spoke to 

the importance of listening carefully to students and basing their instruction on what they 

have observed in the moment. For instance, Ms. Douglas emphasized the importance of 

beginning the conference by listening to a student either read from or talk about the text 

they are engaged with. Only after that period of listening did she decide how she would 

proceed in order to support the student in extending that literacy practice. All three 

teachers described the near impossibility of planning for a conference, at least in the 

traditional sense of planning, because their teaching within conferences needed to be 

rooted in the work that that student was engaged with. Ms. Lau framed this 

improvisational approach not as a limitation of conferences, but instead as an affordance: 
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“One of my goals is to really try not to have an agenda and base it on the kids … one-on-

one, a kid has my attention the whole time and I can really build on their idea” (Ms. Lau, 

Interview 1, 9/21/15). For Ms. Lau, a conference was an opportunity to provide intensely 

responsive instruction to an individual student, which is difficult to do when teaching 

students as a whole group. Rather than enter into the conference with a predetermined 

curricular focus, then, teachers made these decisions within the instructional moment of 

conferring. 

However, this need for tailoring the curriculum within the conference did not 

preclude teachers from thoughtfully preparing for conferences. The teachers describe an 

ongoing practice of observation and reflection within the literacy workshop, using the 

knowledge gained from this practice to guide their decisions within conferring. Ms. Grey, 

for instance, described her thought process before initiating a conference: “Before I walk 

over to them, I think about like, preparing myself. How am I going to engage in this 

conversation? Like thinking about them as a person, thinking about them on that day.” 

(Interview 2, 2/11/16). Here, Ms. Grey expresses a discourse of tailoring that recognizes 

not only that students differ from one another, but also that an individual student will 

differ from day to day. This humanizing approach adapts curriculum to the dynamic lives 

of students, rather than requiring students to adapt to a static curriculum. In order to do 

this work of adaptation, the teachers recognized the need to develop and revise their 

understandings of each student as not simply a learner, but as a whole human being.  

Drawing on a Discourse of Tailoring in Conferences 

This discourse was first enacted within the literacy workshop through the 

teacher’s allowance of students to have significant decision-making in both the kinds of 

texts they read and wrote and how they engaged with these texts. These opportunities for 
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choice within the workshop, which were previously described in the section on the 

discourse of literacy as social practice, also enacted a discourse of tailoring by letting 

students select texts and engage in literacy practices that were personally meaningful. In 

this way, students were able to construct, at least in part, a literacy curriculum that was 

tailored to their desired practices of literacy. Conferences, by extension, provided an 

opportunity for teacher and student to interact and learn around these texts and practices 

selected by the student. Instruction was rooted not in texts listed in a curriculum 

document or chosen by the teacher, but instead in texts picked by the student. In addition, 

inquiry projects undertaken during writing workshop in each classroom provided an 

opportunity for students to engage in extended engagement in a topic of interest to them 

and for teachers to situate their instruction around these topics as well.  

Certainly, the teachers influenced this construction of curriculum through the 

texts they provided to students in the classroom library and the constraints of genre or 

topic within a particular unit. However, students were not limited to the texts within their 

classroom library but instead were encouraged to also read texts found at home or at the 

school library. Similarly, when an individual student expressed disinterest in reading or 

writing within a particular genre or topic, the conference served as a space for the student 

to register these objections and for the teacher to negotiate an acceptable solution. At the 

beginning of one of Ms. Grey’s inquiry units, for instance, a conference between Ms. 

Grey and Trinity allowed the pair to find a more personally interesting topic for Trinity to 

focus on after she expressed indifference towards the topic she initially selected.  

In addition to the tailoring of curriculum that was enacted through students’ self-

selected and self-directed engagement with text, a discourse of tailoring was also enacted 

through teachers’ moment-to-moment decision-making within conferences. Frequently, 

teachers would initially focus on a particular aspect of the text but would later abandon 
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this focus if it did not appear to be connecting to the student’s focus. For instance, when 

Ms. Douglas was conferring with Adrian as he planned an essay, she initially focused on 

guiding him in using a prewriting strategy to develop his ideas. As the conference 

progressed, however, Adrian became less responsive, appearing frustrated with the 

struggle he was having in his writing. Rather than ignore Adrian’s emotions and continue 

with her strategy instruction, Ms. Douglas attended directly to Adrian’s affect and spoke 

with him about strategies to use when he became frustrated. In doing so, she recognized 

Adrian’s humanity, understanding it was more important to focus on his immediate 

emotional response than on his writing in that specific moment. Rather than view 

students as dehumanized objects to be taught, this discourse guided the teachers to 

construct their instruction around the most relevant content for that particular student 

within that particular moment.  

In a different kind of example of tailoring curriculum, Ms. Lau decided to change 

the focus of her instruction during writing workshop one day after students returned from 

their music class extremely engrossed by the film they had watched about the Reverend 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Initially, she told students they had two minutes to share their 

thoughts on the film. Recognizing her students were eager to continue talking, however, 

she allowed the discussion to extend for several more minutes. She then told students that 

she was going to abandon her planning mini-lesson and instead focus the mini-lesson on 

a new topic: writing about events you are passionate about. During independent writing 

immediately after, Ms. Lau purposefully chose to confer with students who expressed 

particular interest in the topic. One such student was Isaiah, who expressed interest in 

King and in issues of injustice more generally both in that conversation and prior to it. 

Ms. Lau’s conference with Isaiah that day focused on encouraging him to use writing as a 
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way to both express his feelings about injustice and to persuade others to take action 

towards justice along with him.  

In seeking to enact a discourse of tailored curriculum in their classrooms, the 

teachers experienced tension with a discourse of standardization embodied through state 

standards, district planning guides, and, most frequently, the standardized tests used to 

measure student learning. Standardized tests especially caused tensions in Ms. Douglas’s 

conferences, as her class was required to completed high-stakes standardized tests in both 

reading and writing. Because students at Salazar had struggled in the past on the writing 

test, Ms. Douglas’ instruction was frequently constrained by test preparation activities 

mandated by campus and district administration. While Ms. Douglas worked hard to 

ensure her students had opportunities for self-selected reading and writing, she sometimes 

focused writing units around a topic that mirrored the kind of writing that would be 

required on the test. Recognizing that the raters of the test seemed to value, and thus 

score higher, essays following a particular structure, Ms. Douglas encouraged students to 

use this structure in the organization of their essays. Yet, in conferences, students 

sometimes veered away from this structure, and Ms. Douglas struggled to both value the 

student’s decision-making as a writer and to ensure that they were able to produce writing 

that mirrored the rater’s expected structure. In these conferences and others, teachers 

worked to enact tailored curriculum amidst dehumanizing discourses of standardization 

represented through administrative mandates and high-stakes assessments.  

Focal Conference: Devonte and Ms. Douglas Navigate Test Preparation 

The tension between a discourse of tailoring and a discourse of standardization 

are also evident in a writing conference between Devonte and Ms. Douglas (WW, 

2/22/16) during a unit in which Ms. Douglas is guiding students through the process of 
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writing an essay for the upcoming state standardized test. During the unit, each student 

wrote an essay in response to a prompt similar to the one they would be expected to 

respond to when taking the exam: “If you could be any animal, what would you be and 

why?”. The design of this unit – in which Ms. Douglas used a writing workshop approach 

to teach the genre of writing required by the test – was one way in which Ms. Douglas 

sought to enact humanizing pedagogy. Recognizing the importance of her students 

demonstrating academic success (Salazar, 2013) in standardized tests, she used a 

workshop approach to teach students to write in ways that both allowed them to make 

decisions as writers and to receive a good score on the test. This dual attention to 

individual decision-making and standardized assessment created tensions that could be 

observed in her conference with Devonte.  

On the day of their conference, Ms. Douglas’s mini-lesson focused on her 

modeling of how to use the prewriting activities she had previously taught to draft the 

essay. She encouraged students to follow a relatively standardized organizational 

structure that would be well-received by the test graders: an introduction stating a central 

idea (in response to the prompt), two body paragraphs that each contained a justification 

for that central idea, and a closing paragraph that restated the central idea. In the days 

before the conference, Devonte had done some prewriting, included selecting a mountain 

wolf as his preferred animal and trying two of the prewriting activities taught by Ms. 

Douglas. Before the conference, he drafted a paragraph using that pre-writing. The 

conference begins as Ms. Douglas sits down on the floor next to Devonte, who is 

kneeling with his notebook in front of him and a pencil in his hand. Devonte points out 

the two pieces of prewriting he has done in his notebook, gesturing to the anchor chart 

with the list of prewriting options behind them, and he names his central idea: “Why I 

would be a mountain lion.”  
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Looking at the writing in his notebook, Ms. Douglas asks Devonte several 

questions to clarify how he has organized his first paragraph. These questions prompt 

Devonte to respond with some questions of his own: 

 
01 S: Wait, so I- 
02  I’m confused.  
03  Am I supposed to do a paragraph about one? 
04  And then another paragraph about the- oh: 
 
05 T: Yeah, so do you- 
 
06 S:  I put it all in one paragraph! 
 
07 T: See, that’s what I noticed too.  

 

Having previously made a decision about how to begin his essay, Devonte realizes that 

his paragraph does not match the organizational structure modeled by Ms. Douglas 

during the mini-lesson. He then begins a question that demonstrates his understanding 

that each paragraph should focus on a single idea, an understanding confirmed by Ms. 

Douglas’s nodding during this talk (Lines 3-4). He then contrasts this organizational 

structure with the structure he used in his initial drafting (Line 6), and Ms. Douglas 

agrees with this analysis (Line 7).  

In using language of obligation (‘supposed to’) in this excerpt, Devonte appears to 

recognize that there are particular guidelines that he must follow to be successful in this 

writing activity. Note here that he does not focus on how a reader might respond to his 

choice of organization. Instead, he frames one organizational structure (modeled by Ms. 

Douglas) as correct and a second structure (the one he chose) as incorrect, suggesting that 

there are right and wrong ways to organize the essay. Neither he nor Ms. Douglas 

explicitly reference the standardized test graders in this conference, but it is possible that 
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Devonte is aware that it is these graders who have apparently deemed a specific structure 

to be preferable for the test.  

Having identified this difference in organizational structure, Ms. Douglas and 

Devonte both look at his existing writing as they consider next steps. After a few seconds 

of silence, Ms. Douglas offers a suggestion: 

 
01 T: I don’t know, we have some choices here. 
02  So you’re sort of realizing that you need to revise your draft, right? 
03  You want to sort of separate these two ideas into two separate 
  paragraphs, 
04  And sort of build it into them? 
 
05 S: I don't want to, but I can. 
 
06 T: Okay! So, 
07  ((three second pause)) 
08  Now, you want to make the ultimate choice, 
09  You are the writer. 
10  But can I tell you what I know about paragraphs, 
11  And how they can help us as writers?  
12  So, the reason that I chose to show it- show it this way 
13  Is because this is a technique a lot of writers use.  
 

In contrast to the previous excerpt that revolved around an implicit ‘correct’ way to 

organize the text, Ms. Douglas begins this excerpt by emphasizing the opportunities for 

choice and agency in the writing (Line 1). Her expression of uncertainty disrupts an 

understanding that there is a linear path that must be followed to construct the essay 

successfully. She then paraphrases what she understands to be Devonte’s realization and 

decision about how to revise his text (Lines 2-4). In doing so, she prods Devonte to revise 

his essay to match the structure that she knows will be viewed positively by test graders, 

but she does not explicitly state this as the reason for her encouragement. However, in her 
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use of a questioning intonation, she provides an opportunity for Devonte to either confirm 

or correct her understanding.  

Devonte responds with candor: “I don’t want to, but I can.” In this brief turn, he 

both indicates his ability to write an essay using the structure modeled by Ms. Douglas 

and asserts his desire to not follow this structure. Again, there is no explicit reference to 

the test or test graders as the source of this structure, but Devonte demonstrates 

awareness that certain structures or writing, and perhaps certain language and literacy 

practices more broadly, are valued in this moment. He is willing to demonstrate that he is 

able to produce these structures, but he is unwilling to pretend that this is his decision as a 

writer. In this response, Devonte brings to the surface the tensions between a discourse of 

tailoring and a discourse of standardization. By situating this test preparation activity 

within the writing workshop, Ms. Douglas sought to provide students with opportunities 

to make decisions as a writer even within the context of a relatively standardized test. In 

this conference, she is seeking to support Devonte’s writing through an attention to 

organization, but Devonte’s response makes plain that the proposed revisions are not of 

his own design. 

His response causes Ms. Douglas to pause for several seconds, likely as she 

considers how to proceed. She then again affirms Devonte’s agency as a writer (Lines 8-

9), explicitly stating that he is the one who will decide how to organize his writing. This 

statement might seem dishonest, given Ms. Douglas’s belief that certain organizational 

structures are preferred by the test graders. However, it is accurate that it is Devonte who 

will ultimately determine how he structures both this essay and the essay he writes for the 

test, although this statement does not explicitly acknowledge the reality that this decision 

will be evaluated by powerful others outside of the local context.  
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Having recognized Devonte’s authority in his writing, she then asks his 

permission to share some of her knowledge about organization with him (Lines 10-11). In 

doing so, she positions herself not as an authority or evaluator, but instead as a fellow 

writer with experiences that might inform his decision-making. Devonte nods slightly in 

response, giving his approval for Ms. Douglas to continue. She then explains her 

rationale for organizing her text in this way, pointing to the writing she completed during 

the mini-lesson while she does (Line 12). Rather than frame her decision around the 

preferences of the test graders, she positions this as a “technique” used by many writers 

(Line 13). In doing so, she further shifts the conference away from an articulation of a 

required structure and towards a discussion of the choices Devonte has as a writer. Ms. 

Douglas expresses her decision to focus on organization within his draft not because it is 

a curricular standard, but because it will improve his writing. Rather than implying a 

particular structure is correct, she describes her use of paragraphs to “keep my reader’s 

mind focused” and give “clues” to guide the reader through the text. In this shift, 

paragraph structure is framed as a flexible “tool” for Devonte to use to communicate to 

an audience, not a standard that he is required to memorize and reproduce for evaluation.  

After Ms. Douglas finishes describing how writers can use paragraphs in this way, 

she suggests that he might physically cut up his existing writing to divide it into two 

paragraphs that could be expanded. While she describes her plan, Devonte begins 

drawing lines in his notebook to separate out the two ideas within a single paragraph. Ms. 

Douglas then leaves briefly to retrieve glue and scissors, which she uses to cut up the 

paragraph along the lines drawn by Devonte. The conference continues as the pair discuss 

how to reorganize and expand upon Devonte’s writing. Devonte expresses some 

uncertainty with how to proceed, at times pausing the conversation to write silently in his 

notebook or move around the cut-up pieces of paper while Ms. Douglas watches. After 
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this occurs several times, Ms. Douglas offers, “You want to try it just talking first? 

Before you write it down?”. Rather than respond verbally, Devonte shakes his head ‘no’, 

picks up his notebook, and begins writing. Respecting Devonte’s decision, Ms. Douglas 

leaves to continue writing.  

Perhaps the most clearly of all four focal conferences in this chapter, this 

conference demonstrates the challenges of enacting humanizing pedagogy in a 

historically underserved school like Salazar, in which dehumanizing discourses circulate 

not only through talk but also through district and state mandates like standardized 

testing. Ms. Douglas recognized the power of standardizing discourses of writing 

enforced through the state high-stakes writing test and the importance of preparing her 

students to demonstrate success on that test. At the same time, she sought to enact a 

discourse of responsive and tailored curriculum, in which her instruction was guided not 

by a set of static standards but by her assessment of how she might best extend her 

students’ local literacy practices. Across all three classrooms, conferences were a space in 

which teachers could tailor curriculum to the individual student, basing in-the-moment 

instruction in the interests and practices of that student. Navigating the tensions of this 

approach with standardized policies that constrained their practice, teachers used 

conferences as an opportunity to engage with the texts and literacy practices their 

students took up during workshop, focusing attention on curriculum that would connect 

with and extend upon these practices. 

WORKING TOWARDS HUMANIZING PEDAGOGY IN A DEHUMANIZING SYSTEM  

In this chapter, I have examined multiple discourses of literacy teaching and 

learning enacted during literacy conferences in the three classrooms (see Figure 5.1). In 
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            Figure 5.1: Humanizing and dehumanizing discourses in tension within conferring 

considering the purposes of their instruction, teachers expressed and enacted a discourse 

of literacy as social practice that valued students reading and writing as not merely 

preparation for the future, but as intrinsically important work within that moment. They 

also sought to construct relationships with students during conferences in which both 

participants collaborated as readers, writers, and learners, rather than positioning 

themselves as experts whose knowledge and authority superseded their students. In 

supporting students’ growth as readers and writers, teachers drew from a discourse of 

strength that built upon students’ already present strategies rather than seeing to identify 
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deficits within the student. Finally, teachers approached conferences with a discourse of 

tailoring, basing their instructional focus on their observations of students’ literacy 

practices and interests. 

Taken together, these discourses guided teacher and student towards enacting a 

humanizing pedagogy within conferences. In contrast to the dehumanizing approaches to 

knowledge acquisition within a banking model of education, conferences allowed 

students to actively participate in the classroom, exploring the texts and topics of interest 

to them. Within conferences, students had the opportunity to engage in literacy that was 

personally meaningful to them and to make decisions about how to proceed in their 

literacy practices. Teachers used conferences as an opportunity to recognize and build 

from the varied resources that each student brought into the classroom, flexibly 

constructing their instruction in ways that were responsive to their students in a 

multiplicity of ways. In providing a space for teacher and student to sit with texts side-by-

side, conferences allowed teacher and student to come together in a space of horizontal 

and collaborative learning, one that recognized both the struggles and joys that are 

possible in the practice of literacy. This enactment of humanizing pedagogy was not 

uncontested of course, as discourses of standardization and deficit also circulated within 

the classroom, often coming into tension as teachers and students negotiated these 

discourses within their conferences.  

In considering the ways in which teachers and students enacted humanizing 

pedagogy within their conferences, there is one important dimension in the theorizing 

around humanizing pedagogy that generally was not enacted within the focal conferences 

analyzed here. Within the literature on humanizing pedagogy, there is a consistent 

emphasis on the need for humanizing pedagogy to take a critical stance, exploring issues 

of power and oppression within the real world (Freire, 2009; Salazar, 2013). Typically, 
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teachers and students enact critical stances through explorations of injustice and 

resistance, often through the study of instances of discrimination and oppression, of 

present and past social movements working towards justice, and of the lives of activists 

and other fighters for liberation.  

These topics were common ones in the three classrooms studied here, as all three 

teachers constructed one or more units focused on issues of injustice, in which students 

read and wrote in political ways. For instance, Ms. Grey’s class read a series of picture 

books about the Black Civil Rights movement of the 1960s and 1970s, while Ms. Lau’s 

class engaged in an extended exploration of the oppression of Japanese Americans during 

World War II. In addition to these whole group activities, there were instances in which 

conferences focused around these issues, such as the conference between Ms. Lau and 

Isaiah around Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. However, attention to these topics was 

relatively rare during conferences: Conferences were focused around students’ self-

selected and self-directed literacy practices, and despite significant focus on political 

topics within whole group literacy instruction like read alouds, students generally did not 

choose to explore these topics during their independent reading and writing. Thus, in 

addition to the tensions faced in enacted humanizing pedagogy within a school system 

rooted at its base in a dehumanizing approach, there may be tensions within the 

enactment of humanizing pedagogy, an area for further research that will be expanded 

upon in the final chapter.  

This chapter focused on how multiple discourses, both humanizing and 

dehumanizing, influenced the enactment of conferences in each of the classrooms. I 

examined how teachers expressed in interviews and enacted in conferences humanizing 

discourses of teaching and learning. In doing so, I argue that conferring provides 

particular affordances for humanizing pedagogy within literacy instruction. However, 
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these humanizing discourses circulated alongside dehumanizing discourses within the 

school community, and within conferring, these discourses came into contradiction with 

one another, constraining the teachers’ work towards humanizing pedagogy. Yet, theories 

of Third Space suggest that these contradictions provide opportunities for possibility as 

well as constraint. In the following chapter, I focus analytic attention on these moments 

of contradiction, in order to explore both how teacher and student responded to the 

contradictions and how their interactions might allow for new forms of learning. 
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Chapter 6: Negotiating Contradictions within Conferring 

This chapter details the findings that relate to the second overarching research 

question, which focuses on how teachers and students respond to the contradictions that 

arise within their reading and writing conferences. First, I describe four scripts that 

teachers and students drew on in their conferring interactions, considering the goals and 

identities embedded within these scripts as well as the contradictions of goal and identity 

between such scripts. Next, I consider how teachers and students negotiated these 

contradictions between scripts through their interactions, constructing moments of third 

space. Within literacy conferences, their engagement with these contradictions allowed 

for the construction of third spaces that (a) expanded texts and literacy practices that were 

valued in the classroom; (b) constructed new identities for students; and (c) built new 

sociocultural and content knowledge. In the sections that follow, I describe these different 

outcomes through an analysis of individual conferences.  

CONTRADICTING SCRIPTS WITHIN CONFERRING 

Within the context of conferring in elementary literacy classrooms, as in all 

interactions, students and teachers draw on their previous experiences to construct the 

immediate interaction, as they make more and less conscious decisions about how to 

respond to one another. Each participant enters into the conference having had a variety 

of experiences to draw on, including their previous interactions with teachers and 

students in a classroom context and their interactions with others around the reading and 

writing of texts. In addition, they have had previous interactions with one another, both in 

literacy conferences and in other instructional and non-instructional spaces. No 

interaction proceeds exactly as a previous one, but participants do use these prior 

experiences to guide their choices in a new interaction.  
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In using prior experiences to guide present interactions, people draw on scripts, or 

patterns of interaction based on these prior experiences. These scripts, conceptualized by 

Gutiérrez and her colleagues in studies of classroom interaction (Gutiérrez 1992, 1993; 

Gutiérrez et al., 1995), involve assumptions about both the goal of the interaction and the 

expected roles of participants within that interaction. By attending to the multiple goals 

and identities being constructed in an interaction, I identified common scripts drawn on 

by teacher and student within conferences in order to guide my analysis towards 

moments of contradictions between scripts. I identified four major scripts that teachers 

and students drew on frequently to construct their interactions within a conference: 

collaborating, receiving/responding, teaching, and managing (see Figure 6.1). Each script 

is identified by a verb that represents the major goal or activity being moved towards 

within that script; this emphasizes the work being done when drawing on a particular 

script. In addition, each script involves associated positions within which teacher and 

student are positioned (Davies and Harré, 1990) in that work.  

The four scripts identified and described here are not meant to be inclusive all 

possible scripts within a conferring interaction, nor even all scripts present within the 

analyzed data; instead, these four scripts were those drawn on by teacher and student 

most frequently. The purpose of identifying these scripts was not to create a static 

typology of how teachers and students interacted but instead to construct an analytic tool 

for identifying moments in which scripts and their attendant identities came into contact 

with one another. These moments of hybridity and contradiction of script are analytically 

relevant because they allow for the production of third space and expansive learning. 

While the main focus of this chapter is on the moments of contradiction that arise within 

conferences, below I briefly detail each of the scripts in order to situate my analysis of 

these moments. 
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When drawing on a collaborating script, both participants (teacher and student) 

are working together to enact a literacy practice. This might involve the collaborative oral 

composing of a piece of text or joint meaning-making of a text being read. In this script, 

both teacher and student are positioned as co-readers or co-writers, with relatively equal 

levels of knowledge and authority. While such a script does not require that each 

individual bring to the interaction the same experiences with reading or writing, it 

assumes that both are engaging collaboratively in a novel activity; typically, this involves 

the reading of an unfamiliar text or the writing of a not-yet-written text.  

Within a receiving/responding script, the teacher is an audience to the student as 

reader or writer. This script has similar positions and patterns of interaction to those 

found within a writing response group, in which an author shares their work with an 

audience who receives and then responds to that writing. The audience provides feedback 

on their experience of that text as a reader, but they do not possess the authority to 

demand the author change the text to match their preferences. Within a reading 

conference, this script positions the student as the knowledgeable reader of a text, 

describing their experiences with reading that text to the teacher as audience. In this 

context, it is not presumed that the teacher has also read the text, but the teacher as 

audience might have comments on how they understood the reader’s interpretation. 

Within this script, both teacher and student are positioned as engaged in meaning-

making, but it is the student (as author or as reader) who has more knowledge about the 

text being discussed and, thus, has more authority to make decisions about how to 

proceed with that text. 

When drawing on a teaching script, the teacher and student are positioned in roles 

that most closely resemble their labels, with the student positioned as a learner gaining 

knowledge with support from their teacher as an instructor. This script most closely 
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resembles the patterns of interaction described in Vygotsky’s (1978, 1986) conceptions of 

learning, in which an expert scaffolds a novice’s process of learning. Within this script, 

the teacher is positioned as having more knowledge about reading and writing than the 

student, and they are expected to use that knowledge to guide the student in learning new 

literacy strategies and practices. Such interactions can occur around texts that are either 

familiar or unfamiliar to the teacher, but they involve an assumption that the teacher 

brings to the interaction relevant literacy knowledge that is used to support the students’ 

development. 

 

 

            Figure 6.1: Conferring Scripts  
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Finally, the managing script represents the interactions between teacher and 

student that are focused on product and task completion. It is within these interactions 

that the teacher is positioned as a manager, with the authority to assign and assess 

progress on tasks; the student is then positioned as an employee, expected to complete the 

assigned task with little to no agency or ownership. Although this script might initially 

appear out of place within an educational space, it is rooted within social efficiency 

approaches to education that emphasize an attention to skills, product, and a right/wrong 

binary; these approaches have become more present in classrooms with the rise of high-

stakes testing and test preparation (Au, 2007, 2009). This script can also be seen in 

relations between teacher and student in moments of formal assessment, in which the 

teacher is assessing the student’s fulfillment of a standardized measure of literacy 

achievement. Within this script, the teacher is not only positioned as more knowledgeable 

than the student, but they also have the authority to make decisions about how the student 

should proceed with their reading and writing. 

Within the 48 focal conferences analyzed here, all conferences involved at least 

two contradicting scripts, and the majority involved three scripts coming into 

contradictions with one another across the event. Table 6.1 represents the frequency with 

which each of the scripts came into contradiction.  
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          Table 6.1: Frequency of Contradictions in Conferring 

This table is included to provide an understanding of the scripts that most frequently 

interacted within conferences. However, it is important to keep in mind that, while 

participants’ actions within a conference imply the use of particular scripts, the 

identification of the script being drawn on by a participant in a specific moment requires 

some degree of inference on the part of the analyst. Thus, rather than concentrate on these 

scripts as discrete entities, I identified these scripts to serve as an analytic tool to identify 

moments of hybridity and contradiction within conferring events. Attending to the 

importance of hybridity within the lens of third space (Gutiérrez 2008; Gutiérrez et al., 

1997, 1999), the identification of these moments of contradiction directed attention to 

possible moments of third space during these conferences that led to expansive learning. 

Below, I detail three different kinds of expansive learning that occurred within these 

moments of third space, using excerpts from four conferences to explore the possibilities 

for working productively with contradictions within conferring.  

Contradiction Frequency 
Collaborating vs. Receiving/Responding 8  (17%) 
Collaborating vs. Teaching 15 (31%) 
Collaborating vs. Managing 6  (13%) 
Receiving/Responding vs. Teaching 29 (60%) 
Receiving/Responding vs. Managing 24 (50%) 
Teaching vs. Managing 18 (38%) 
Note. Frequency represents the number of conferences in 
which a particular contradiction was identified, with the 
percentage calculated from a total of 48 focal conferences. 
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EXPANDING LITERACIES WITHIN SPACES OF CONTRADICTION 

One possibility for expansive learning within moments of third space is the 

expansion of the kinds of texts and literacy practices that are valued within the classroom. 

Partially due to structures and discourses of power, certain kinds of texts and literacy 

practices are viewed as more important in society and thus more essential to be taught in 

the classroom (Barton & Hamilton, 2012; Heath, 1983; Street, 1984). Typically, teachers, 

in consultation with textbook adoptions and curriculum guides, have the authority to 

decide what kinds of texts are read and written within the classroom. This authority gives 

the teacher power to determine which texts are valued within that academic space. 

However, a workshop approach to literacy instruction changes this power dynamic by 

providing opportunities for students to make decisions about the texts they read and 

write. During conferences about these texts, then, there were opportunities to broaden the 

types of texts that were engaged with, and thus valued, in the classroom.  

Fourth grader Devonte and his teacher Ms. Douglas were one focal dyad whose 

conferences often worked towards this purpose. Particularly during reading workshop, 

Devonte selected texts that would not be viewed as high-quality children’s literature in 

many classrooms, including books from Choose Your Own Adventure series and texts 

related to recent mainstream movies. One such text was Goosebumps the Movie: Monster 

Survival Guide (Lurie, 2015). Released alongside a film from the same commercial 

franchise, the book provided information about the different monsters that appeared in 

the film, mimicking features of a non-fiction informational text to do so. Devonte had 

borrowed the book from a classmate to read during the independent reading portion of 

workshop shortly after seeing the movie with his family. While Devonte was reading at 

his self-selected ‘book nook’ – a chair placed on the carpet – Ms. Douglas interrupted his 

reading to discuss the text with him (RW, 5/12/16). The conference, which lasted 5 
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minutes and 50 seconds, involved four events: (a) an opening event in which Devonte 

explains the text to Ms. Douglas; (b) a second event where they discuss the author’s 

purpose for writing the text; (c) a third event where both participants make connections to 

other texts; and (d) a final event in which Ms. Douglas asks Devonte to identify a section 

of the text to use in class as a mentor text in a future lesson on informational text features. 

Throughout their interaction, both Ms. Douglas and Devonte draw on multiple scripts, 

leading to moments of contradiction that allow the text, and Devonte’s reading of it, to be 

positioned as a valid and valued one within the literacy classroom.  

Rather than being predetermined, Ms. Douglas’s decision to confer with Devonte 

around that text appeared to be spontaneous. As she finishes conferring with another 

student, she glances at Devonte’s text while walking by. She then pauses and asks:  
 
 01  T:  What are you reading? 
  

02  S:  I’m reading this book 
  

03  T:  Wait, what is it? 
 04  I just saw this and now I’m interested. 
 05  Who is Slappy? 
  

06  S:  A Goosebumps character 
  

07  T:  Oh really? 
  

08 S:  Mm-hm 
  

09 T:  So is this a Goosebumps? 
 10  ((reading title)) Monster Survival Guide 
  

11 S:  It tells you the weakness. 
 12  It tells you what it’s called.  
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Ms. Douglas enters into this conversation drawing on aspects of a 

receiving/responding script, positioning herself as an interested audience wanting to learn 

more about the text from Devonte, who is a relatively expert reader of the text. She 

emphasizes her interest in the text explicitly (Line 4) and through genuine questions to 

which she does not know the answer. Although her questions depart from the known-

answer questions typical of the ‘default pattern’ of IRE (Cazden, 2001), her use of 

repeated questions also draws on aspects of a teaching script, using her institutional 

positioning as teacher (and the expectation that she confers with students during this 

period) to allow her to interrupt Devonte’s reading with these questions.  

Initially, however, Devonte appears to interpret Ms. Douglas’s opening question 

as reflecting neither of these scripts. Instead, his turns reflect a managing script, as he 

responds with short phrases that name the task he is completing (Line 2) and the 

character in the text (Line 6). Rather than sharing his expertise about the text in these 

responses, he is giving information that is already clear to both participants, perhaps in an 

attempt to position himself as a ‘good’ or ‘on-task’ student. These two scripts (Devonte’s 

managing script and Ms. Douglas’s receiving/responding script) come into conflict in this 

moment, as Devonte does not respond to Ms. Douglas’s questions in the way she is 

expecting. However, as Ms. Douglas continues to ask him questions that position him as 

the knowledgeable reader of this text, his responses begin to shift towards a description 

of the text he is he reading (e.g., Lines 11 & 12) unprompted by Ms. Douglas, as he 

begins to take up her positioning of himself as a reader.  

As the conversation continues, Devonte’s turns lengthen as he explains the text to 

Ms. Douglas, pointing out different features of the text and reading captions and other 

text in the book. As he does so, Devonte continues to be remains physically in control of 

the book, turning pages and gesturing to particular sections of the text to accompany his 
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explanation. Ms. Douglas responds as an interested audience with clarifying questions 

(e.g., “And each one is a different monster?”) and genuine responses (e.g., laughter; 

“Oh!”) to the text as he reads. After a little over a minute of discussing the text in this 

way, Ms. Douglas shifts slightly in her positioning, asking permission to turn back to a 

previous page (“Let me see?”), then posing the question about it: “Why do you think they 

put all this stuff in there?” Here, she appears to be drawing on a new script of teaching 

alongside her receiving/responding script; there is a subtle shift from a more open-ended 

discussion of the text towards a more narrow focus on the author’s purpose. Unlike her 

previous use of questions that indicated her lack knowledge about the text, her phrasing 

of the question (“why do you think”) implies that Ms. Douglas might already have a 

response in mind. It also indicates, however, that she is interested in hearing Devonte’s 

response, perhaps both as a learner (teaching script) and as a knowledgeable reader of the 

text (receiving/responding script). Devonte responds with a long turn describing his 

understanding of the purpose of the text (“it tells you the details of the monsters …”). 

Rather than explicitly evaluate Devonte’s response (as in an IRE sequence), Ms. Douglas 

responds with her own interpretation that builds from Devonte’s response (“Yeah, I’m 

like thinking that the author wrote this so …”), which Devonte then agrees with.  

Devonte continues the focus on author’s purpose by make a connection between 

the physical text and another text (the movie itself), telling a brief narrative about his 

outing to see the movie with his family. He uses this narrative to explain his own 

personal purpose for reading the text (to learn more about the monsters in the movie) and 

to infer the author’s purpose for writing it (“They probably made this book to like 

describe the monsters and their abilities.”). Ms. Douglas connects this text to similar texts 

describing fictional characters, such as the books describing Pokémon characters that 

were popular with many students in the class.  
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Throughout the conversation, Ms. Douglas engages with this text as a valid object 

for literary discussion, drawing on her institutional authority as teacher to do so. Not only 

does she express interest in the text through her initial questions, but she also uses it as an 

opportunity to engage with a literacy strategy (attending to author’s purpose) that has 

been an object of instruction within the class. Towards the end of the conversation, she 

shifts in her use of scripts towards a managing one, drawing on this script to assign a task 

to Devonte that will allow their repositioning of the text to expand beyond their 

conversation. First, she proposes that Devonte might use this as a mentor text for his own 

writing, saying, “I know that you write a lot of science fiction like this. I feel like you 

could add one, you could like make up a monster and add one to here”. Devonte 

expresses mild interest in that idea (“That seems easy to do”), and Ms. Douglas suggests 

he might try that during writing. She then brings up another way in which Devonte can 

engage with the text: 
 
 01 T:  Can you do me a favor? 
 02  Can you look through all of them and pick out maybe, um, [two? 
  

03 S:                   [five? 
 
 04 T:  Two.  
 05  ((brief interaction with other student to get post-it notes)) 
 06  Pick out two that you think have these qualities. 
 07  One, they have really good text features, 
 08  So they’re not just paragraphs. 
 09  It’s got like subtitles,  
 10  It’s got like a box that tells us more information, 
 11  It’s got stuff like that. 
 12  So, and then another 
 13  So it needs to have good subtitles – I mean text features. 
 
 14 S:  What do you mean by like, text features? 
 
 15 T: So like, ones that have like, like this that connects  
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 16  Something outside of the text that connects to the text. 
 17  And then also one that seems like, um, 
 18  One that – if you were reading the book, you wish you had written. 
 19  That you like how it’s written,  
 20  You think it’s scary of it’s really informative or something like that 
 21  That you wish you had written. 
 22  Can you do that for me? 
  

23 S:  Mm-hm 
  

24 T:  Okay.  
 

She begins this closing section of the conference by asking a question (Lines 1 and 2); in 

contrast to her previous questions, however, this question is not asking Devonte to 

verbalize his thinking about the reading. Instead, it is a directive phrased as a question, 

requesting Devonte identify two pages of the text with particular attributes. In this 

section, Ms. Douglas draws on a managing script that provides her authority to assign 

such a task to Devonte. In contrast with previous sections of the conversation that 

featured relatively equal turn length, here Ms. Douglas’s turns are much longer than 

Devonte’s. She is defining and explaining the task, while Devonte’s participation is 

solely to ask clarifying questions (Lines 3 and 14) and to accept the assignment of the 

task (Line 23). In looking at form alone, this excerpt is reminiscent of dominant 

expectations of teacher-student relationship, in which the teacher assigns educative tasks 

to the student.  

In looking at the function of this excerpt, however, I am reminded of Bloome et 

al.’s (2005) urging to look beyond solely the form of a discursive exchange in order to 

consider its function in that local interaction. While Ms. Douglas is assigning a task to 

Devonte, this assignment allows her to purposefully positioning both the text and 

Devonte. First, she does not waver in her positioning of Devonte as an expert reader; the 

assignment of the task includes an implicit assumption that Devonte not only understands 
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the concept of text features but can also identify illustrative examples of them in a trade 

book. She also positions him as an author in this exchange (Lines 18-21), one who is able 

to engage with texts not only from a reader’s perspective but also from a writerly one. 

Second, the text itself is positioned as having academic value. It is not merely a fun but 

frivolous book being enjoyed at the end of the year; it is a valuable resource for the class 

to use in their literacy instruction.  

In this brief conversation between Devonte and Ms. Douglas, both participants 

drew on multiple scripts, with these scripts positioning teacher and student in sometimes 

contradictory ways. Most notably, this involved Ms. Douglas first challenging and then 

later drawing on aspects of a managing script. However, within these moments of 

hybridity on script, Devonte and Ms. Douglas were able to position Devonte’s book as a 

valid object for reading and discussion, and in doing so position Devonte as a skillful and 

knowledgeable reader of that text. Finally, in their closing interaction, there is the 

possibility of this positioning of text and of reader being shared with the class at large 

through its designation as a possible mentor text. While this conference included 

moments of more typical literacy learning, including a development of Devonte’s 

understanding of the purpose of text features, their joint activity towards expanding the 

valued texts in their classroom also represented a moment of expansive learning; Ms. 

Douglas and Devonte’s authentic engagement with a text typically not respected in the 

classroom broadened their understandings of the kinds of texts and literacy practices 

valued within their classroom, embracing diversity and student choice in this act. 

CONSTRUCTING IDENTITIES WITHIN SPACES OF CONTRADICTION 

In addition to allowing for the expansion of the texts and literacy practices valued 

within a classroom space seen in the conferences between Devonte and Ms. Douglas, 
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contradictions between scripts also offered opportunities for identity construction. In all 

three classrooms, teachers worked to position students as readers and writers in their 

conferences; this attention to identity aligned their process-based and critical philosophies 

of literacy pedagogy. In many cases, students positioned themselves in these agentic 

ways as well. At the same time, however these conferences were happening within the 

context of a traditional public school, which assigned institutional identities – as teacher 

and as student – to each participant in these conversations. These institutional identities, 

and their attendant attributes of power and authority, at times came into conflict with the 

identities of reader, writer, and audience within conferences, provided opportunities for 

negotiation of identity between teacher and student. Below, I demonstrate two ways 

identities were negotiated during conferences between a teacher and a student 

institutionally positioned as a struggling reader and writer. In both cases, there are 

contradictions in the scripts drawn on by teacher and student, and these moments of 

contradiction ultimately allow the student to enact a more active identity as reader and 

writer. First, I explore a single conference between Ms. Douglas and fourth grader Adrian 

to consider how identity can be shifted within a single conference. Next, I look across a 

series of writing conferences between Ms. Grey and first grader Zion to examine how 

these shifts in identity can offer over a longer period of time. 

Constructing Identities Within a Conference 

Towards the end of the year, after the administration of their high-stakes 

standardized tests in reading and writing, Ms. Douglas’s fourth grade class decided that 

their final writing unit would focus on making a class book for their student teacher, Ms. 

Segal. On the first day of this unit, Ms. Douglas began the workshop with a mini-lesson 

focused on reviewing previously taught strategies for prewriting. When Ms. Douglas 
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came to Adrian’s desk to confer (WW 5/12/16), he had drawn in his writer’s notebook a 

version of the graphic organizer Ms. Douglas had used within the mini-lesson. Within 

this graphic organizer, he had written a few short phrases describing Ms. Segal. During a 

brief three minute conference, Ms. Douglas and Adrian move through four events: first, 

they review what he has already written; then, they discuss his next steps in prewriting; 

next, Adrian orally composes a story with Ms. Douglas’s support; and finally the 

conference closes with Ms. Douglas noticing and naming valued aspects of Adrian’s oral 

composition and they plan for him to draft the story on paper.  

Although the conference is ultimately a successful one, in that Adrian eventually 

orally composes and then prepares to write with Ms. Douglas’s support, it begins with 

difficulty. When Ms. Douglas initiates the conference (“What are you writing about?”), 

he responds with one-word answers. Ms. Douglas prompts longer turns of talk from 

Adrian by asking additional questions and building upon his responses; when this appears 

unsuccessful, she reads some of the words on his bulleted list and praises the writing 

(“Mm, that’s powerful”). She then shifts the conversation to discuss his next steps for the 

project:  
 

01 T:  What are you gonna work on next? 
            02  ((two second pause)) 
 

03 S:  Uh:  
            04  ((seven second pause)) 
            05  I don’t know. 
 

06 T: Which one of these do you think you would want to be- 
            07  Which one do you want to try?        
      

08 S:         I can’t do this one, the personal story 
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In each of his responses to Ms. Douglas’s questions, Adrian positions himself as 

incapable of successfully continuing his writing (Lines 5 and 8). This positioning is 

supported by his body language during these turns. As Ms. Douglas asks the question 

(Line 1), he moves his gaze from her face to his desk, then he places his head in his hands 

as he responds (Lines 3-5). Ms. Douglas offers a possible strategy by gesturing physically 

and verbally to the graphic organizer he has drawn in his notebook, which includes other 

options for prewriting (Lines 6 and 7). Adrian replies by identifying an option he says he 

“can’t do”. In this exchange, Adrian is drawing a particular version of a teaching script, 

in which he positions himself as an unsuccessful learner unable to complete the task at 

hand. Ms. Douglas is initially responsive to this script, engaging as an instructor in 

response. In doing so, however, she does not accept Adrian’s professed inability but 

instead directs his attention to a strategy (the graphic organizer) that could support his 

continued prewriting. 

As the interaction continues, Ms. Douglas prompts Adrian to explain why he 

cannot write a personal story, and Adrian’s answer reveals a misconception he had about 

that particular strategy: he assumed a personal story had to be about someone’s life as a 

child. Ms. Douglas clarifies that a personal story could be about an experience Adrian 

had with Ms. Segal. She then asks him if he has a story that might fit within this new 

understanding: 
 

01 T:  So do you have one of those? 
 

02 S:  ((shaking head no)) Mm-mn  
 

03 T:  You don’t have any stories from Ms. Segal? 
            04  ((briefly responds to another student’s question)) 
 

05 T:  Does your- you never talked to Ms. Segal. 
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06 S:  I did! 
 

07 T: You just ignored her the whole year she was here. 
 

08 S:  No I did talk to her! 
 

09 T:  Okay, so what’s a time that you talked with her?  
 

Prior to this excerpt, Ms. Douglas had engaged with Adrian’s use of a teaching script, 

although she was not willing to participate in a co-construction of Adrian as an 

unsuccessful student. Instead, she sought to understand the problem he is experiencing 

and provide strategies that will solve the problem. In contrast, Adrian’s response to Ms. 

Douglas in Line 2 – that he does not have any stories that involve Ms. Segal – is a 

continuation of how he has positioned himself in the conversation thus far: as an 

unsuccessful student. However, this is not a credible answer within this context, because 

both Adrian and Ms. Douglas knows Adrian has interacted with Ms. Segal many times 

across the year.  

Ms. Douglas expresses her disbelief in her response to Adrian’s declaration, and it 

is here we see her moving away from a teaching script. Rather than engage with Adrian’s 

response sincerely, she responds incredulously, first questioning (Line 3) then agreeing 

with (Line 5) his implausible claim in a teasing tone. This dramatic shift in her approach 

to Adrian’s professed incapability prompts Adrian to shift in his own positioning. As he 

has done several times throughout the conference, he contradicts Ms. Douglas’ 

positioning (Line 6), but because she has shifted her positioning of him, this contradiction 

results in him expressing that he did in fact have interactions with Ms. Segal. Ms. 

Douglas continues with this bit of teasing exaggeration (Line 7), leading Adrian to even 

more vigorously assert that he did interact with Ms. Segal (Line 8). Although his gaze 
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remains down with his hand on his head partially covering his face, his slight smile 

during this turn suggests that he recognizes Ms. Douglas’s tone as friendly joking.  

Adrian’s admission that he “did talk to her” allows Ms. Douglas to shift back 

towards a teaching script, asking him to name a specific instance (in other words, a 

personal story involving Ms. Segal). In contrast to his previous reluctance, Adrian then 

orally composes a detailed story of how Ms. Segal helped him during a period of math 

instruction called math camp. It appears that Ms. Douglas’s sudden shift in script – from 

that of a supportive teacher to a teasing friend – allowed Adrian to shift his positioning, 

providing him an opportunity to orally compose a story. After listening to his story, Ms. 

Douglas responds while drawing on a receiving/responding script, positioning herself as 

an audience responding to Adrian as a writer (e.g., “You painted like a whole picture, I 

can see you sitting at math camp.”). After confirming with Adrian that his orally 

composed story was the one he wanted to write down, she provided him the option to 

continue prewriting or to move to drafting within his notebook; this departed from the 

typical procedure in the class, in which students engaged in prewriting before drafting. 

Adrian responds with a request for a third option: writing the story on drafting paper 

(“Can I get paper?”). Ms. Douglas affirms this request, encouraging him to begin writing 

immediately. Within this final event, both participants draw on aspects of teaching and 

receiving/responding scripts. While Ms. Douglas positions herself as a teacher by 

asserting her authority to name his possible options for continuing his writing, Adrian 

counters by asserting his authority as writer through his request for a third option. Thus, 

while Adrian still retains aspects of a student positioning within a teaching script (as 

evidenced by framing his desire to write on drafting paper as a request), the use of a 

receiving/responding script allows him to be positioned perhaps as a student author, one 
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who is capable of not only writing a text but of making decisions about his own writing 

process that depart from the norms of the classroom.  

Within the span of this brief conference, Adrian’s identity positioning shifts 

significantly. At first, he positions himself as an incapable student, repeatedly professing 

through his words and body posture that he is unable to successfully complete the 

assignment. When Ms. Douglas recognizes her initial attempts to shift this positioning as 

a teacher are unsuccessful, she dramatically shifts her tone, using sarcasm to prompt 

Adrian to engage in his own rapid shift in positioning. By the conclusion, Adrian is 

positioning himself no longer as an incapable student but instead as a capable (student) 

author who appears eager to draft his narrative. This conference between Adrian and Ms. 

Douglas provides an example of how engagement with conflicting scripts and identities 

can allow a student to shift in their positioning within a single interaction. Such 

significant shifts in identity, however, do not always result from one conference between 

teacher and student. In other cases, such shifts in identity can be observed by following a 

teacher and student’s interactions over multiple conferences.  

Constructing Identities Across Conferences 

The series of conferences between first grader Zion and his teacher Ms. Grey 

represent another example of how hybridity between scripts can provide opportunities for 

students and teachers to co-construct new identities. Zion entered Ms. Grey’s first grade 

classroom shortly before my formal classroom observations began in January, and he was 

identified institutionally as struggling in reading and writing. He also appeared to adopt 

this identification personally during his reading and writing, as evidenced by his 

reluctance to read and write independently and his frequent requests for help from Ms. 

Grey, the student teacher, and his peers. Ms. Grey noted this positioning in a case study 
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written about Zion: “When I first met Zion, he was quick to refer to the phrases ‘I don’t 

know’ or ‘I can’t do it’ in regards to reading or writing.” These actions conflicted with 

Ms. Grey’s desired approach to reading and writing workshop, in which all students were 

positioned as capable independent readers and writers. However, as Ms. Grey and Zion 

interacted with one another across the semester, there were changes in how they co-

constructed Zion’s identities within these conferences. In this section, I trace this co-

construction across a series of six writing conferences between Zion and Ms. Grey 

enacted across the spring semester. 

In his initial conferences with Ms. Grey, Zion frequently drew on scripts of 

teaching and managing that positioned him as a passive learner in need of direction and 

support from his teacher. In a writing conference that took place towards the start of the 

spring semester, Ms. Grey and Zion discussed the details he wanted to include in a 

picture representing his family’s New Year’s Eve celebration (WW 1/8/16). At the 

beginning of the conference, Ms. Grey asks Zion a series of questions mostly designed to 

allow Zion to voice different parts of the event. These questions are typically responded 

to with short phrases or silence. In the second event within the conference that focused on 

describing the details, for example, the length of turns by Ms. Grey and Zion differ 

substantially, with Ms. Grey speaking 146 words to Zion’s 25 words. Perhaps in response 

to this struggle to prompt Zion to orally compose, Ms. Grey briefly leaves the conference 

to find a mentor text to support their conversation. She returns with the text A Chair For 

My Mother (Williams, 1982) and guides Zion through noticing the details the author has 

included in some of her illustrations. Towards the end of this conference, she encourages 

Zion to use the text to support his own drawing:   

 
01 T:  In this picture right here,  
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02  We’ve got a lot of people in the picture, like your story 
03   A lot of action,  
04  There’s a fire,  
05  They’re putting out the fire. 
06     Maybe in your picture you can use all these kinds of details  
07  To help you paint a picture in your reader’s mind, 
08   And the person you’re gonna share this with. 
09   You think this helps you as you draw your picture? 
10  All right, so you can use this as a tool. 
 
11    S:  Draw fireworks? 
 
12    T:  You draw your story. 
13  You can use this book, this picture, this illustration  
14  To help you get ideas for all the details you can remember, 
15  So just like she included a lot of details of the setting 
16  You can think, what are all the different parts of the setting,  
17  The family, 
18  You were at your house,  
19  What does your house look like, 
20  What did the fireworks look like? 

 

In the first section of this excerpt, Ms. Grey summarizes some of the details they have 

noticed in the illustration, then suggests Zion include similar details in his drawing. As 

she does so, she draws on a receiving/responding script that positions Zion as an author. 

She highlights the similarities between Williams’ illustrations and his own (e.g., Line 2), 

thus positioning both Williams and Zion as authors. She also directs attention to 

audience, which also serves to position Zion as an author through her invoking of his 

future readers (Lines 7 and 8).  

Zion’s subsequent turn (Line 11) does not take up this positioning of himself as 

author. Instead, he draws on a managing script to request Ms. Grey confirm the next task 

he should complete. Rather than directly respond to Zion’s question, Ms. Grey responds 

with a broader description of what he might draw. In doing so, she is responsive to 

aspects of Zion’s managing script, in that she does respond to his question and suggest 
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more generally how he should proceed (Line 12). However, she combines this with 

aspects of the receiving/ responding script she has drawn on throughout the conference 

that positions Zion as an author. She makes an explicit connection between his picture 

and Vera Williams’ illustration, as well as suggesting multiple questions he might ask 

himself as an author (e.g., Lines 16-20). Although the use of questions is often associated 

with a teaching script, these questions are named as tools Zion might use to guide his 

writing rather than questions to which he is expected to directly answer. Thus, in her 

reply, she is responsive to Zion’s managing script while continuing to draw on a 

receiving/responding script that continually positions him as author who is making 

decisions about his illustration. Within this conference, however, there is little evidence 

that Zion takes up the identity of author Ms. Grey is seeking to encourage. Instead, this 

desired shift in positioning occurs over a longer timescale.  

This shift can be observed in a conference between Ms. Grey and Zion several 

months later, during a writing inquiry unit in which Zion has chosen to research frogs 

(WW 3/2/16). In this conference, Zion and Ms. Grey are looking together at a book about 

frogs and discussing what they are noticing and learning. Recognizing that the text is 

quite challenging for a first grade student to decode, Ms. Grey focuses their attention on 

learning from the illustrations, and she at times supplements this attention to pictures by 

reading the caption aloud. After Ms. Grey reads a picture caption explaining how frogs 

make sound through their vocal sacs, the following interaction occurred: 
 

01    T:  So what do you notice it’s talking about right here? 
 
02    S:  He::s: ((brief pause)) goes ribbit ribbit? 
 
03    T:  So he’s making sounds, okay. 
04     And so what happens to their body when they’re making sounds. 
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05   S:  Uh:: it go like this? ((gestures vocal sac expanding)) 
 
06  T: So, they have like a sac that fills up. ((brief pause)) 
07   So, that’s a really interesting idea, and it’s kind of a big idea. 
08     So you can either write that down,  
09  or you can draw a picture of that. 
 
10    S:  Um ((brief pause)) write that down. 

 

Although the quantity of Zion’s participation is greater here than it was in the conference 

several months before, his turns remain fairly brief. However, there are differences in the 

scripts he is drawing on and the ways in which he positions himself and Ms. Grey. As 

they are engaging with the text together, both participants draw on teaching and 

collaborating scripts. She draws on a teaching script in responding to Zion questions, 

prompting him to voice his understanding of the information in the text. In his responses, 

Zion also draws on this script by focusing his attention on the knowledge he has built 

from his engagement of the text, rather than on completing the assignment. In his 

responses, and in particular the questioning intonation used (Lines 2 and 5), he turns to 

Ms. Grey as an expert who can confirm whether his answers are correct. However, there 

are also moments of collaboration, in which Ms. Grey co-constructs understanding with 

Zion. For instance, Zion uses a combination of words and gesture to express his 

understanding of how frogs make sound (Line 5), which Ms. Grey builds upon by naming 

a word (“a sac”) that represents his gesture and thus enables him to encode that 

understanding in writing (Line 6). In the final turns of this excerpt, there is also evidence 

of a change in Zion’s identity positioning from the previous conference. Rather than 

record the information through a picture, an option offered by Ms. Grey, Zion chooses to 

write down what he has learned, thus demonstrating at least some degree of confidence in 

himself as a writer.  
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As Zion continues to confer with Ms. Grey about his writing across the semester, 

he more frequently draws on collaborating and receiving/responding scripts that position 

himself as an author. While there are moments in which he draws on the managing and 

teaching scripts he drew on frequently at the beginning of the semester, these scripts are 

gradually becoming less prevalent in his talk, as evidenced by a writing conference 

between Ms. Grey and Zion during the final weeks of the school year (WW 5/9/16). The 

class has just begun a unit focused on writing fictional stories that include animal 

characters, and Ms. Grey’s mini-lessons over the past several days have focused on 

planning stories that stretch across multiple pages. To encourage this, she has given 

students blank four-page booklets and sticky notes to plan the action or event that would 

occur on each page.  

At the beginning of the conference, Ms. Grey asks Zion to begin telling the story 

he is planning, which Zion has titled “Dinosaur King,” in order to help him split the 

narrative into multiple pages. As Zion tells his narrative, Ms. Grey asks him questions 

that encourage him to elaborate: 
 

01    T:  So he’s asking for a break and he says no. 
02     Then what happens? 
 
03   S:  And then like, and then he says, keep working for me! 
04     And then you get to take a break. 
05     But if you don’t work for me you not gonna get a break. 
 
06    T:  Okay so that’s all happening right here  
07  where he’s asking for a break and he’s saying no. 
08     What happens after they say no? 
 
09    S:  Um, they- 
 
10    T:  What does the little dinosaur do? 
 
11    S:  Then then they all, they say  
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12     I don’t want to work no more then they give up. 
 

Comparing turn lengths here in comparison to his conference at the beginning of the 

semester, there is dramatic change in Zion’s participation. While both conferences are 

focused on planning and orally composing, in this latter conference Zion’s storytelling is 

much more expansive, including multiple characters, action, and dialogue. In addition, 

the scripts being drawn on in the conversation are different; here, both participants draw 

on collaborating and receiving/responding scripts. Within this excerpt, Zion confidently 

orally composes his story, using expression to voice the different characters and ending 

his turns with a falling intonation demonstrating certainty in his storytelling. However, 

there are also aspects of a collaborating script in Ms. Grey’s talk. She paraphrases the 

events in the story as he names them, and she asks questions that prompt him to name the 

next event in the story. In doing so, she provides support to Zion in connecting the 

multiple events in his story together and in adding additional detail while co-constructing 

his identity as the author of “Dinosaur King.”  

Looking across the conferences between Zion and Ms. Grey, there are many 

moments of hybridity of script. Zion enters into their conferring relationship with scripts 

of teaching and managing that serve to position him as a passive learner who requires 

help from Ms. Grey to complete his writing. Rather than simply adopting the scripts Zion 

is drawing on, Ms. Grey at times introduces contradiction into the conference by drawing 

on scripts of collaborating and receiving/responding that position Zion as an active writer 

rather than a passive student. By engaging with the hybridity – remaining responsive to 

Zion’s request for and comfort with a teaching script while insisting on the inclusion of 

scripts that positioned him as a writer – she was able to support him in constructing a 

more positive writerly identity, one that produced longer periods of productive 
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independent writing. The conferences with both Zion and Adrian demonstrate that 

teachers and students can productively use the contradictions between scripts to 

discursively construct identities that support students’ development as readers and 

writers. While in some cases these shifts in identity can be recognized within a single 

interaction, in others it becomes visible only over time across multiple interactions.  

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE WITHIN SPACES OF CONTRADICTION 

In addition to providing opportunities to co-construct new identities and to 

broaden the texts and literacy practices valued within the classroom, these moments of 

contradiction between scripts allow students to build new knowledge. Here, I examine a 

conference between Ms. Lau and second grade student Isaiah that occurred in the midst 

of a writing inquiry unit. In alignment with state social studies standards, students 

researched and wrote biographies of historical figures that focused particularly on how 

their historical figure “made the world a better place.” To support students in selecting a 

historical figure, Ms. Lau organized a book flood, in which she gathered biographies 

from both the school library and her classroom library for students to peruse. While many 

of the books focused on progressive historical figures such as Mother (Mary) Jones, Rosa 

Parks, and Malala Yousafzai, Isaiah selected a person with an arguably more complex 

relationship to social justice: Abraham Lincoln. In a conference during the unit, however, 

this topic led Isaiah and Ms. Lau to co-construct a moment of third space in which Isaiah 

constructed new sociopolitical knowledge about the human toll of slavery.  

The conference took place towards the beginning of the writing unit, as Isaiah was 

in the process of reading texts about Lincoln and writing down pertinent information for 

his research (WW 4/13/16). At his desk, Isaiah has a biographical text about Abraham 

Lincoln written for children, along with a large manila folder and set of sticky notes on 
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which to record his research. The nine-minute conference was slightly longer than a 

typical conference between the pair, involved six distinct events: (a) an opening that 

reviewed Isaiah’s previous research; (b) Isaiah reading one page of text; (c) both 

participants briefly discussing the text; (d) Isaiah reading a second page of text; (e) both 

participants discussion the second piece of text; and (f) Ms. Lau supporting Isaiah in 

deciding what to write down about what he had learned. The conference begins with the 

following exchange: 
 
 01  T:  Okay so now, what are you working on? 
 
 02 S:  Abraham Lincoln 
 
 03 T:  Okay. What did you learn about yesterday, 
 
 04 S:  That, how did he die, 
 05  And how does, he make a better place? 
 
 06 T: Okay. 

07  So here’s something else that we can do as a researcher, okay? 
08  As a researcher, one thing that I’ve noticed that you’ve been doing 
09  is you’ve been reading about him a lot  
10  and learning about him in that way, right? 
 
11 S:  Mm-hm  

 
12 T:  So, one thing you can do- 
 
13 S:  I went to, 
14  I was on page 14 
 
15 T: Oh remember we were talking about the slavery part too? 
16  Did you read about this part?   
17  Did you read [about this part yet? 
 
18 S:                      [I was gonna read it. 
 
19 T: Okay. 
20  So as you’re reading this, okay? 
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21  You can say well what other information does that tell you  
  about him.  
22  Okay? So. 
 
23 S:  So I write, um [slaver- 
 
24 T:              [Let’s read about it, and see.  

 

Ms. Lau opens this conference with a fairly common question of hers (“What are you 

working on?”). Here she draws on a receiving/responding script, positioning herself as an 

interested audience wanting to learn more about what Isaiah, as a researcher, has been 

working on. However, in Isaiah’s response (Line 2 and 4), he appears to interpret this 

question as part of a managing script; rather than speak about his ongoing research 

process, he identifies his topic and tasks he has completed. As this opening event 

continues, Isaiah’s responses continue to draw on that management script, using product-

oriented verbs ( ‘was’, ‘went to’) to list the work he has done and has yet to do (Lines 13, 

14, and 18). In drawing on this managing script, Isaiah positions his research project as a 

series of tasks needed to be completed; he also positions his conversation with Ms. Lau as 

an opportunity for her to oversee his progress in this task completion, rather than an 

opportunity to discuss the process of his research.  

In her responses, Ms. Lau does not mirror his use of managing script but instead 

continues drawing on both a receiving/responding script and a collaborating script, both 

of which position Isaiah as a reader and a researcher. Her focus here is not on tasks 

completed or to be completed, but instead on the practice of research and reading to learn 

new information. In addition to explicitly naming him as a researcher (Lines 7 and 8), her 

responses include process-oriented verbs (e.g., “reading”; “learning”) that focus attention 

on his ongoing research practices (e.g., Lines 9, 10, and 20). Perhaps recalling Isaiah’s 

previously expressed interest in slavery, she directs attention to a section in the text 
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focused on slavery (Line 15). Some of her turns (e.g., “Did you read about this part yet?”) 

could be interpreted as coming from a managing script (and indeed, Isaiah might have 

understood them in this way), and this might be a response to Isaiah’s use of that script or 

a trace of her institutional positioning as teacher and thus classroom manager. In the final 

two turns of the excerpt, Isaiah again draws on a managing script to ask for clarification 

on what he is expected to write down (Line 21). Ms. Lau interrupts his question, both 

literally and figuratively, to firmly situate their work as an ongoing process of learning, 

rather than a task to be completed (Line 22).  

Following their opening discussion, Isaiah reads the first page of the section Ms. 

Lau had previously directed him to. Entitled “Slavery,” the two-page chapter includes 

text briefly describing the transport of enslaved people to North America and their 

treatment while enslaved; it also includes an illustration of enslaved people on a ship, a 

reproduction of a poster advertising an award to capture an enslaved person who had 

escaped, and a quotation by Lincoln. While reading the text aloud, Isaiah retains physical 

control of the book, while Ms. Lau sits slightly to the side. She is mostly passive during 

this event, although she does support him with the decoding of some unfamiliar words. 

As Isaiah finishes reading the first page, he leans back in his chair slightly, 

perhaps expecting to have a conversation with Ms. Lau about what he has read so far. 

Ms. Lau responds with a question: 
 

01 T:  So what does that make you think of when you read that? 
 
02 S: That um,  
03  I feel upset because the white people are making them do stuff. 
 
04 T:  Mm-hm that they don't wanna do right? 
05  So that’s making you feel upset right? 
06  Keep that feeling in your mind as you keep reading. 
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In this short exchange, Ms. Lau draws on both teaching and receiving/responding scripts. 

In questioning Isaiah about the reading, she draws on a teaching script that provides her 

the authority to ask and respond to a student’s interpretation of the text. However, the 

question she asks is not a typical teaching one in that it is not known-answer question; 

instead, it requests Isaiah share his personal reaction to the text. Isaiah also disrupts a 

teaching script in his response, in that he responds not with his thoughts about the text but 

instead with his feelings. This shift from thought to emotion is accepted and affirmed by 

Ms. Lau both verbally and nonverbally, with her nodding during and after Isaiah’s 

response. She also moves away from a teaching script with her repeated gestures, 

touching Isaiah’s shoulder to emphasize her verbal prompts to attend to his emotion as he 

continues to read. Attending to emotion supports their construction of new 

understandings about the dehumanizing nature of slavery later in their conference.  

Following this excerpt, Isaiah then reads the second page of the chapter, again 

with minimal decoding support from Ms. Lau. After he finishes reading, they discuss the 

text through a series of questions posed by Ms. Lau. These questions focus on events read 

about in the chapter, Isaiah’s feelings about these events, and how the chapter is related 

to Abraham Lincoln. Ms. Lau then shifts from their discussion of the text to a prewriting 

event (“So what do you want to say about slavery?”), preparing Isaiah to write down 

some of the information he has learned for his research project. It is within this event that 

Isaiah produces an unexpected response that, with Ms. Lau’s support, allows him to 

construct new sociopolitical knowledge about slavery and racism. 
 
 01 T:  So what do you think you could say about Abraham Lincoln? 
 02  What could we say about him and slavery? 
 03  What was happening while Lincoln was alive? 
 
 04 S:  When um Lincoln was alive he, 
 05  he um, the black people got pushed?  
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 06 T: Okay the black people were, what happened to the black people. 
 07  What were they doing? 
 
 08 S: They were, they were walking when when when- 
 09  They were just okay and then and then another people came 
 10  And then they- they started um [pushing them around 
 
 11 T:        [And what did they take them for? 
 
 12 S: For um, for splitting them all up. 
 
 13 T: Splitting them all up and what [did they make them do? 
 
 14 S:      [From their families 
 
 15 T: Splitting them up from their families and what else? 
 
 16 S: Their friends? 
 
 17 T: And what did they do with them? 
 
 18 S: They, they used them as ((brief pause)) 
 19  They are never gonna get free.  
 
 20 T:  Yeah! They used them as what? 
 
 21 S: To- um, toys? 
 
 22 T: Kinda like toys, 
 23  Kinda like just things that have to do all their work for them right? 
 
 24 S: Like toys that um, 
 25  That some people throw around their toys. 
 
 26 T:  Mm-hm, so kind of like, 
 27  The slaves were kind of treated like they were like toys 
 28  Or they just kind of threw them around right? 
 29  So what do you think Abraham Lincoln thought of that?  
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At the beginning of this excerpt, Ms. Lau attempts to shift the topic of conversation to 

focus on Lincoln’s connection to slavery, making a link back to the larger assignment of 

writing a biography of Abraham Lincoln. There are similarities in the beginning of this 

excerpt and the previous one, in that Isaiah’s response does not directly answer Ms. Lau’s 

question. After initially appearing to struggle to make the connection between slavery 

and Abraham Lincoln, he returns to their previous conversation about the experiences of 

enslaved people (Lines 4 and 5). It is unclear from the data why Isaiah reinitiates this 

topic; perhaps he was unprepared at that moment to synthesize that knowledge with his 

previous knowledge of Lincoln, or perhaps there was more about the treatment of 

enslaved people he wanted to consider before connecting that information to his broader 

project. Regardless of his reasoning for the topic shift, however, Ms. Lau again affirms 

this shift by paraphrasing some of Isaiah’s language and asking him a question about the 

topic (Lines 6 and 7). In this discursive move, as in the previous excerpt, Ms. Lau 

demonstrates flexibility and improvisation that Gutiérrez et al. (1999) argue is necessary 

for the construction of third space.  

Ms. Lau and Isaiah maintain the new topic (the treatment of enslaved people) 

through a series of questions and answers. Here, the form of their conversation follows a 

teaching script, in which the teacher asks a student questions about the content in 

question. However, the function of this conversation does not reflect a teaching script, in 

that Ms. Lau’s questions are not focused on a predetermined teaching point directly 

connected to the mandated curriculum. Instead, they focus on the topic that Isaiah has 

initiated as a researcher: the treatment of enslaved people by slave owners. This series of 

questions and answers allow Isaiah to orally build his knowledge of slavery, thus 

preparing him to later record in writing his new understandings. In doing so, Isaiah and 
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Ms. Lau draw on aspects of a collaborating script, working together as readers and 

researchers.  

Also important in this series of questions and answers in Ms. Lau’s repeated use 

of the word “they.” Pronouns like ‘they’ can be used discursively in order to hide agency 

(Fairclough, 2001), in that such pronouns do not name or make explicit the person(s) who 

are engaged in the activity in question. In fact, the text itself uses “they” to this effect 

several times (e.g., “They were often treated badly”), using a pronoun to replace the 

people in question (named as “slaves” by the text) along with a passive construction that 

avoids naming the slaveholders. However, the purpose and effect of Ms. Lau’s use of 

“they” must be understood within the context both of the immediate conversation 

between the pair and the yearlong conversation they have had in their shared literacy 

classroom. First, Isaiah and Ms. Lau have previously named the “they” referenced here 

previously in the conversation (e.g., in the previous excerpt). Second, this conversation 

occurs within the context of a classroom community that regularly has discussions about 

race and racism that name the actors involved.  

From this series of questions and answers, the conversation builds understanding 

of the human dimensions of slavery, which lead to a co-constructed moment of third 

space. In response to one of Ms. Lau’s questions (Line 17), Isaiah begins to take a 

tentative step towards voicing a new understanding (Line 18: “They, they used them as”), 

but he interrupts this statement. He then voices a different statement (Line 19: “They are 

never going to get free.”). This assertion represents a relatively safe statement in the 

conversation, in that it paraphrases the last line of the text (“Most slaves would never be 

free.”). Ms. Lau responds to this statement by first validating it, then she draws on a 

teaching script, and the accompanying authority she is given within that script, to prompt 

Isaiah to complete his self-interrupted statement (Line 20).  
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Isaiah then completes the sentence (Line 21: “To- um, toys?). This response, 

which apparently likens enslaved people to toys, is a risky and potentially inappropriate 

one in that it appears to equate a very serious topic with an item of play. There is 

evidence that Isaiah recognizes this to be a risky response in his initial attempt to 

abandon the idea (Line 18) and in his hesitation and questioning tone in Line 21. In 

addition, this uncertainty to demonstrated nonverbally, as Isaiah turns his gaze towards 

Ms. Lau so that he can see her physical response. Isaiah’s answer also appears to have 

been unexpected by Ms. Lau, who raises her eyebrows in response to his turn. This is a 

critical moment within the third space, because Isaiah has produced an unanticipated 

understanding of the text and Ms. Lau must now decide how to respond to it.  

Rather than shut down this potentially risky conversation, however, Ms. Lau 

instead chooses to build upon his response. She does not fully affirm Isaiah’s analogy but 

instead hedges in her response (e.g., “kinda like toys”). She then offers her own 

interpretation of this statement, framing toys (and thus enslaved people) as “things that 

have to do all their work for them” in order to highlight the ways in which both might be 

used by their “owners”. Ms. Lau’s response, including her lack of rejection of Isaiah’s 

tentative answer, then allows Isaiah to build upon this analogy, explaining the connection 

he made between enslaved people and toys (Line 25: “some people throw around their 

toys”). This response allows Ms. Lau to better understand the knowledge Isaiah was 

constructing through this analogy.  

It becomes clear that Isaiah is not using the concept of a toy to represent a fun 

thing to play with. Rather, he is using an article familiar to him as a child to construct an 

understanding of how enslaved people were dehumanized within slavery and being 

treated as objects rather than human beings. This is an important moment of knowledge 

construction, in that Isaiah uses the text to support his construction while at the same time 
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developing an understanding of the dehumanizing nature of slavery that is far more 

complex than what is presented within the text. In many ways, this is a moment that is 

easy to overlook within the busy life of an elementary classroom. It is a brief exchange, 

lasting less than ten seconds and consisting of less than a hundred words, and yet it 

represents a moment of significant sociopolitical knowledge development for Isaiah and 

Ms. Lau. This is knowledge that is relevant to the activity within which it is situated 

(researching Abraham Lincoln), but it is also knowledge they were able to construct 

because Ms. Lau and Isaiah were willing to depart, at least temporarily, from that 

activity.  

In the last lines of this excerpt, Ms. Lau again turns the conversation back to the 

connection between slavery and Abraham Lincoln, preventing this knowledge to remain 

isolated by supporting Isaiah in connecting these new understandings back to his larger 

project. Shortly afterwards, the conference concludes, with Ms. Lau prompting Isaiah to 

independently record on sticky notes the knowledge he has learned from this reading and 

conversation that related to his biographical research of Lincoln. Following their 

conversation, then, Isaiah’s biography of Abraham Lincoln not only included an attention 

to the role of slavery within his presidency, but he was able to bring to that activity a new 

understanding of the humanity – and inhumanity – of the often faceless institution of 

slavery.  

OPPORTUNITIES FOR EXPANSIVE LEARNING IN THE THIRD SPACE 

Across each of the four cases presented within this chapter, there is evidence of 

moments of contradiction arising as teachers and students draw on multiple scripts within 

conferences. Rather than constructing barriers to productive interaction, however, these 

contradictions provided opportunities for teachers and students to negotiate new ways of 
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interacting. Looking towards Isaiah’s conference with Ms. Lau, we can see the ways in 

which these spaces are co-constructed by teacher and student who are willing to engage 

in this negotiation between scripts, living for a moment within this risky and 

uncomfortable space to construct new understandings that go beyond the text and beyond 

the curriculum. While this building of knowledge is significant, it is not only knowledge 

that can be built within these third spaces. For Devonte and Ms. Douglas, this co-

construction of third space was also a moment in which they negotiated the kinds of texts 

and practices that are considered to be valid within the literacy classroom. This allowed 

the pair to broaden the narrow vision of literacy practices and literate people that are 

often presented within schools. And across all cases, but particularly in the cases of 

Adrian and Ms. Douglas and of Zion and Ms. Grey, there is an illustration of how third 

space can allow for the construction of new identities. Students and teachers come into 

conferences with scripts that position them and their interlocutor within particular 

identities, and these identities come into contradictions with one another. Teacher and 

student can then discursively negotiate these contradictions of identity, providing spaces 

that can begin to disrupt their institutional identities of teacher/student and the 

expectations of authority, expertise, and power that accompany those identities. Across 

each of the four examples in this chapter, there is evidence not only of the contradicting 

scripts that come into contact within literacy conferences but also of how this 

contradiction can serve as opportunities for expansive learning. While the excerpts here 

represent only brief moments of third space, this brevity should not be equated with 

unimportance. Instead, we must consider how these brief moments collect and multiply 

as teacher and student interact across an entire year; it is in this accumulation that the 

power of third space becomes visible.  
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Chapter 7: Discussion and Implications 

I began this dissertation with a narrative of one reading conference that took place 

between Ms. Lau and Erykah, in which the pair discussed a book from one of Erykah’s 

favorite series: Pinkalicious. The conference was an opportunity for Ms. Lau to introduce 

a meaning-making strategy to support Erykah’s independent reading, but it was also an 

opportunity for the pair to have an intimate interaction around text. Together on the floor, 

they talked about a text that was important to Erykah, validating not only Erykah’s choice 

of text but also her identity as a reader. Although it was Ms. Lau who initiated the 

interaction, it was Erykah who guided its closure, disrupting typical relations of power 

between teacher and student. In my observations of events like this one, I was struck by 

how these conferences differed in many ways from the other participation frameworks 

constructed in the daily life of the classroom. Unlike whole group activities that involved 

the participation of many voices, these conferences usually only involved two: one 

teacher and one student. The student did not have to compete with turn sharks (Erickson, 

2004) for discursive space, and the teacher did not have the responsibility of managing 

such competition. The content of conversation was not decided solely by the teacher, but 

instead began with texts the student had chosen to read or write. The exceptionality of 

these interactions could be found not only in their discursive features, but also in the 

multimodal: teacher and student sat side-by-side, with their gaze moving between the text 

and one another.  

An unfamiliar observer viewing this interaction from a distance might assume the 

interaction was a casual conversation between friends (albeit friends with a significant 

age difference), rather than a rigorous instructional event. Yet the empirical literature 

demonstrates the importance of these interactions in student literacy development. In 
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addition to identifying its pedagogical purposes, the body of existing literature on 

conferring also examined aspects of conferring as a participation framework, including 

the discursive patterns typical of these interactions and the roles typically taken on by 

teacher and student within them. The literature also noted the ways in which conferences 

were influenced by the goals, beliefs, and prior experiences of both participants, in some 

cases recognizing how these dimensions might come into conflict with one another.  

What was lacking within the existing literature, however, was a focus on the ways 

in which power circulated within conferences, both through the roles of each participant 

and the multiple discourses that guided the interaction. Even the seemingly minor 

decision of the teacher to sit down alongside the student rather than call the student to 

their desk is one that is rooted in certain perspectives on schooling and on the world at 

large, perspectives which can conflict with the other perspectives that circulate within the 

classroom. Drawing from a range of critical theoretical perspectives, this study sought to 

reconsider conferences as a space in which power circulated, examining how conferences 

served as a local space that could both (re)produce and transform existing discourses and 

structures of schooling. In this final chapter, I revisit the research questions that guided 

this study in light of the research questions and explore the theoretical significance of 

these findings. Then, I consider the implications of this work, first for the practice of 

conferring and then for teacher education and educational policy.  

REVISITING FINDINGS 

The first overarching research question for this study was: How do teachers and 

students co-construct critical humanizing pedagogy within reading and writing 

conferences? Recognizing that dehumanizing pedagogical approaches are the norm in 

many schools (Salazar, 2013), I examined how Ms. Grey, Ms. Lau, and Ms. Douglas 
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disrupted these norms in conferences by drawing on four major discourses of humanizing 

literacy pedagogy. In doing so, they, in collaboration with their students, positioned the 

students as subjects engaged in the practice of literacy rather than as objects into which 

teachers deposited literacy knowledge and skills. They also attended to the affective and 

to relationships within teaching and learning, while orienting their teaching towards 

supporting students in working towards a more equitable world.  

The first humanizing discourse drawn on in conferences was a positioning of 

students not solely as learners, but also as readers, writers, and human beings. This 

present-oriented discourse emphasized the importance of students’ self-directed literacy 

practices, recognizing that students engaged in reading and writing not only to prepare for 

the future but also to do meaningful work in their daily lives. Teachers drew on this 

discourse when centering conversations around students’ ongoing reading and writing, 

both by physically moving to the location of this work and by topically focusing the 

conversation on students’ self-selected texts. In addition, teachers viewed conferences as 

a space to focus instruction on dimensions of literacy that were relevant and interesting to 

the student within the moment, such as Ms. Lau’s attention to prosody in her reading 

conference with Erykah and Ali. However, this present-oriented discourse at times came 

into contradiction with future-oriented discourses of college and career readiness, 

prodding teachers and students to focus attention not on their use of literacy in the present 

moment but instead their anticipated use of literacy in their future schooling and jobs.  

A second humanizing discourse drawn on in conferences was one of 

collaboration. In conflict with static institutional positioning of teachers as authorities 

with unquestioned expertise, teachers viewed their role(s) more dynamically. Within 

conferences, they worked to build collaborative and fluid relationships with their 

students, in which both participants could learn together while they took on multiple roles 
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within the span of a single conference. This discourse was enacted spatially through the 

horizontal positioning of teacher and student and the student’s physical control of 

materials during the conference. Discursively, students were encouraged to make 

decisions about their reading and writing, and teachers often used open-ended questions 

to guide them through this process. At other times, teachers positioned themselves as a 

learner alongside the student or as an audience to the students. In the writing conference 

with Trinity, Ms. Grey demonstrated this fluid approach to the teacher-student 

relationship by moving between audience to and collaborator with Trinity. As was 

illustrated in that same interaction however, more hierarchical discourses of the 

teacher/student relationship were also at times draw on in conferences, particularly in 

requests for help from students that positioned teacher as sole expert in the interaction.  

Conferences were also spaces in which teachers drew on a humanizing discourse 

of learning focused on identifying and building upon students’ existing resources. In 

doing so, teachers focused on goals of ongoing growth rather than fixed proficiency, 

while recognizing struggle as a necessary part of the learning process. Rather than 

position conferences as a space to perform proficient reading or writing, teachers 

embraced moments of struggle. They positioned these moments both as normal within 

the practice of literacy and as opportunities to engage in strategic problem-solving, 

encouraging students to recognize and draw upon their existing resources in a moment of 

difficulty. The contradiction between this strengths-based discourse of learning and a 

deficit-based discourse was observed in Ms. Grey’s reading conference with Zion, when 

Zion began the conference by insisting he did not “know how to read”. Ms. Grey 

contested this claim first by normalizing the experience of struggle in reading the text, 

including referencing her own struggles as a reader, and then by introducing a previewing 

strategy to Zion that allowed him to successfully engage with the text. As evidenced in 
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this conference, teachers worked to disrupt deficit discourses that emerged within 

conferences and instead encourage students to draw on a strengths-based discourse of 

learning that positioned them as agentic readers and writers.  

Finally, teachers drew on a humanizing discourse of tailoring that focused 

curricular decision-making not on standardized documents but on their in-the-moment 

assessment of what might best support the student in their immediate practice of literacy. 

Students initiated this tailoring by selecting the texts they read or wrote during workshop, 

prompting the learning within a conference to focus around this text. Teachers drew on 

this discourse in their flexibility and responsiveness to students within the conference, 

selecting and at times shifting their instructional focus to make the interaction relevant to 

the ongoing work of the student. As evidenced in the writing conference between 

Devonte and Ms. Douglas, this discourse of tailoring at times came into tension with a 

discourse of standardization that prioritized the learning of a set curriculum measured 

through high-stakes testing. Ms. Douglas, along with Ms. Grey and Ms. Lau, recognized 

the importance of such tests for her students, and thus she wanted to prepare them to be 

successful in taking them, but she also wanted to support her students in their self-

directed reading and writing. These conflicting discourses came into contact with one 

another within the space of conferences, as teachers made decisions about what 

dimensions of reading and writing to focus on in a particular moment. 

Conferences, then, were a space in which teachers drew upon humanizing 

discourses of teaching and learning in order to enact humanizing pedagogy, but these 

humanizing discourses were not uncontested. Conferences were also at times a space 

where humanizing discourses were contradicted by dehumanizing discourses circulating 

in the classroom, and these multiple discourses involved different perspectives on the 

purposes of the interaction as well as the roles of teacher and student within it. The 
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second research question explored in this study was: How do teachers and students 

negotiate contradictions that arise when co-constructing humanizing pedagogy amidst 

dehumanizing discourses and practices? In this chapter, I used third space as a theoretical 

lens to examine more closely moments of contradiction within conferring, considering 

how such contradictions might allow for the construction of third space and expansive 

learning.  

In order to explore these moments of contradiction through this theoretical lens, I 

drew from the work of Gutiérrez and her colleagues on the role of contradicting scripts, 

or expected patterns of interaction, in the construction of third space (Gutiérrez 1992, 

1993; Gutiérrez et al., 1995). Within the conferences analyzed in this study, I identified 

four major scripts drawn on by teachers and students within their literacy conferences. 

These scripts – collaborating, receiving/responding, teaching, and managing – represent 

the four central activities teachers were engaged in while conferring. Each of these scripts 

had different goals for the interactions as well as different identity positions. Within a 

collaborating script, for instance, both teacher and student were positioned as readers or 

writers, while in a teaching script, they were positioned as expert and novice respectively. 

Each script, then involved not only different identity positions but also different, and in 

some cases contradicting, relations of power and authority.  

Within a single conference, teachers and students drew on multiple scripts; as a 

result of the differences in identity position in these scripts, the use of these multiple 

scripts produced moments of contradiction that teachers and students an opportunity to 

build a moment of third space. In the sixth chapter, I analyzed four such sets of 

interactions in which this moment of third space produced expansive learning (Engeström 

& Sannino, 2010). In a reading conference with Devonte, Ms. Douglas drew on scripts of 

receiving/responding and teaching that disrupted Devonte’s initial use of a managing 
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script, allowing the conference to develop Devonte’s understanding of text features while 

at the same time expanding the kinds of texts valued in their classroom to include a text 

that was a personally meaningful to Devonte. In a writing conference Ms. Douglas had 

with Adrian, the identities contained within these scripts were foregrounded. Adrian drew 

on a teaching script to position himself as an incapable student who was unable to engage 

in writing, which Ms. Douglas sought to disrupt by drawing upon multiple scripts that 

would position him in a more agentic and confident way. This flexible use of scripts and 

their attendant identity positions allowed Adrian to eventually reposition himself as a 

capable writer, prompting him to begin drafting independently.  

This chapter also considered how these contradictions of script might lead to the 

construction of identity across a series of conferences, considering how Ms. Grey used 

hybridity of script to support Zion in positioning himself as a capable writer. Recognizing 

Zion’s initial use of managing and teaching scripts to position himself as a passive and 

helpless writer, Ms. Grey initially draws on a script of collaboration to provide continued 

support in the practice of writing while positioning him as a writer. Over time, Zion 

begins to draw on this script of collaboration, researching alongside Ms. Grey. This 

practice builds Zion’s identity as a writer, eventually allowing him to draw on a 

receiving/responding script as he confidently shares his writing with Ms. Grey as his 

audience. The analysis of this series of conferences suggests this identity construction of 

student as reader or writer might occur not only within a single moment of third space, as 

was the case with Adrian above. Instead, in some relationships this process of identity 

construction will extend over multiple interactions, allowing the student to construct 

themselves as agentic readers and writers through a series of conferences. 

Expansive learning from a moment of third space was also constructed in a 

writing conference between Isaiah and Ms. Lau, in which Ms. Lau enacts a hybrid script 
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that draws on scripts of teaching, collaboration, and receiving/responding to first direct 

Isaiah to an important section of the text and then to prompt Isaiah to respond to and 

build upon what he has read. In doing so, she guides Isaiah to the construction of new 

sociocultural knowledge about the dehumanization of slavery while supporting Isaiah’s 

inquiry into Abraham Lincoln. In this case, this knowledge construction is built upon the 

text but it also extends beyond it, allowing Isaiah to critically consider the role of slavery 

in his research. In each of these conferences, teacher and student negotiated their use of 

multiple scripts within these moments of contradiction, allowing them to construct new 

knowledges and identities as well as expand the literacy practices and texts are were 

valued in the classroom. This discourse analysis examined both temporal (Gutiérrez & 

Stone, 2000) and spatial (Rowe & Leander, 2005) dimensions of third space, considering 

how expansive learning can be built over time and through the use of both discursive and 

multimodal resources. In doing so, it recognized how teacher and student were able to 

engage in expansive learning that went far beyond the standardized curriculum imposed 

upon them by policymakers and administrators.  

THEORETICAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Building upon the existing research on conferring, this study demonstrates 

multiple ways in which students learn new strategies and practices of literacy through 

conferring with their teachers. Students researched topics of interest, wrote and revised in 

a varied of genres, and developed strategies for engaging with challenging texts. 

However, conferences were not only a space of literacy learning, but they were also an 

important space for identity development. As teachers take on multiple roles or identities 

within a conference, they are also positioning their students within related identities. In 

attending to the scripts drawn on within the conference, these findings align with 
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sociocultural theories of identity as co-constructed through interaction and activity 

(Bucholtz & Hall, 2005; Holland et al., 2001; Jacoby & Ochs, 1995). These findings also 

point to the construction of identity as a reciprocal process, in which both students and 

teachers are also always positioning themselves and interlocutors within interconnected 

identities. This analysis made visible the positioning work that is always occurring within 

conferences, as teacher and student negotiate the multiple scripts they are drawing on.  

These findings suggest that in addition to recognizing conferences as a space to 

develop literacy practices, teachers might also view them as a space to develop 

productive literacy identities. Not only can conferences serve as a space to build student 

ownership (Frank, 2001; Hiles, 2005), but they can be a place to restory (Worthy et al., 

2012) students who have historically been positioned as struggling or incapable. By 

consciously performing (Bucholtz & Hall, 2005) particular identities, teachers can by 

extension position their students in more agentive identities that will in turn support the 

student’s development as a reader and writer.  

This potential for restorying is perhaps most evident in the conferences between 

Ms. Grey and Zion. Zion entered Ms. Grey’s classroom just before the second phase of 

data collection with no prior experience in a workshop approach to literacy instruction, 

and this lack of experience reading and writing independently was coupled with an 

institutional positioning as a struggling student. In conferences early in the semester, he 

often enacted this positioning, frequently professing his inability to complete the reading 

or writing at hand. Although he was only in first grade, this positioning of himself as a 

struggling reader and writer seemed a comfortable itinerary of identity for him, providing 

a “well-worn ideological route” along which he seemed “compelled to travel” (Bucholtz, 

Barwell, Skapoulli, & Lee, 2012, p. 157). Ms. Grey, however, viewed identity 

construction as an important part of her pedagogical work, and she used both reading and 
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writing conferences to disrupt this itinerary of identity. To do so, she flexibly performed 

multiple identities, at times positioning herself as a collaborator or audience to Zion as 

reader or writing, while also being willing to take up a position as instructor to be 

responsive to Zion’s requests for support. She coupled this expression of expertise with 

references to her own experiences struggling as a reader and writer, thus opening space 

for struggle within those identity positions. Zion also demonstrated a willingness to take 

up identity positions, namely as reader and writer, that initially appeared unfamiliar or 

unattainable to him. As they talked together around text, Zion and Ms. Grey co-

constructed his identities as reader and writer, which in turn allowed Zion to engage more 

successfully in his reading and writing in the workshop.  

The conferences between Ms. Grey and Zion illustrate one way in which 

conferences can serve as a space to construct identities that support literacy practice and 

development. This attention to identity also attends to some of the challenges related to 

identity within the enactment of conferring. Practitioner literature on conferring 

(Anderson, 2000; Calkins et al., 2005) typically encourages teachers to take on multiple 

roles within a conference, and empirical literature (Gill, 2000; McIver & Wolf, 1999) has 

found that teachers do engage in such shifts. Within the span of a single conference, for 

instance, a teacher might shift from positioning herself as an audience (with the student 

as author) to positioning herself as an expert writer (with the student as novice); within 

the reality of a classroom, the conference might also be interrupted for a moment as the 

teacher positions herself as a classroom manager to redirect a disruptive student across 

the room.  

In considering these multiple identity positions through a lens of power, however, 

my analysis suggests that such shifts are not without their challenges. Each of these 

identity positions, enacted through the use of different scripts, involve different 
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assumptions of expertise and authority within the teacher-student relationship, as well as 

different expectations for how each member will participate in the conference. To shift 

between various identity positions within a single interaction requires flexibility on the 

part of both teacher and student. A participant may not immediately recognize a shift in 

script and identity taken by their interlocutor, potentially creating misunderstandings 

within a conference. This could be observed frequently at the beginning of conferences, 

when a student would perceive the teacher’s opening of “How’s it going?” or “What are 

you working on?” not as an opportunity talk about their work as a reader or writer but 

instead to explain and account for their productivity. In part this misinterpretation 

occurred because those conferences existed within the local context of the classroom, to 

which students drew on their histories of teacher-student interactions as well as the 

institutional positionings of the teacher and student role to guide their interpretation. 

Recalling theories of meaning-making as dialogic (Bakhtin, 1986; Volosinov, 1986), 

these instances remind us that conferences are always influenced by the historical, social, 

and political context in which they occur; as such, the meaning of any utterance – 

including an apparently straightforward phrase like “How’s it going?” – lies not in the 

intention of the speaker but in the negotiation between interlocutor. While it is certainly 

not impossible to shift between multiple identity positions within a single interaction, 

these findings recognize such shifts as more complex and more intertwined with the 

circulation of power than has been previously acknowledged in the existing professional 

and empirical literature on conferring.  

However, the findings also suggest how shifting identity positions can also be 

used as a resource, as was illustrated particularly in the conferences analyzed in chapter 

six. In these conferences, teachers moved flexibly between scripts and at times enacted 

hybrid scripts in order to accomplish their goals within the interaction. The theorizing of 
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third space by Gutiérrez et al. (1997) suggested that moments of contradiction might 

allow not only for the construction of new learning but also for new, hybridized 

identities. Within these conferences, such hybridized identities are not only realized but 

they are utilized as resources for learning. By drawing on multiple scripts within the same 

interaction, teachers were at times able to construct hybridized identities for themselves 

and their students, allowing them to disrupt dehumanizing and unproductive scripts while 

at the same time being responsive to their student’s requests and maintaining a degree of 

intersubjectivity (Wertsch, 1985).  

This construction of hybrid scripts and identities also provides affordances for 

enacting a humanizing pedagogy. Bhabha (1990) notes that an attention to hybridity and 

third space allows one to “avoid the very simplistic polarity between the ruler and the 

ruled” (p. 220). By recognizing the hybridity of script and identity within conferences, 

these findings disrupt dichotomous perspectives of the teacher-student relationship as 

either a purely hierarchical or purely horizontal one. In doing so, they suggest how 

teachers and students might co-construct humanizing pedagogy within the context of a 

dehumanizing status quo. This analysis directs attention to the micro-processes of 

humanizing pedagogy (Vossoughi & Gutiérrez, 2016), identifying some ways in which 

teachers and students might co-construct critical pedagogies through their interactions 

with one another. Through those findings I hope to emphasize that critical pedagogies are 

not defined simply by curriculum – by the decision to read a political text, for instance – 

but also insist upon particular ways of interacting, demonstrated here by teachers and 

students as they drew on humanizing discourses that positioned students not as objects or 

as empty vessels (Freire, 2009) to be filled but instead as people that teachers could learn 

with alongside in recognition of their “shared humanness” (De Lissovoy, 2010, p. 213).  
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In focusing attention on conferences as a component of reading and writing 

workshop, these findings also build upon existing literature examining how workshop 

approaches and critical approaches to literacy instruction might merge in the classroom 

(e.g., Bomer & Bomer, 2001; Lewison & Hefferman, 2008; Lensmire, 1994; Peterson & 

Mosley Wetzel, 2015). This literature has highlighted how the instructional approaches of 

literacy workshop and critical pedagogy align with one another, providing a space for 

students to develop as readers and writers working towards a more socially just world. 

My analysis illuminates how such alignment might occur within the space of conferring, 

providing opportunities for teacher and student to collaborate around text.  

In its examination of the enactment of humanizing pedagogy within the context of 

conferring, however, it also illustrates a tension within that enactment illuminated by 

Janks’ (2004) conception of the access paradox. She writes:  

If you provide more people with access to the dominant variety of the dominant 
language, you contribute to perpetuating and increasing its dominance. If, on the 
other hand, you deny students access, you perpetuate their marginalisation in a 
society that continues to recognise this language as a mark of distinction. (p. 33) 

 

Here, Janks focuses on language variation, but this tension between access and diversity 

is also present within Salazar’s principles of humanizing pedagogy. Salazar encourages a 

diverse, multicultural approach to learning in which “students’ sociocultural resources are 

valued and extended” (p. 139) and “content is meaningful and relevant to students’ lives” 

(p. 139). In the same document, however, Salazar also contends that “mainstream 

knowledge and discourse styles matter” (p. 140) and emphasizes that “students will 

achieve through their academic, intellectual, social abilities” (p. 140), tenets which focus 

on providing students access to dominant language varieties and bodies of knowledge. 

There is a tension here, then, between the classroom as a space to provide students access 
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to those texts and literacy practices valued by ‘mainstream’ society and the classroom as 

a space to expand these valued texts and practices in order to acknowledge and celebrate 

students’ diverse ways with words (Heath, 1983).  

Attention to this access paradox is particularly important in considering how 

literacy conferences might function as a space of humanizing pedagogy, given concerns 

that process-based workshop models may not provide sufficient explicit instruction in 

dominant language varieties to students of color (e.g., Delpit, 1988, 2006; Reyes, 1991). 

Within this study, such contradictions were certainly evident, particularly in the interplay 

between a humanizing discourse of tailored curriculum and a dehumanizing discourse of 

standardized curriculum. These contradictions were especially present in Ms. Douglas’ 

writing conferences, such as her conference with Devonte analyzed in chapter five, as she 

sought to embrace and build upon her students’ diverse approaches to writing while at the 

same time preparing them to be successful on a high-stakes assessment that valued a 

more standardized approach. Considered alongside the construction of expansive learning 

within contradiction, this contradiction between access and diversity within humanizing 

pedagogy need not be viewed as a barrier. Instead, this contradiction, while also initiating 

challenges, provides teacher and student with additional opportunities to such expansive 

learning. In addition, it suggests that teachers might more explicitly interrogate the 

dimensions of power inherent in understandings of ‘mainstream’ knowledge and 

language variation (Janks, 2004, 2009) when such contradictions arise within conferring.  

Finally, the analysis in chapter five of teachers’ expressions of humanizing 

discourses suggests possibilities for how teachers might work within the contradictions of 

humanizing and dehumanizing discourses that circulate within their classrooms and 

schools. Although the teachers in this study recognized the circulation of dehumanizing 

discourses of literacy pedagogy at their school and in the educational system more 
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broadly, their talk in interviews focused not on critique of these dehumanizing discourses 

but instead on their construction of humanizing discourses of literacy pedagogy. In short, 

they focused not on what was wrong but instead on what they could do to make it better. 

In doing so, the teachers talked about their practice through a reconstructive lens (Janks, 

2009; Rogers & Mosley Wetzel, 2014a), envisioning humanizing ways of interacting 

their students. Their enactment of conferring, of course, was more complex, as these 

humanizing discourses came into contradiction with dehumanizing discourses. However, 

the teachers’ willingness to embrace and work within these contradictions allowed them 

to co-construct both humanizing pedagogy and moments of third space that allowed for 

expansive learning. This finding raises the possibility that this focus on reconstruction 

rather than critique might support teachers in their sustained engagement in the 

intellectual and emotional labor required of such work (Campano, 2005). Below, I turn 

my focus towards implications, considering how such findings inform how teachers 

might enact a humanizing approach to conferences.  

CONSIDERING CONFERRING THROUGH A CRITICAL LENS:  
IMPLICATIONS FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE 

When considering how to structure a conference within an elementary reading or 

writing workshop, many teachers and teacher educators use a framework developed by 

Calkins (1994) known as Research-Decide-Teach. This framework divides the 

conference into three parts, with each word in the title naming a task the teacher must 

complete. First, the teacher researches the ongoing reading and writing the student has 

been engaged with, typically by asking the student questions about their work, listening 

to them read aloud, or reading a portion of their writing. From this exchange, the teacher 

decides on a single teaching point that will support that student’s development, which she 

then teaches through modeling, guided practice, or another instructional approach. The 
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Research-Decide-Teach model was the framework for conferring introduced to the 

teacher participants in their professional development on reading and writing workshop, 

and all three referenced it in interviews or conversations about conferring.  

Certainly not all professional literature about conferences has used this 

framework. Anderson, whose popular practitioner text How’s It Going (2000) focuses on 

conferring, organizes the conference into two parts. In the first part, the teacher asks the 

student questions in order to encourage them to talk about their writing and set the 

agenda for the conference, and from this conversation, the teacher makes a decision about 

what to focus on in the second part of the conference. In this second part, the teacher then 

provides specific, critical feedback to the student, as well as teaching them a new strategy 

for their writing. Others have added a fourth component to Calkins’ three-part framework 

(e.g., Ray, 2001; Serravallo & Golberg, 2007), as has Calkins herself in later writings that 

introduce a link section to the existing model (Calkins et al., 2005).  

However, all of these models of conferring share an underlying structure for the 

conference, in which the teacher first listens to the student and then, having determined 

how to move the child forward, selects and enacts a single teaching point. Certainly, 

these models provide support for teachers new to the practice of conferring, and they 

encourage teachers to provide space for students to talk about their reading and writing. 

Aligning with Vygotsky’s (1978) attention on the role of the more knowledgeable other 

within a learner interaction, the Research-Decide-Teach model addresses one way in 

which the teacher might scaffold the student’s engagement with text. By beginning the 

interaction with an investigation into the student’s ongoing practice, the teacher can focus 

on a teaching point that is relevant to the student’s literacy development in that moment.  

However, the Research-Decide-Teach model, like any tool (Wertsch, 1998), has 

not only affordances but also constraints, particularly when considered through the lens 
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of critical pedagogical theory. While certainly the student has a voice in the model, this 

voice is constrained, largely limited to the initial section of the conference. This voice is 

also read through the perspective of the teacher, who has the sole responsibility to decide 

a teaching point that will serve as the focus for the remainder of the conference. Rather 

than the “contextualized joint activity” (Mercer, 2000, p. 141) or “collaboration” (Rogoff, 

1990, p. 191) emphasized in sociocultural theories of learning as well as humanizing 

pedagogies, the framework suggests a linear, bifurcated interaction that is alternatively 

student-directed then teacher-directed. In its attempt to explain conferring, the model 

simplifies the interaction to the extent that it no longer aligns with the theories of learning 

it draws from. In addition, it does not directly address issues of power and identity within 

this interaction. As a result, it neglects the complexities involved in the abrupt shift in 

teacher and student roles between steps in the model as well in the disruption of 

institutionally constructed distributions of authority.  

Given these limitations, it is perhaps not surprising then that conferences in the 

classrooms of Ms. Grey, Ms. Lau, and Ms. Douglas did not typically follow the models 

of conferring found in the professional literature. Certainly, aspects of this model could 

be observed, most notably in their conference openings that asked students to talk about 

their work. However, their conferences could not be neatly divided into two or three 

parts, moving from a phase of research into a phase of teaching. Instead, the process was 

a more fluid and recursive one, with teacher and student appearing to direct and shift the 

conversation several times across the span of a single conference. At times, student 

learned from teacher, at times teacher learned from student, and at times both learned 

together from their engagement with the text. Such shifts were not without tensions, as 

teacher and student navigated multiple, conflicting scripts in every conversation. While 

learning occurred in each interaction, it was not necessarily the sole focus; in some cases, 
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participants seemed more focused on constructing identities, building their relationship, 

or simply enjoying their engagement with text together.  

If the Research-Decide-Teacher model does not represent the complicated, and 

potentially humanizing, approach to conferring enacted by teachers and students in this 

study, then how might we understand this work? Perhaps Erickson’s (2004) concept of 

talk as a process of mutual adaptation provides some insight. Erickson’s work reminds us 

that a single person can never dictate the enactment of an interaction. Instead, every 

interaction, even one in which only a single person is talking, involves the participation 

of all parties and is influenced by all parties, as well as being influenced the historical, 

social, and political context in which the interaction is occurring. And conferring, as 

fundamentally an interaction between two people, is always a process of mutual 

adaptation.  

In applying the concept of mutual adaptation to the practice of conferring then, 

teachers might instead view conferring as a space of negotiation. Doing so requires a 

framing of conferring as not an act of transmission, in which literacy expertise is passed 

from the teacher to the student. Instead, it situates conferring as an interaction between 

two people, teacher and student, who both enter into the interaction with multiple and 

sometimes competing goals. Both teacher and student are working to accomplish many 

things, and the development of strategies for reading and writing is only one of those. 

They are also working to position themselves and each other within certain identity 

positions and to construct understandings of literacy and of the world. The interaction of 

a conference is also influenced by the context in which it takes place. Standardized 

testing, mandated curriculum, and other realities of public school teaching do not simply 

vanish within a sacred bubble of conferring, and the institutionally-assigned identities as 
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teacher and student are never fully erased. Such structures are always present and 

influencing the interactions, even when such influence is not made explicit.  

This positioning of conferring as negotiation then disrupts the notion of 

conferring as a linear process from a stage of research towards a stage of teaching, in 

which the teacher succinctly introduces a new strategy. Certainly, there may be times 

when the conference progresses neatly in this way, but the teacher should not expect such 

an orderly path in most cases. Nor, however, should they remove themselves and their 

goals from the conferring interaction, viewing conferring as merely a space where the 

teacher listens passively to the student. Instead, the teacher must enter actively into their 

conversation with students, being willing to direct the conversation towards productive 

ends while also acknowledging and responding to the ways in which the student seeks to 

direct the conversation. In framing conferring broadly as a negotiation, below I detail 

more specific implications for how teachers might approach conferring as a more 

complex, and ultimately more humanizing, space of learning.  

Start With the Student 

The conference should begin, as process-based pedagogy consistently 

recommends, with the student and the work they are engaged in. Ms. Grey, Ms. Lau, and 

Ms. Douglas almost exclusively initiated conferences using open-ended question like 

“What are you working on?” or “How’s it going with ____?” This approach is 

importantly not simply because it allows the teacher to learn more about the student’s 

reading or writing practices. Doing so also allows the interaction to disrupt the dominant 

relations of power between teacher and student, positioning the conference as a space in 

which the student has authority to direct the conversation along with the teacher. It allows 

the student to introduce the teacher to the literary world they have been inhabiting, 
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allowing them to develop their ability to articulate their goals and decision-making as 

readers and writers.  

As was seen in Devonte’s conference with Ms. Douglas around the Goosebumps 

book, it is also a space for students to introduce into the classroom unconventional texts, 

including those that are personally meaningful to them. In Devonte’s case, the text was 

strongly tied not only to his interests but also to his viewing and discussion of the related 

film with his family. Writing about ethnographies of childhood culture, Corsaro (1981) 

notes, “As adults, we often explain away what we do not understand about children’s 

behavior as unimportant (i.e., silly)” (p. 119). In considering these words from the 

perspective of elementary literacy education, I am reminded of how we as teachers and 

researchers sometimes take this perspective towards the texts that students choose to read 

and write. Dyson (1993, 1997, 2003) has spent much of her career calling for a more 

permeable approach to the literacy curriculum in early childhood classrooms, arguing that 

students’ literacy engagement with superheroes and sporting events should be 

acknowledged and appreciated. Recognizing how the field of adolescent literacy has 

taken up more seriously the importance of adolescent culture both inside and out of 

school, she questions why children’s cultures have not been treated the same way 

(Dyson, 2013b). By rooting conversations in texts selected by the student, the literacy 

conference is one space in which teachers can take seriously the cultures of their students, 

engaging in rigorous academic conversations around content that is significant to them.  

Negotiate Rather Than Follow 

 In opening the conference with an invitation to the student, then, the teacher 

indicates to the student that this is an interaction in which the student is encouraged to 

actively direct the conversation towards topics that are meaningful to them. This does not 
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mean, however, that the teacher simply ‘follows the child,’ as process pedagogies often 

encourage. Lensmire (1993, 1994) has previously raised concerns with this approach 

from a critical perspective, in that following the child might result in an interaction that 

reproduces inequitable relations of power in the classroom and in the broader world.  

In addition, this maxim can easily be misunderstood and exaggerated, such that 

the conference becomes a space where the student dictates the terms of the interaction. 

Consider for example the reading conference between Zion and Ms. Grey, in which Zion 

declared within the first few seconds of the interaction, “I don’t know how to read.” If 

Ms. Grey had simply taken this declaration as fact, the conference would have proceeded 

very differently. Instead, she acknowledged his claim while countering with her own 

knowledge of Zion’s reading practices, ultimately leading the pair to enact a reading 

strategy that allowed Zion to engage successfully with his text. In doing so, she was not 

‘following the child’ but instead was negotiating with him, allowing her to engage him in 

an interaction that supported the development of both his practices and identities as a 

reader. While the conference must be rooted in work that is meaningful to the student, the 

role of the teacher within that conference should be to use their pedagogical expertise to 

expand the student’s literacy practices, a task which in some cases might involve 

disagreement and interruption rather than complete cooperation.  

Build From Strengths  

A primary component of humanizing pedagogy is a pedagogical orientation 

towards building from students’ resources rather than remediating (perceived) deficits. 

This approach provides direction to teachers in how they might approach their students’ 

reading and writing practices during conferring. Rather than enter the conference with a 

deficit lens seeking to identify what might be lacking in the student’s reading or writing, 
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they can instead work to recognize, for themselves and their student, the many strengths 

that student brings to reading and writing. Identifying these strengths serves not simply to 

build the student’s identity as a reader or writer. These strengths also serve as the basis 

from which new strategies and knowledge are built. This strengths-based or appreciative 

orientation is one taken up at length in Bomer’s Hidden Gems (2010), which encourages 

teachers read their students’ writing in a “generous and careful” (p. 105) way. Both in 

Bomer’s work and here, the goal is to use this appreciative lens in order to support 

students’ continued growth as readers and writers.  

In considering the strengths that can be built from, teachers can go beyond the 

genres and forms, skills and strategies typically valued within literacy instruction, a 

valuing that is heavily influenced by the ways in which reading and writing are tested 

within classrooms. Ms. Lau provided an example of such an approach in her conference 

with Erykah and Ali during their partner reading of Dr. Seuss’s (1987) I Am Not Going 

To Get Up Today. As the students voiced the main character’s insistence on staying in 

bed, Ms. Lau noticed the students’ emergent use of expression in their oral reading. She 

named this expression explicitly for students and revoiced this expression in her own 

rereading of portions of the text. She then encouraged students to attend to expression in 

their continued reading of the text, while also encouraging them to use expression as a 

meaning-making strategy in order to better understand the emotions and personalities of 

different characters. Ms. Lau purposefully chose to focus on their expression not because 

it was lacking but because she recognized it as a developing strength. She not only made 

students more aware of this strength, but she also helped them recognize how they might 

use this strength to support another component of reading: meaning-making. This 

perspective of building from strengths directs teachers to direct attention within 

conferences to productive spaces of growth. 
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Lean into Moments of Tension 

As illustrated in chapter six, tensions are likely to arise as different discourses and 

scripts come into contradiction within a conference. This is particularly true when 

teachers seek to enact critical pedagogies like the humanizing approach taken by the 

teachers in this study. These moments of contradiction are typically uncomfortable for 

teachers and students, because the interaction is not proceeding according to the 

expectations of either participant. When faced with such uncertainty, it can be tempting 

to retreat to more familiar ways of interacting. However, the conferences in chapter six 

demonstrate the pedagogical possibilities of instead engaging with this uncertainty, using 

such contradictions as opportunities.  

In particular, the teachers in these conferences were able to draw on the multiple 

identity positions available to them in flexible and creative ways that worked towards 

their goals. For instance, in the series of writing conferences between Ms. Grey and Zion, 

Ms. Grey was able to be responsive to Zion’s request for support while at the same time 

building his ability and confidence in independent writing. She did so through a fluid use 

of the identity positions, moving between an instructor who introduced Zion to tools and 

strategies, a co-author who engaged him in collaborative inquiry and writing, and an 

audience to Zion’s writing who provided him with new perspectives on his work. Her 

shifts between identity positions within and across conferences allowed Zion to also 

make shifts in his identity positioning, moving over time from that of a dependent learner 

towards a confident and capable writer. Within conferences, teachers can draw on the 

many identity positions available to them as a resource, making shifts as they work 

towards their pedagogical goals. At times, this may lead to moments of contradiction, in 

which the relationship they are working to construct does not match the relationship the 

student is constructing. By embracing these moments of contradiction rather than fleeing 
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them, teachers can support students in the development of new knowledges, practices, 

and identities. 

Seek Opportunities for Critical Conversations 

As noted in the closing of chapter five, one component of humanizing pedagogy 

that was not frequently observed in conferences was an attention to critical or 

sociopolitical issues. Very few of the hundreds of conferences observed engaged with 

such issues. This absence is particularly surprising given the frequency with which the 

three classroom communities took up these topics at other times. All three teachers lead 

one or more literature units focused on historical or contemporary issues of injustice, and 

they frequently took up these issues in their modeled writing during writing mini-lessons 

and encouraged students to do them same. They also built classroom libraries that 

included many texts, both fiction and non-fiction, that explored these issues. However, 

despite the frequency with which teachers and students discussed critical topics in the 

classroom, such conversations rarely took place during reading and writing conferences.  

It may be that dimensions of conferring as a participation structure constrain such 

conversations, which are instead more easily or comfortably approached through more 

multi-voiced structures like a whole group read aloud. A whole group read aloud 

provides opportunities for the perspectives not of two people, but of perhaps twenty or 

thirty. Not only does this increase in perspectives allow new issues to be raised within the 

conversation, but it also distributes the cognitive and emotional burden of discussing such 

weighty and often personal topics across a larger group. Also at issue here is the shared 

control of text within a conference. Certainly, teachers can fill their classroom libraries 

with texts that provoke critical conversations, and they can model reading and writing 

about such topics across their curriculum. However, within a learner-driven workshop 
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model that prioritizes student choice in text and topic selections, it is ultimately up to the 

student what they choose to read or write about. If they choose to not engage with such 

topics in their reading or writing, it is challenging for the teacher to make the conference 

a space to engage in critical conversation. 

Despite the potential constraints to engaging in critical conversations within 

conferring, the conference between Isaiah and Ms. Lau focused on his inquiry into 

Abraham Lincoln provides insight into how a teacher might find opportunities for critical 

conversation in texts that do not necessarily focus on these topics. The origins of this 

important conversation began in her design of the inquiry unit. Wanting the inquiry unit 

to be a space to explore the practice of social justice, she organized a book flood with 

biographies of historical figures like Claudette Colvin and Mother Jones, figures rarely 

represented in state curriculum documents. Perhaps driven by his interest in racism, 

Isaiah had selected Abraham Lincoln, a figure with a complex yet significant relationship 

to slavery. However, the biographies of Lincoln that Isaiah had access to tended to 

minimize this part of Lincoln’s life, and Isaiah’s first few days of reading had not resulted 

in any writing about slavery. When Ms. Lau began to confer with Isaiah, she saw this as 

an opportunity to engage him in a conversation about Lincoln’s role in slavery, and she 

directed their attention towards the single two-page spread in the text that addressed this 

topic. The resulting conversation about the dehumanization inherent in slavery occurred 

not because the text was focused on this topic, but because Ms. Lau purposefully directed 

the conversation towards it. This interaction suggests that teachers can take action to 

increase the likelihood that students engage with critical topics in their reading and 

writing, as Ms. Lau did with her design of the unit, and that they can identify 

opportunities for critical conversations in a range of texts. A text does not need to 

explicitly take up questions of power or social justice to provoke critical conversation. 
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Instead, through their knowledge of both text and student interest, teachers can find 

opportunities to direct conferences in a more critical direction. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION 

In addition to suggesting an alternative lens for understanding the practice of 

conferring, this study provides implications for how both preservice and inservice teacher 

education might support teachers in enacting this approach to conferring. As evidenced 

by the findings in chapter five, the practices enacted in a classroom are always built upon 

the local, institutional, and societal discourses (Fairclough, 2003). Teacher education, 

then, must not begin with the teaching of specific methods but instead with a critical 

exploration of teachers’ beliefs and theories. This includes not only their perspectives on 

teaching and learning but also their perspectives about the broader world and, in the case 

of literacy teacher education, on language and literacy. This attention to theory is critical 

to scholarship on humanizing pedagogy, emphasized by Bartolomé’s (1994) recognition 

of the “methods fetish” (p. 174) that predominates in some approaches to teacher 

education. A narrow attention to instructing teachers in the use of particular methods does 

not take into account the diverse humanity of teachers and students, but instead seeks to 

reduce teaching to a science with predetermined methods enacted upon all students 

(Shannon, 2007).  

Literacy teacher education, then, must view the teaching of conferring not as a 

method but instead as a social practice (Barton & Hamilton, 2012), one that is informed 

by an understanding of both teaching and literacy as political spaces (Freire, 1986; Street, 

1984). The moment-to-moment decisions that teachers make in their daily teaching 

practice are influenced, both explicitly and implicitly, by the discourses they draw on. 

This is perhaps especially true in conferring, which cannot be meticulously planned in 
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advance but instead require the teacher to flexibly respond to the immediate literacy 

practices of the student. This suggests that in addition to a serious engagement with 

theory, teacher education must also be a location for the consideration of practice. 

Teacher education might support teachers in developing this in-the-moment 

responsiveness through course activities that develop practices of improvisation (Berk & 

Triber, 2009; Sawyer, 2004a, 2004b).  

This approach to teaching as improvisation does not require an abandonment of 

structure. Instead, improvisation is at heart a practice of creativity within structure, where 

“possibilities for potential action are partially bounded” (Jordan & Santorini, 2015, p. 

240). The classroom is filled with structures outside the control of teacher and student, 

ranging from administrative mandates and high-stakes standardized testing to 

institutional positionings of teacher and students. These structures constrain but do not 

determine the activities of teachers and students in a conference. It was within these 

structures that the teachers and students in this study were able to not only develop new 

knowledge and strategies as readers and writers, but also to construct new identities and 

expand understandings of literacy far beyond the standardized curriculum. The 

acknowledgement of these structures does not require teachers – or teacher educators – to 

reproduce dehumanizing literacy pedagogy. Instead, teacher education can help teachers 

to find spaces for such improvisation, while supporting their ability to be responsiveness 

within such spaces. But of course, this work of improvisation and responsiveness requires 

the critical theoretical grounding discussed earlier. A framework for merging this 

necessary attention to both theory and practice in conferring can be found in Freire’s 

(2009) call for praxis, or “reflection and action upon the world in order to transform it” 

(p. 41). Certainly, appeals for praxis within teacher education are not new within the 

literature (e.g., Bieler, 2010; Rodriguez, 2012; Utt & Tochluk, 2016), and yet the field 
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still struggles to effectively construct teacher education experiences that support teachers 

engaging in this complex practice (Cochran-Smith, 2010; Zeichner, 2009).  

One area of promise is the use of video as a tool within teacher education (Ortlieb, 

McVee, & Shanahan, 2015). Video-based practices like Retrospective Coaching Analysis 

(Mosley Wetzel et al., 2015a, 2015b, 2017) allow teachers to re-view specific moments 

in their teaching and reflect on the decisions they made in those moments with mentors or 

peers. In addition to considering the theoretical assumptions and implications of those 

decisions, they can explore other possible decisions they could have made and the 

assumptions and implications of those alternative possibilities. In this practice, video 

allows teachers to engage in responsive discourse analysis (Rogers & Mosley Wetzel, 

2014b), in which teachers use the analytic tools of critical discourse analysis to critically 

reflect upon their teaching. Responsive discourse analysis directs teachers to focus on the 

role of talk in teaching and learning, using the analysis to reflect into future practice. In 

doing so, they can view their practice not only through the lens of critique but also 

through a lens of reconstruction, envisioning more humanizing and emancipatory ways of 

being in the classroom.  

These tools of video and discourse analysis are particularly well suited to support 

preservice and inservice teachers in developing their practice of conferring. As a practice 

that resists planning and requires flexibility and improvisation, conferring requires 

teachers to make a series of decisions in the moment of teaching, with each decision 

directing the conference in a particular way. The tools of both video and discourse 

analysis allow teachers to slow down these moments of decision-making in order to 

engage in more careful analysis. Discourse analysis directs attention to the practice of 

conferring as one of mutual adaptation (Erickson, 2004), allowing teachers to examine 

how their talk in conferences both influences and is influenced by their students. Video 
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serves as a tool for teachers to engage in this discourse analysis without the burden of 

transcription, while also encouraging them to consider the role of their bodies in the 

practice of conferring. They can attend to not only how the language they use influences 

the conference, but also how their tone, facial expression, and body positioning does as 

well. Within a collaborative learning context, such as a mentoring relationship or a 

teacher education course, these tools can allow teachers to examine how their teaching 

practices align with or depart from their theoretically-rooted beliefs about schooling, 

language, and literacy. Approaching their teaching through a lens of inquiry, teachers are 

not simply learning to better enact conferring as a decontextualized method, but are 

instead are studying the practice of conferring through a lens of theory.  

IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY 

Much of this study has focused on the ways in which teachers and students 

enacted a humanizing approach to literacy instruction within constraints created by 

educational policy. This includes, of course, state and national policies related to high-

stakes standardized testing and curriculum, but it also includes district and campus 

policies that extend and expand higher-level policies. Through a lens of third space, one 

might even argue that such policies were productive, in that they produced contradictions 

that ultimately led to moments of expansive learning. However, the contradictions 

experienced within conferring go far beyond the standardizing neoliberal policies of 

testing and curriculum. They are rooted in ideological discourses of literacy, language, 

and learning that have existed well before recent reforms and cannot be eliminated 

through a change in policy. Instead, they require more fundamental, revolutionary 

changes to not simply the structures of schooling but to the structures and discourses of 

our society at large (Anyon, 2005; Freire, 2009).  
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This does not, however, suggest that policy cannot be changed to better support 

teachers and students seeking to conferring in more humanizing ways. First, 

policymakers and administrators must recognize that, despite the benefits of instructional 

planning, conferring cannot be planned in the same way that other instructional structures 

like a read aloud might be. Many district- and campus-level policies require teachers to 

regularly submit detailed lesson plans to administration. In addition to requiring 

alignment to state and national standards as well as district scope and sequence 

documents, these policies typically require lesson plans to be completed a week or more 

in advance of teaching. This procedure does not allow for a responsive approach to 

instruction, one that is particularly necessarily in conferring. In addition, the requirement 

that instruction align with these standardized curriculum documents is a necessarily 

dehumanizing practice for both teachers and students (Balderrama, 2001), in that it 

ignores the many dimensions of diversity present in our classrooms. Rather than 

recognize that each student has a unique set of resources and develops as a reader and 

writer in a distinctive and typically non-linear trajectory, such standards – and the high-

stakes tests developed to assess mastery of them – imagine classrooms filled with generic 

children (Dutro, 2010; Luke, 1995). These standards also tend to emphasize so-called 

‘basic skills’ that emphasize a fixed understanding of literacy out of step with the real 

ways in which children engage with reading and writing (Dyson, 2008, 2013a). Rather 

than seek to mandate alignment with standardized curriculum document, educational 

policy should encourage teachers to plan and enact instruction that recognizes and builds 

upon the resources of each one of their students.  

In addition to removing some of these constraints to the enactment of conferring, 

educational policy can also proactively support it in two ways. First, it can ensure that 

classrooms have the resources necessary for students to engage in reading and writing 
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workshop. Small class sizes are essential to allow teachers to engage in meaningful 

literacy conferences with each of their students. While learning occurs across the 

workshop space, it is within conferences with individual students that teachers can 

provide targeted, differentiated support for literacy development. Smaller class sizes 

allow teachers to more frequently confer with each of their students, thus increasing their 

opportunities for such support. In order to allow students more regular access to such 

interactions, schools might even utilize reading specialists and other literacy 

professionals to ‘push-in’ to classrooms during reading and writing workshop to confer 

with students.  

Workshop classrooms also need well-stocked classroom libraries filled with texts 

of different genres and topics, as well as a variety of supplies for writing and publishing. 

As demonstrated in the conferences analyzed in this study, students need access to books 

that they want to read; Zion’s willingness to engage in reading a challenging text with 

Ms. Grey, for instance, was due in part to his desire to read the Fly Guy book he had 

selected. Similarly, students need access to a wealth of drafting and publishing materials 

in order to make decisions about which resources will best support their writing process. 

Rather than purchasing a standard set of books or materials for all classrooms at a 

particular grade level, states and districts might develop policies that allow teachers to 

make such purchasing decisions, selecting texts and writing materials based on their 

ongoing assessment of their students’ interests and needs. In this decision-making, 

teachers might even invite students to select some of the materials purchased, allowing 

students to make additional collaborative decisions about their reading and writing. While 

this policy change would require financial resources, such resources could easily be 

obtained by redirecting money away from the purchase of expensive textbooks that often 

go unused in workshop classrooms.  
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A second area of educational policy would be providing both support and 

incentive for teachers to engage in ongoing professional development. In considering 

how Ms. Grey, Ms. Lau, and Ms. Douglas were able to co-construct a humanizing 

pedagogy in conferences with students, it’s important to recall that all three were 

involved in ongoing teacher education, particularly through programs run by the 

university and the local affiliate of the National Writing Project. These programs served 

as spaces for the teachers to critical reflect upon their teaching with colleagues alongside 

discussions of educational theory. Educational policy should be designed to support 

rather than inhibit teachers in engaging in these kinds of professional development, and 

such support should include funding and financial incentives for pursuing advanced 

degrees with teacher education programs that root learning within theory. In addition to 

more formal teacher education, schools and districts can support the development of local 

critical teacher inquiry communities (e.g., Philips & Gallas, 2004; Richie, 2012; Rogers 

et al., 2005), providing materials as well as release time and financial compensation for 

sustained participation. Both formal teacher education programs and local inquiry 

communities can serve as spaces for teachers like those in this study to critically examine 

and develop their teaching practice, working towards the enactment of humanizing 

approaches to literacy instruction.  

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The findings from this study also suggest directions for future research seeking to 

examine conferring from a critical theoretical perspective. First, research might take up 

the surprising finding from this study that, at least in these particular classrooms, 

conferring did not frequently serve a space for teachers to engage students in critical 

conversations around sociopolitical issues. Certainly, it is possible that this finding is 
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limited to these particular classrooms. However, given the frequency with which these 

critical conversations were had during other periods of instruction in these classrooms, it 

raises further questions about how the participation framework of conferring may – or 

may not – support such critical conversations. Future research might identify and analyze 

examples of conferences that do engage in these conversations to better understand how 

teachers might direct conferences towards critical topics. Alternatively, it might compare 

different participation frameworks in the classroom – such as read alouds, mini-lessons, 

strategy groups, and conferring – to examine the affordances and constraints of each 

structure as locations to enact critical conversations. 

A second direction from this research would be to continue to explore the 

possibilities and challenges of enacting critical humanizing pedagogy within a process-

based workshop model for literacy instruction. As discussed earlier in this chapter, 

workshop provides certain affordances for the enactment of critical pedagogy, but the 

workshop models and critical pedagogy can also come into tension with one another and 

with dominant approaches to literacy instruction in public schools (Kamler, 2001; 

Lensmire, 1994; Peterson & Mosley Wetzel, 2015; SooHoo & Brown, 1994). Future 

research might take a critical lens to consider the circulation of power across all 

components of the reading and writing workshop, considering for instance how 

positionings of authority and expertise are built and disrupted across the three major 

components of a workshop model: whole-group mini-lesson; conferring and independent 

work; and whole-group share. Not only can different identity positions be constructed 

within each component (Gutiérrez, 1993), but each component also has different norms 

of participation for teacher and student. For example, a typical mini-lesson is typically 

conceptualized as a teacher-directed event with minimal student participation, while a 

conference necessitates a much more collaborative and dialogic approach (Calkins, 1994; 
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Bomer, 2011). An exploration of how students and teachers understand and enact the 

different identity positions required of each event, as well as how they transition between 

these events, would provide insight into some of the tensions within a workshop model, 

as well as the tensions that arise when seeking to enact a critical approach to literacy 

workshop.  

Finally, a third dimension through which research might continue to explore the 

construction of power within the conference would be to more carefully consider the role 

of the text within the conferring event. This study focused analytic attention on two major 

participants within a conference: the teacher and the student. While this allowed for a 

better understanding of how these two participants interacted and adapted to one another, 

it avoided a careful analysis of a third major participant in that interaction: the text. In 

each conference, teacher and student were reacted not just to one another, but also to a 

text. At times this was a text authored by the student, while at other times it was a 

published text authored by a third party. Beyond simply serving as an object around 

which conversation was built, the text brought an additional voice into the conversation, 

one that often carried in discourses from outside the local context of the classroom 

(Brandt & Clinton, 2002). Future research might focus analytic attention on the text as a 

third participant within the conferring conversation, examining how understandings of 

authority and expertise were negotiated not only between teacher and student, but also 

between teacher, student, and text.  

In addition to these suggestions for research on classroom practice, future 

research might also attend more carefully to the beliefs and teaching philosophies of 

teachers who enact humanizing pedagogy in the context of literacy workshop. Certainly, 

there is a wealth of research exploring the dispositions and practices of teachers teaching 

against the grain and towards social justice (Goldenberg, 2013; Grant & Agosto, 2008; 
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McLaughlin & DeVoogd, 2011). However, the connections between expressions and 

enactments of humanizing discourses by teachers examined in chapter five suggest 

further directions in this work. In particular, while these humanizing discourses 

frequently came into contradiction with dehumanizing discourses within the enactment of 

conferences, attention to these contradictions was limited in their discussions of teaching 

and learning within conferences. Teachers expressed an awareness of such dehumanizing 

discourses and their related structures within their school, and they did at times address 

and express frustration with challenges that arose in their work to enact a more 

humanizing pedagogy. Their attention however focused not on critiquing the existing 

system but instead on envisioning how they might persist despite such challenges (Janks, 

2009). In doing so, they seemed to be aligned with calls for critical language and literacy 

research to attend to reconstruction alongside critique (Luke, 2004; Rogers & Mosley 

Wetzel, 2014a; Rogers & Schaenen, 2014). This raises questions about how these two 

orientations to critical pedagogy – critique and reconstruction – might support the 

enactment of humanizing pedagogy in different ways. Additionally, it raises questions 

about how these orientations might influence a teacher’s response to the moments of 

contradictions that arise when enacting humanizing pedagogy, and thus how such 

orientations encourage or inhibit their construction of third space in these moments. 

Future research might consider how critical teacher orientation towards critique and 

reconstruction influences their practice, providing additional insight into teacher 

education might support teachers in this work.  

CONCLUSION: LIVING WITH COMPLEXITY 

This study began with a desire to better understand a structure of literacy 

instruction that appeared to disrupt institutional positions of teacher and student within 
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the context of a conversation that developed literacy knowledge and practice. Through 

my analysis, I have used theoretical lenses of humanizing pedagogy and third space to 

examine how the teachers and students in my study navigated the complexities of this 

interaction, negotiating the multiple goals and identities of each party. In closing this 

study, I urge readers to embrace the complexity of conferences as a social practice rather 

than seek to contain it within a static method. As Erickson (1999) reminds us: 
 

The teacher and student have to work harder as they move in some directions than 
in others, ‘up’ the slopes in counterhegemonic progressive practice and ‘down’ 
the slopes in hegemonic practice that follows the default procedures of 
acquiescence to the social and cultural status quo. (p. 132) 

 

Through their co-construction of humanizing pedagogy within literacy conferences, the 

teachers and students in this study were working to move uphill. It would have been 

easier for both parties to simply reproduce the dehumanizing discourses that circulate 

through schools, and yet they persisted in their collaborative engagement with texts 

despite the tensions this produced. This is challenging, complex work that requires 

teachers with the expertise to direct the conversations towards productive ends as well as 

the willingness to adapt and improvise in the moment. As educational researchers and 

teacher educators, we honor this complexity not by attempting to simplify such practices 

into abstract models, but instead by seeking to better understand the intricacies of these 

practices. In learning from the struggles and triumphs of the teachers and students in this 

study, we can better support teachers and students in moving uphill towards more 

humanizing and emancipatory literacy practices of teaching and learning.  
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Appendix A: Interview Protocols  

First Interview Protocol 

 
Part 1: Background: 

1. Tell me a little bit about your background as a teacher. How did you enter teaching? 
How long have you been teaching? What schools or grades have you taught in?  
 

Part 2: Literacy Instructional Approach/Philosophy 
2. What is your approach to teaching literacy – reading and writing – in your classroom?  
What are the big ideas that guide your thinking?  
 
3. How do you organize your literacy instructional block? How do you make decisions 
about how to organize your literacy instruction?  (Possible follow-up: Are there aspects 
of your instructional block that are required by your school or district?)   
 
4. What professional development have you experienced with respect to literacy 
instruction?  
 

Part 3: Conferring 
5. How do you use conferring – or one-on-one conversations – in the context of your 
literacy instruction? Have you always used conferring in your teaching? (Possible follow-
up: What is the relationship between conferring and other aspects of your literacy 
instruction?) 
 
6. When sitting down to confer with a student, what are your instructional goals in that 
moment?  How do you decide what to focus the conversation on? 
 
7. Can you describe what a typical conversation might look and sound like around 
student reading?  What about a typical conference around student writing?  
 
8. How do your one-on-one conversations with students during literacy instruction differ 
from your conversations in small or whole group?  Do your instructional purposes in 
these different conversations differ?  
 
9. How do your conversations differ based on the individual student you are working 
with? Are there ways that you differentiate these conversations based on the student?  
(Possible follow-up: Ask specifically about differentiating for students identified as 
English Language Learners, struggling readers/writers, Gifted and Talented students.)  
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Part 4: Closure 
10. Is there anything else about your literacy instruction or use of conferring you’d like to 
share with me? 

 

Second Interview Protocol 
1. Last semester, we talked about your current teaching situation. Has anything changed 
in your class since we last talked?  
 
2. How are you using conferring with your students this year?  How has your use of 
conferring changed across the school year?  
 
3. At the beginning of the year, we spoke about how your conferring differs based on the 
student are you interacting with. Over the past semester, have you noticed how you adapt 
or differentiate your conferences based on the student you are working with?  
 

(Possible follow-up: Ask specifically about differentiating for students identified 
as English Language Learners, struggling readers/writers, Gifted and Talented 
students.)  

 
4. Let’s think a little bit about challenging conferences – conferences that aren’t going as 
planned. Do you notice this happens more frequently when conferring around a particular 
topic, or with particular students? How do you handle this as a teacher?  
 
5. Are there students you notice yourself struggling to confer with more frequently?  Are 
there students who seem “easier” to confer with?  
 

(Possible follow-up: How do your relationships with students impact how you 
confer with them?)  

 
6. Is your conferring during reading and writing workshop different from the other one-
on-one conversations you have with students (e.g., in other subjects or other parts of 
literacy block)? If so, how is it different?  
 
7. I’d like to talk a little bit about the constraints on your conferring practices. Are there 
ways that testing (STAAR, TPRI, district assessments) impacts your conferring?  Are you 
encouraged by your campus or district administration to focus on certain aspects of 
literacy over others?  Does this differ for reading versus writing instruction? 
 
Closure: Is there anything else about your literacy instruction or use of conferring you’d 
like to share with me? 
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Third Interview Protocol 
1. Are there things you’ve noticed about your use of conferring since our last interview? 
Are there ways your use of conferring has changed since our last interview?   
 
2. In the past, you’ve talked a little bit about “data days”. Can you speak more about what 
these are, and how they impact your literacy instruction? 
 
3. Based on my observations and conversations thus far, it seems like there’s a 
schoolwide attention to fluency in literacy instruction. Is this a formal policy, or an 
informal focus?  
 

Possible follow-up questions:  
• How do you focus on fluency in your instruction? How did you make these 

decisions? 
• Are there aspects of fluency instruction that are mandated or expected in your 

grade level?  
 
4. How do your standardized/formalized assessments (like benchmark tests, TPRI, DRA, 
ORFs) impact your instruction?  
 
 Possible follow-up questions:  

• Are there ways you use these results to plan or make changes to your 
instruction?  

• How closely do you align your instruction (e.g., small groups; book levels) 
with the results? Are there times you depart from the results? 

 
5. Focal Students: I’d like to focus on a few students in my data collection, to help me 
think about how conferring impacts their literacy practices over time. [explain approach: 
2 at/above proficiency; 2 below proficiency – TPRI/DRA OR benchmark scores] Do you 
have recommendations for students who might be good focal students? [ask for any 
available standardized assessment data] 
 
6. Because I’m drawing on critical theory in this study, I’ve been thinking about the ways 
that race and class are at play in conferring. Are there ways you notice race and class (or 
other salient identities) impact your conferring?  
 

Possible follow-up questions:  
• Are you familiar with the critiques from Delpit and other scholars of color 

about process-based or workshop approaches? What is your response to these 
critiques? Are their ways these critiques influence your enactment of 
workshop?  
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• How do you think workshop operates differently – and/or is received 
differently – in schools located in working class communities of color versus 
middle class White communities?  

• How do your own positionality with respect to race and class (as well as other 
salient identities) influence your conferring?  

 
Reflecting on Conferring (Stimulated Recall): 

 
7. What are you noticing when watching/hearing/reading this conversation?   
 
8. What were your purposes or goals during this conversation?  Why did you select this 
particular purpose or goal?  
 
9. Do you think your purpose or goal was achieved? Why or why not? 
 
10. What do you notice about your specific use of language in this conversation? How are 
you using your talk in this conversation to support your goals?  
 
11. What are you noticing about the your non-linguistic features (e.g., gesture, facial 
expressions, body positioning)? How are these supporting your goals in the interaction? 
 
12. What do you notice about the student’s talk and body language in this interaction?  
 
 Closure 
 
13. How do you plan to use conferring going forward in your literacy instruction? Are 
there any changes you plan to make in your practice? 
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Appendix B: Transcription Conventions  

 
Symbol Use 

[ text 
[ text 

The starting points of overlapping speech 
 

= The break and subsequent continuation of an interrupted 
utterance by one speaker 

(.) A brief pause 

.  Falling pitch 

?  Rising pitch 

, Temporary rise or fall in intonation 

! Excited speech 

- Abrupt halt or self-interruption 

underline Emphasized or stressed speech 

::: Prolonged sound 

(*text*) Speech that is unclear in the transcript 

((text )) Description of non-verbal activity 

Conventions adapted from Jefferson (2004).  
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